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Abstract

Assembled structures are typically constructed by structural elements that are con-
nected together by structural joints. For example, thousands of spot weld joints are
used in a typical automotive structure in order to provide connections between layers
of thin metal sheets used to form the structure. The spot weld joints also significantly
contribute to the vehicles structural stiffness and dynamic characteristics; hence it is
very important to have an acceptable FE model of the joints in order to evaluate the dy-
namic behaviour of such structures. It appears that most of the studies regarding spot
weld joints have concentrated on spot welds made by the more conventional Resis-
tance Spot Welding, while to the author's best knowledge, there is no reported works
on modelling the dynamic behaviour of structures with laser welds, which is the main
objective of this thesis.

Existing elements available in commercial FE software are researched and a suit-
able element is chosen to represent the laser weld joints for its dynamic predictions.
A set of laser spot welded structures are manufactured and FE model representing
the structures is developed systematically, starting from modelling and updating the
substructures to the development of the FE model of the welded structures. Experi-
mental modal analysis is conducted in order to obtain the modal parameters from the
test structures, which are then employed in validating and improving the correlation
between the developed FE models and their experimental counterparts.

Variability that exists in the test structures is also investigated and non-deterministic
(or stochastic) model updating is carried out by using the perturbation method. Param-
eter selection for the stochastic model updating is studied first using two sets of very
different structures: the first set consists of nominally identical (simple) flat plates,
while the second set comprises of (more complicated) formed structures. The stochas-
tic updating procedure is conducted with different combinations of parameters, and it
is found that geometrical features (such as thickness) alone cannot converge the pre-
dicted outputs to the measured counterparts, hence material properties (for instance,
Young's modulus and shear modulus) must be included in the updating process.

Then, the stochastic model updating is also conducted on the welded structures,
using two approaches of parameter weighting matrix assignments. Results from one
of the approaches demonstrate good correlation between the predicted mean natural
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frequencies and their measured data, but poor correlation is obtained between the pre-
dicted and measured covariances of the outputs. In another approach, different param-
eter weighting matrices are assigned to the means and covariances updating equations.
Results from this approach are in very good agreement with the experimental data and
excellent correlation between the predicted and measured covariances of the outputs is
achieved.

Finally, the developed deterministic FE model of the welded structures is used in
damage identification exercise, consisting of two parts: (I) identification of defects,
and (2) identification of real damage in the welded structure. In the first part, a defec-
tive structure is selected from the set of nominally identical structures and FE model
updating procedure is performed in order to quantify the defects in the defective struc-
ture. In this exercise, only the natural frequencies are employed in the identification
procedure and the identified defects are found to be reasonable and in agreement with
the findings from visual inspection conducted prior to the identification work.

In identifying real damage in the welded structure, the identification procedure
is conducted based on the natural frequencies and the mode shapes information of the
damaged structure. The damage is characterised by the reductions in the Young's mod-
ulus of the weld patches to indicate the loss of material/stiffness at the damage region.
Based on the updating results, it can be concluded that the identification procedure has
successfully identified, localised and quantified the damage. The identification pro-
cedure also brings the predicted natural frequencies closer to their measured counter-
parts, with a very good correlation is achieved between the numerical and experimental
modes.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction
A general introduction of the research and motivation for the work are presented in
Section 1.1.1. The research covers several areas, namely structural dynamic analysis
(Section 1.1.2), experimental modal analysis (Section 1.1.3), finite element (FE) mod-
elling and model updating (Section 1.1.4), uncertainty analysis in structural dynamics
(Section 1.1.5) and damage identification (Section 1.1.6). A review of related research
topics is included in Section 1.2 and an overview of this work is given in Section 1.3.
Main contributions are explained and list of publications are included (Section 1.3.2).
Section 1.4 shows the organisation of the thesis.

1.1.1 Significance of laser weld joints in the research

The main motivation for this work is to explore the possibility of using existing ele-
ments from available commercial FE analysis packages for modelling spot weld joints
made by laser welding (LW) process. The spot weld joints are normally employed in
joining layers of thin metal sheets in the construction of structures (such as an auto-
motive body-in-white (BIW)), providing significant contributions to the stiffness and
dynamic characteristics of the structures. Thus, it is very important to have an accept-
able FE model of the joints, so the dynamics of structures with these joints can be
estimated accurately.

In automotive applications, resistance spot welding (RSW) is widely used for pro-
ducing a typical automotive structures. However, owing to strong demands and reg-
ulations for better performance, improved fuel economy and more environmentally-
efficient vehicles (that consequently lead to the use of new technologies in manufac-
turing (e.g., tailor welded blanks) and/or advanced lightweight materials such as alu-
minium and its alloys), the application of laser welding for producing spot welds is
receiving increasing consideration by major automotive manufacturers (such as BMW,
Mercedes and Audi, just to name a few) as a primary alternative to the conventional
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resistance spot welding in the production of their car structures.
Laser welding can be employed efficiently and economically in various applica-

tions, with many advantages of the laser welding process over the conventional pro-
cesses acknowledged. The main advantage of the laser welding process is its non-
contact one-sided operation, which allows for simpler fixture and better access to hard-
to-reach areas in the workpieces. This advantage is further enhanced by the flexibility
of the operation that results in a faster and efficient process. The highly-flexible process
also facilitates the possibility of different configuration of weld joints (e.g., continuous
and stitched weld) to be achieved. In addition, due to the non-electrical nature of the
laser output used in the laser welding process, a wide variety of metals and their alloys
can be welded regardless of their materials properties. Because of these advantages,
more welds can be produced in a single workstation, thus savings in terms of time,
space and tooling costs can be achieved accordingly.

Due to the above-mentioned potentials of laser weld joints, it is necessary to in-
vestigate further on how these joints can be modelled accurately. Majority of reported
works related to modelling of laser weld joints are mainly concerned in simulating the
welding process itself, hence it is vital to develop an FE representation of these joints
for the prediction of their dynamic behaviour. Nevertheless, modelling of joints is al-
ways a difficult task, and the need to bring the representations of numerical models to
be closer to experimental model resulted in extensive research involving areas such as
structural dynamic analysis, experimental modal analysis and FE modelling and model
updating, as described in the followings.

1.1.2 Structuraldynamic analysis

Structural dynamics is one of the most important engineering disciplines, covering be-
haviour of structures subjected to dynamic loadings or excitations caused by human,
wind, waves, traffic, earthquakes, etc .. Understanding the dynamics of structures has
become increasingly important and structural analysts are constantly challenged to pro-
duce better designs to meet the economic, environmental and safety aspects imposed
by governing bodies. As a result, modern structures have become more complicated.
Structural dynamic analysis can be performed manually for simple structures, but for
more complicated structures, however, the application of experimental modal analy-
sis (EMA) and/or FE analysis by using commercially available FE packages such as
NASTRAN and ABAQUS is necessary.

In the field of structural dynamics, much effort is given to developing accurate
models that can be used to predict the response of the system due to various loadings
or excitations. The analysis is normally limited to estimation of modal parameters (i.e.,
natural frequencies, modal damping, mode shapes, etc.) and the analytical estimates
are frequently compared with experimental data. Correlation between the predicted
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and measured data can be evaluated by applying a numerical correlation tool, such as
the Modal Assurance Criteria (MAC) [1]. Subsequently, the analytical models can be
improved by performing model updating to bring the model closer to the experimental
counterpart.

1.1.3 Experimental modal analysis

Modal analysis has become a very interesting domain for the past several decades.
It has turned into an established technique to analyse the dynamical behaviour of
structures (especially large and complicated ones), for instance, in the automotive and
aerospace industry. Experimental modal analysis or modal testing [2,3] is a field of
measuring and analysing dynamic response of structures when excited by certain in-
puts (either by an instrumented hammer or a shaker), in order to produce a set of
frequency response functions (FRFs) that contain inherent dynamic properties of a
structure. Further analysis (such as curve fitting) can be carried out to estimate the
modal parameters of the structures.

EMA plays an important role in design and analysis of engineering structures. It
is normally conducted for validation of numerical models before they can be used for
further detailed analysis. Modal parameters extracted from the EMA can be used in
FE model updating procedure (as explained in Section 1.1.4) in order to bring the
numerical models closer to the experimental models. The measured FRFs and modal
parameters can also be utilised in damage identification procedures, as explained in
Section 1.1.6.

1.1.4 Finite element modelling and model updating

Structures with simple and standard geometrical shapes with well-established proper-
ties can be solved by using equations of motion describing their dynamics behaviour.
For example, there are well-known solutions to the equations of motion for simple
structures such as beams and plates. However, these analytical approaches are often
not realisable to represent the dynamics behaviour of large and complicated structures
such as an automotive BIW, hence FE analysis have to be carried out.

FE analysis has become the most popular technique in structural dynamic analysis,
owing to recent advances in numerical methods and availability of powerful comput-
ing facilities. FE modelling enables prediction of structural behaviour under different
types of loadings, so any deficiencies in the design of a structure can be detected from
the early stage of design process. For example, an FE model can be used to predict
vibration behaviour of a proposed design and modifications can be made to the design
if any problems are found in the analysis, which can significantly reduce the number
of expensive prototypes and experiments, as well as time-to-market.
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Typically, extensive FE models are utilised in predicting the overall response of
a real structure, which leads to highly expensive computational effort. In order to
avoid the computational issue, it is acceptable for FE models to have reduced details
by making certain assumptions and approximations, for instance by omitting certain
local features. Unfortunately, this normally results in FE models that are susceptible
to errors or inaccuracies, mainly due to inadequate modelling details, false or inaccu-
rate assumptions used in the models, uncertainties in modelling, lack of information
regarding the actual structures, and etc..

Obviously, it is always important to validate developed FE models with experi-
mental data (as mentioned in Section 1.1.3) in order to ensure that appropriate models
have been obtained. However, experimental and FE models are not always in perfect
agreement, thus FE model updating has to be performed by minimising the difference
between the FE and the experimental results, so that better correlation of the two mod-
els can be achieved. This results in reliable FE models that can be employed with full
confidence in further analysis.

The FE model updating procedures can be performed either as one-step direct pro-
cedures or iteratively [4]. The former [5] directly reconstruct the global mass and
stiffness matrices based on reference data in a single iteration, which consequently
produces an updated model that replicates the measured data exactly. This removes
the need for iteration, hence excessive computational effort can be avoided. However,
the updated mass and stiffness matrices cannot always be related to physical changes
of the FE model since there is no mechanism to control the parameter changes in the
updating process, therefore the updated models are not physically meaningful. On
the other hand, the latter methods (such as sensitivity-based methods [6,7]) iteratively
modify the structural parameters by minimising the differences between the model and
reference data, thus the updated parameters are physically meaningful.

FE model updating can be also categorised into deterministic and non-deterministic
model updating methods. Deterministic model updating methods [4] have already
been well established, both in method development and applications to industrial-scale
structures. In the deterministic methods, an FE model is updated by minimising the
difference between its predicted data and a set of experimental data. The measured
data is assumed to be deterministic, which is not always true in reality owing to the
fact that structural properties are normally uncertain and thus uncertainties exist in
the dynamic response. For instance, properties of an individual structure normally
change with time due to environmental erosion and damage [8], and also when the
structure is being reassembled. It is also unavoidable to have manufacturing vari-
ability [9-11] that exists among nominally identical structures, built in the same way
from the same materials, such as in a mass production of automotive BIW. There-
fore, numerical predictions based on the deterministically updated models cannot al-
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ways ensure an accurate representation of the actual structure. Although deterministic
methods could provide fairly good results, there is still a necessity to integrate some
statistical information of the structures with algorithms of the deterministic model up-
dating in order to incorporate the effect of uncertainties. Because of this, the use of
non-deterministic model updating methods have recently become popular since they
allow for manufacturing variability and modelling uncertainty to be incorporated. In
non-deterministic model updating, numerical models with randomised parameters can
be updated to match their experimental counterparts. As a result, robust and credi-
ble models are produced which in tum increase confidence in design and analysis of
such structures. The non-deterministic model updating problems are computationally
expensive, mainly due to the randomised parameters, so various assumptions and sim-
plifications have to be made to ensure the efficiency of the methods.

1.1.5 Uncertainties in structural dynamics

Uncertainties can be classified into aleatory and epistemic uncertainty, based on whether
the source of uncertainties is reducible or not [12-14]. Aleatory uncertainty is derived
as an irreducible uncertainty that arises from heterogeneity or diversity in a population
(for example, intrinsic randomness in a set of structures) and frequently cannot be re-
duced through further study or measurement. This type of uncertainty is also referred
to as irreducible, inherent, stochastic uncertainty or variability. For instance, differ-
ent weight can be measured from different individual product, which will not change
no matter how many times and/or how carefully the measurements are taken. Epis-
temic uncertainty, on the other hand, represents lack of knowledge, therefore can be
reduced through further study or measurement. This type of uncertainty is referred
to as reducible, subjective or cognitive uncertainty. For example, better information of
products produced in the same production line can be obtained by taking more samples
to increase the knowledge about the product.

The effects of uncertainties are of growing concern in the design of engineering
structures, and issues concerning safety, reliability, performance, and so on have been
raised. Problems in modelling engineering structures normally involve both types of
uncertainties mentioned above. However, until now there is no clear division between
them. For example, variability can also be a subject to lack of knowledge when infor-
mation within its range is missing, which consequently becomes an epistemic uncer-
tainty.

1.1.6 Damage identification

Structural damage identification is a problem of interest in many engineering industries
and the development of a methodology for accurate and reliable condition assessment
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of structures has become very important. Furthermore, extensive research activities
in damage identification have been driven by public demands and technological ad-
vancements (e.g., computing power, sensor technology) that results in development of
various methods to detect damage at early stages [15-19]. These methods, in gen-
eral, may be classified as local damage detection (that refers to non-destructive testing
(NOT) such as CT scanning and ultrasonic) and global (or vibration-based) damage
detection [15,20]. Local damage detection methods utilise only information obtained
from the damaged structure in order to determine the existence and location of dam-
age. While they are proven to be very effective for small and regular structures, they
are not as effective for large and complicated structures. Damage in such structures are
better investigated by using the global vibration-based damage detection methods.

The main principle of the vibration-based damage detection methods rely on the
fact that dynamical behaviour of structures can largely be influenced by damage, there-
fore the occurrence and evolution of damage can be detected by monitoring the changes
in modal parameters and/or FRFs. These methods can be divided further into tra-
ditional and modern types. The former utilises the dynamic characteristics of the
structures, such as the natural frequencies, modal damping and mode shapes, which
requires the EMA to be conducted. Information from the EMA can be used to deter-
mine, identify, locate and quantify the damage. However, due to their dependency on
the EMA (which can be costly and time-consuming) and other issues as outlined by
Yan et al. [20], the modern type damage detection has become quite favourable. Exam-
ples of the modern damage detection methods include the Wavelet Analysis, Genetic
algorithm and Artificial Neural Network.

1.2 Summary of related research

Modelling of joints is always difficult, mainly due to complex characteristics of the
joints (e.g., existence of local effects such as geometrical irregularities, material in-
homogeneities and defects) that are not taken into account in the FE model, and a
requirement of using a simple yet accurate FE model to represent the joints for real ap-
plication such as in the automotive industry. There have been a number of joint models
developed, ranging from very detailed models (that always lead to an overwhelming
computational effort) to very coarse models (which mayor may not accurately rep-
resent the particular joints), as extensively reviewed by Palmonella et al. [21-23]. A
compromise must be reached in developing such models, hence extensive research ef-
fort can be seen in the topic as discussed in Chapter 3. The use of accurate coarse FE
models of the joints would allow computational analysis to be performed on structures
that contain thousands of joints (for instance, car structures, bridges, buildings, etc.).

With increasing reliance on computational analysis, the need to bring the represen-
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tations of numerical models to be closer to experimental model resulted in extensive
research and development of the FE model updating. This lead to a generous amount
of publications on the topic, as summarised by Mottershead and Friswell in Ref. [24].
Despite extensive research in the field, there still exists a fundamental problem of non-
unique solutions. This shows that, although the topic is well maturing, the success
seems to rely on the engineering understanding and the skill of the analyst in conduct-
ing the updating procedure.

As explained in Section 1.1.4, demand for improved computational methods that
incorporate uncertainties in numerical computation is growing. When uncertainties
are taken into account, a deterministic problem then changes to a non-deterministic
(or stochastic) problem. In non-deterministic problems, response of a structure can
no longer be precisely predicted. Therefore, the ability to numerically predict the
behaviour of a structure with uncertainties is very useful and of great scientific value.
Refs. [6,9-11,25] are amongst many published papers covering the stochastic model
updating approach.

A substantial amount of research have also been made over the past decades in the
damage identification of structures. Early detection of damage or defects will enable
necessary actions to be taken, which in tum will avoid further problems. Originally,
visual inspection has been the most commonly used method in observing structural
damage. However, as structures become more complicated, the efficiency of the con-
ventional visual inspection is reduced. Consequently, various methods have been de-
veloped to detect damage at early stages, as reported in Refs. [15, 17, 18,26]. To date,
a majority of research appears to focus on damage identification algorithms based on
the modal properties. One of the most frequently used methods is the FE model updat-
ing [27], which has been applied successfully in many fields. The FE model updating
method delivers an efficient, non-destructive, global damage identification technique,
which is based on the fact that the modal parameters of the structure are affected by
structural damage. Therefore, the FE model can be updated to match the measured
modal parameters from the damaged structure in order to identify the structural dam-
age, which is normally represented by a reduction in the stiffness properties of the
elements in the model. However, damage algorithms based on measured FRFs have
received increasing interest quite recently. Modem detection methods, as mentioned
in Section 1.1.6, have also become quite popular in damage identification problems.

1.3 Overview of research

Assembled structures such as automotive BIW, bridges and buildings, are typically
constructed by structural elements (for instance, beams and plates) that are connected
together by structural joints. In automotive industry, one of the most extensively used
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type of joints to join panels to make the automotive BIW is spot weld joint [28], nor-
mally produced by traditional resistance spot welding (RSW). However, owing to a
strong interest in the use of advanced and lightweight materials (e.g. aluminium alloy,
which is very problematic if welded using the conventional RSW [29]) for BIW ap-
plications in recent years, the use of laser welding (LW) for producing spot welds is
receiving increasing consideration.

A typical BIW, which is normally made of layers of thin metal sheets, can contains
thousands of spot weld joints. Along with providing connections between sheets of
metals, the properties and characteristics of these joints also significantly contribute to
the vehicle's structural stiffness and dynamic characteristics. So, it is very important to
have an acceptable FE model of the joints in order to evaluate the dynamic behaviour
of such structures. It appears that most of the studies regarding spot weld joints have
concentrated on spot welds made by the RSW [29-32], while modelling work related
to welds made by LW have focused mainly on simulating the welding process itself
[33-36]. To the author's best knowledge, there is no reported works on modelling the
dynamic behaviour of structures with laser welds, which is the main objective of this
thesis.

This thesis focuses on modelling of weld joints produced by laser welding. Existing
elements available in commercial FE software are researched and a suitable element is
chosen to represent the laser weld joints. Important issues related to laser weld joint
modelling and its application to a structure are addressed and discussed. A previous
work presented by Mottershead et al. [10] has been used as main reference in this the-
sis because of its relevance to the work conducted in this research. A set of laser spot
welded structures are used (as explained in Chapter 4) and an FE model representing
the structures is developed systematically starting from an initial FE modelling to de-
terministic FE model updating to improve the correlation between the initial FE and
the experimental models. Variability that exists in the test structures is also investi-
gated and non-deterministic (or stochastic) model updating is carried out by using the
perturbation method [11,25]. Statistical properties of experimental data are considered
and updating parameters are treated as random variables.

The developed FE model is also used in damage identification exercise. In this the-
sis, damage identification is presented in two parts: (1) identification of defects, and
(2) identification of real damage in the welded structure. In the first part, a defective
structure is selected from the set of nominally identical structures and FE model updat-
ing procedure is performed in order to quantify the defects in the defective structure.
In the second part of damage identification, a damaged structure is investigated exper-
imentally and its experimental data is employed in the identification process. Again,
FE model updating is employed for the purpose.
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1.3.1 Original contributions of the research

The main original contributions delivered by this research are listed as follows.

1. Most of the modelling works reported in the literature cover the spot weld joints
made by the RSW process, while reported works related to the laser weld joints
are mainly for simulating the welding process itself. To the author's best knowl-
edge there is no reported work on modelling the dynamic behaviour of structures
with laser welds, which has been successfully conducted in this thesis.

2. The FE model of the laser weld joints should be simple yet accurate enough to be
used in real applications such as in the automotive industry. Hence, an existing
element available in commercial FE package (i.e., CWELD in NASTRAN) is
selected and a guideline on how it can be utilised for representing the laser weld
joints is presented.

3. The developed deterministic FE model of the welded structures is reliable enough
to be used in further analysis, namely the stochastic model updating and vibration-
based damage identification, for verifying the feasibility of using the model in
the dynamic predictions of laser welded structures. The results from both the
stochastic and damage analysis are well correlated with their experimental coun-
terparts.

4. The combined used of CWELD and NASTRAN's structural optimisation code
(SOL 200) demonstrates the feasibility of implementing future analysis within a
NASTRAN environment so that the developed method can be used for compli-
cated structures by other researchers.

1.3.2 List of publications

• N. Abu Husain, H. Haddad Khodaparast, A. Snaylam, S. James, G. Dearden and
H. Ouyang. Finite element modelling and updating of laser spot weld joints in
a top-hat structure for dynamic analysis. Proc. IMechE Part C: J. Mechanical
Engineering Science, 224:851-861, 2010.

• N. Abu Husain, H. Haddad Khodaparast and H. Ouyang. FE model updating of
welded structures for identification of defects. Accepted for publication in the
International Journal of Vehicle Noise and Vibration.

• N. Abu Husain, A. Snaylam, H. Haddad Khodaparast, S. James, G. Dearden and
H. Ouyang. FE model updating for damage detection - application to a welded
structure. Key Engineering Materials, 413-414:393-400, 2009.
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• N. Abu Husain, H. Haddad Khodaparast, A. Snaylam, S. James, O. Dearden, M.
Sharp and H. Ouyang. Modal testing and finite element model updating of laser

spot welds. Journal of Physics: Conference Series, 181 :012014 (8pp), 2009.

• N. Abu Husain, H. Haddad Khodaparast and H. Ouyang. Parameter selections
for stochastic uncertainty in dynamic models of simple and complicated struc-
tures. Proceeding of the 10th International Conference of Recent Advances in
Structural Dynamics, Southampton, UK, July 2010.

• N. Abu Husain, H. Haddad Khodaparast, J. E. Mottershead and H. Ouyang.
Application of the perturbation method with parameter weighting matrix assign-
ments for estimating variability in a set of nominally identical welded structures.
Proceeding of the 10th Biennial Conference on Engineering Systems Design and
Analysis, Istanbul, Turkey, July 2010.

1.4 Organisation of the thesis

Chapter 2 reports welding technologies usually employed in the automotive industry.
Traditional resistance spot welding is described and much recent laser welding is in-
troduced. The use of the two welding technologies in the automotive applications is

also discussed. Other welding technologies are mentioned.

Chapter 3 presents a literature review of FE models developed for the most common
types of joints (i.e., bolted joints, weld joints and some others). Attention is given to

the weld joints, and several detailed and coarse models are included. An FE model of
weld joints that is most suitable for the research is selected and discussed in detail.

Chapter 4 explains the experimental modal analysis, including some explanation on
the basic measurement system for vibration analysis. The chapter then describes the
structures used in this research, which are a set of nominally identical laser spot welded
structures, and details of the experimental modal analysis performed on the structures
are also included. A brief explanation on the laser welding procedure conducted to

join the structures is also presented.

Chapter 5 describes the FE modelling and updating of the structures. Firstly, the de-

velopment of FE models of substructures is given and FE model updating is conducted
to minimise the errors between the FE results and their experimental counterparts.

Having done this, the only errors when modelling the welded structures are assumed
to be coming merely from the laser spot weld model. Then, several FE models of spot
weld are investigated and the best option is selected to represent the laser weld joints.
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Using this spot weld model and the FE models of the substructures, the laser welded
structures are modelled and updated to the experimental data.

Chapter 6 presents the non-deterministic (or stochastic) FE model updating of the
welded structures, employing the FE models developed in Chapter 5. The perturbation
method used for the stochastic analysis is explained and a guideline for parameter se-
lection is detailed. The stochastic updating of the welded structures is conducted based
on two different assumptions, which results are compared and discussed.

Chapter 7 reports the work done on damage identification. Several identification
methods are described and a vibration-based damage identification is employed. Method-
ology for identification of damage is given and the use of FE model updating in damage
identification is also explained. This chapter is divided into two parts: firstly on iden-
tification of defects, and secondly for identification of damage.

Chapter 8 outlines the main conclusions achieved in the research, as well as some rec-
ommendation for future work. Published journal papers and conference proceedings
are also listed.
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Chapter 2

Welding Technologies in Automotive
Applications

2.1 Introduction

Resistance spot welding (RSW) is widely used for producing a typical BIW, which is
normally made of thin metal sheets that are connected together by thousands of spot
welds. However, owing to a strong interest in the use of advanced and lightweight ma-
terials (such as aluminium alloys) for BIW applications in recent years, the use of laser
welding for producing spot welds is receiving increasing consideration. This chapter
describes the two welding processes and discusses their applications in the automo-
tive industry. The discerning features and attributes of the processes are identified and
comparisons are made wherever relevant. Advantages and limitations of these welding
technologies are also discussed. Other welding technologies are included at the end of
the chapter.

2.2 Resistance spot welding (RSW)

RSW has been a dominant joining process since decades ago, used in a wide range
of industries but notably for the production of vehicle body structures made of carbon
steel sheets. The process is much preferred in mass production because of its simplicity
and cost-effectiveness. The process has been frequently used for joining metal sheets
of up to 3 mm thick [3~]. Thicker sections can be joined with larger machines, but it
is more practical and economical to use other types of welding for the purpose.

2.2.1 The RSW process

RSW involves the application of heat and pressure when joining two or more metal
sheets at a localised area. As the name implies, the heat for welding is generated
within the material by resistance to the flow of electrical current passing through the
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workpieces. Spot weld joints are normally made one at a time and the process is illus-

trated in Fig. 2.1. The workpieces are squeezed by a pair of copper alloy cylindrical
electrodes to provide sufficient contact at the joint interface, and electrical current is

then conveyed at the point of joining. The resistance to the current flow heats the faying
surfaces to reach the melting point, thus forming a pool of molten metal that eventually

solidifies into a weld nugget after cooling. Spot welds made by the RSW process are
unique because they are formed internally with relation to the faying surfaces of the
base metals, as depicted in Fig. 2.2.

Figure 2.1: Illustration of the RSW process

HAZ

Weld nugget

Figure 2.2: Illustration of the spot weld made by RSW

RSW relies on the amount of current flowing to produce the heat necessary to make
the spot weld and the resistance in the welding process, which is composed of several
main parts [37] as follows.

1. Resistance of the electrodes

2. Contact resistance between the electrodes and the workpieces

3. Body resistance of the workpieces

4. Contact resistance between the workpieces
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These resistances are in series; therefore current flow from the electrodes will be re-
tarded at each point of resistances. The contact resistance is significantly influenced
by the conditions (such as the cleanliness, oxidations and smoothness) of the work-
pieces, and is proportional to the resistivities of the materials in contact (i.e., between
the electrodes and the workpieces, or between the workpieces themselves). On the
other hand, the resistance of the base metal is directly related to the resistivity of the
material itself and the length of the current path (i.e., thickness of the workpiece). The
body resistance is significantly important for materials with high resistivity, while the
contact resistance is more important for high conductivity materials. By knowing the
total resistance, the electrical current and duration of flow needed for producing a spot
weld joint can be easily calculated.

2.2.2 Application of RSW in automotive industry and its limita-
tions

Since many decades ago, the RSW is used almost universally in the automotive man-
ufacturing industry to weld layers of metal sheets to form a car structure, which typ-
ically contains thousands of spot welds. The process is normally fully-automated by
employing industrial robots in the assembly lines in order to cope with the high-volume
production. Despite being very popular, there are two key issues frequently associated
with the conventional RSW process for automotive body assembly.

The need for two-sided access, lack of flexibility
Because of the nature of a conventional RSW machine, metal sheets have to be inserted
between the upper and lower electrodes. Hence, considering the size of a typical auto-
motive BIW, a large spot welding gun is normally needed in order to make a weld on
such structures. Furthermore, as the shape of structures becomes more complicated,
many spot weld joints are usually located in areas that are inaccessible by the spot
welding gun. Thus, the use of the spot welding gun highlights the lack of flexibility in
the RSW process.

Problematic when joining modem materials and their combinations
Carbon steels dominate the biggest percentage of material being welded with the RSW
process. However, as the demand for automotive fuel efficiency increases, alternatives
to carbon steel have been researched and aluminium alloys have been considered to
be the most potential substitute for the application. The material is becoming vital
to the automotive and aerospace industries, mainly because its inherently low density,
high durability and superior corrosion resistance than carbon steels. Moreover, the
material is ductile, more flexible in terms of manufacturing processes (i.e., can be
easily machined, cast, drawn and extruded) and 100% recycalable.
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Since weld nugget formation is greatly influenced by the properties of materials
such as the melting temperature, density, resistivity, thermal conductivity and coeffi-
cient of thermal expansion, a big challenge is faced when joining aluminium using the
RSW process due to its higher dynamic resistance and thermal conductivity than those
of carbon steels (refer Table 2.1). Heat dissipates very quickly in materials with high
thermal conductivity, causing problems in obtaining localised melting. The quick heat
dissipation also results in cracking upon solidification process of the welds. Hence, ad-
ditional heat must be given when welding such materials, which consequently results
in the requirements of more powerful and expensive RSW machines, while extra mea-
sures must be taken during the cooling process. In addition to that, aluminium is very
reactive and can be easily oxidised, creating a barrier on the welding surfaces. Further-
more, the contact of aluminium and copper during the welding process will form an
alloy, which then accelerates the electrode wear [29]. Thus, the RSW process becomes
more complicated, and requires careful, time-consuming and expensive preparations
beforehand.

Table 2.1: Comparison between carbon steels and aluminium alloys

Properties Carbon steel Aluminium alloys
Young's modulus (GPa) 190 to 210 65 to 75
Density (g/ cm3) 7.75 to 8.05 2.60 to 2.80
Melting temperature (0C) 1300-1500 630-650
Electrical resistivity at 20°e( Qm) 1 to 10 (x 10-7) 28 to 67 (x 10-7)
Coefficient of thermal expansion (per 0C) 11 to 15 (x 10-6) 22 to 23 (x 10-6)
Thermal conductivity at 20°C (W/m.K) 44 to 52 120 to 210

Another problem of RSW is fronted when joining a combination of materials with
different properties, as in the production of tailor welded blanks. The difference in
properties between the upper and lower sheets will make it very problematic to be
welded using the RSW process. This limitation reduces the applicability of the RSW
for modern manufacturing technologies recently developed for the automotive and
aerospace industries, promoting the use of other welding processes.

The first limitation can be avoided by employing modern RSW technology, as demon-
strated by Cho et al. [38]. The new RSW process allows for a single-sided access with
low electrode force. This improvement offers great potential in joining large panels,
and in producing weld joints at locations that are normally inaccessible using the con-
ventional RSW. In addition, the new system provides a simpler configuration; hence
smaller facility can be achieved. Nevertheless, few issues (in addition to the second
limitation described above) still exist with the new configuration. Because of the low
electrode force, the thickness of the upper sheet should not be more than 1.4 mm,
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and the lower sheet should have a certain amount of stiffness in order to support the
electrode force. From all the issues, it can be concluded that the RSW process is lack-
ing practicality for the assembly of modern automotive structures. Fortunately, there
is a viable option that has the potential to overcome these limitations, i.e., the Laser
Welding technology, explained in the next section.

2.3 Laser Welding (LW)

Laser welding has been employed successfully to join a mixture of metals and alloys,
including carbon steels, aluminium alloys, titanium, refractory metals, etc. Generally,
there are two types of lasers used for welding, i.e., solid state lasers (e.g., neodymium
in YAG (Nd-YAG) lasers) and gas lasers (e.g., carbon dioxide (C02) lasers), that are
normally employed for different applications. The high-speed welding process of laser
welding makes it suitable for automation, but due to the expensive cost of setting up
the equipments, the application of the technology for low-volume production is not
always economical.

2.3.1 The laser welding process

In the laser welding process (see Fig. 2.3), a focused high-powered laser beam is
concentrated from a distance over a workpiece at a welding point, causing the base
metal to melt. The welding process is achieved by the use of focusing optics with long
focal length and a computer-controlled turning mirror, which converts the powerful
laser beam from the laser source into a usable focused laser beam for melting the base
metal. A pool of molten metal with deep penetration is created, which later solidifies
into a weld nugget. Note that the construction of the weld nugget produced by laser
welding (see Fig. 2.4) is completely dissimilar to the ones produced by the RSW
process (Fig. 2.2). Interestingly, unlike many of the other joining processes, the overall
dimensions of the weld nugget can be customised in laser welding by adjusting welding
parameters such as the laser energy and focal point position.

Inert gas shielding is commonly applied in several welding processes including the
laser welding to prevent oxidation or degradation of weld joints. In the laser welding
process, this is achieved by using a shrouding system comprised of a gas jet aimed at
the laser beam spot on the metal surface, as shown in Fig. 2.3. Pure Helium and Argon,
or a mixture of both, are the most frequently used shielding gases in welding, mainly
because of their cost-effectiveness and high ionisation potential.
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of the laser welding process
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of the spot weld made by laser welding
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2.3.2 Application of laser welding in automotive industry and its
advantages

Applications of laser welding in the automotive industry has increased steadily in re-
cent years, with major automotive companies (such as BMW, Mercedes and Audi, just
to name a few) employing the technology in the production of their car structures.
The technology has received such a significant interest, it can now be considered as
a primary alternative for the conventional joining processes such as the RSW. While
the laser welding process offers many potentials in the automotive industry, the initial
costs for setting up a laser welding system are considerably higher than that of a con-
ventional RSW. Nevertheless, the process is ideal for high-volume production and the
operational costs are expected to be lower as production volumes grow.

Laser welding can be employed efficiently and economically in place of many con-
ventional joining processes in many different applications, with many advantages of
the laser welding process over the conventional processes acknowledged. However, in
order to obtain maximum benefit from laser welding, it is important to understand the
fundamental advantages that the process has to offer. Some of the advantages of laser
welding in comparison with RSW are as follows:

Non-contact operation, one-sided access
The laser welding process does not require physical contact with the workpieces. The
non-contact operation of the laser welding promotes the use of simpler fixturing than
the RSW and eliminates the issue of surface deformation from the clamping action of
the spot welding gun, while the one-sided access improves weldability in otherwise
hard-to-reach areas. In addition, the region of HAZ resulting from the laser welding
process is very narrow (as illustrated in Fig. 2.4), hence better quality weld with min-
imum part distortion can be achieved and weld joints closer to sensitive components
can be established.

Highly-flexible operation
The ability to manoeuvre the beam with the use of mirrors offers for more flexibility
during the welding process, which is one of the main significant advantages of laser
welding in comparison with the RSW. This allows for faster changeover from one weld
location to another, which means applying more welds in a single station and conse-
quently reduces the need of having too many welding stations as in the RSW. Accord-
ingly, savings in terms of time, space and tooling costs can be achieved. Furthermore,
the flexibility in welding also facilitates the possibility of different configuration of
weld joints, including continuous, stitched, butt and fillet welds.
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Ability to weld a wide range of materials
Laser output used in the laser welding process is not electrical, therefore unlike the
RSW the process of laser welding is not affected by the properties of the materials
(e.g., resistivity and conductivity). Because of this, the laser welding technology has
become an established joining method for a wide variety of metals and their alloys.
Furthermore, the laser welding has more capability to weld dissimilar materials than
the RSW.

Applicability to new manufacturing technologies
Changes in the design of automotive structures contribute greatly to new manufactur-
ing technologies in producing automotive subcomponents, in order to make cars safer,
lighter, and more environmentally efficient. Tailor welded blanks is one of those new
technologies, achieved by laser welding a combination of steel sheets with different ge-
ometrical and material properties into a single flat blank prior to forming to provide the
optimal properties for specific applications. The technology allows fundamental sig-
nificance in terms of weight savings by removing overlapping joints and unnecessary
reinforcements, reduction in material waste through proper utilisation of materials, and
improvement in structural stiffness/weight ratio, integrity and crash performance.

2.4 Other welding techniques

2.4.1 Arc Welding

Arc welding refers to a group of welding processes that use an electric arc as the
heating source to melt and join metals. Gas Metal Arc Welding (GMAW) and Gas
Tungsten Arc Welding (GTAW) are two commonly used arc welding in the automo-
tive and aerospace industries. The GMAW (also referred as metal inert gas (MIG)
welding) requires a continuous and consumable wire electrode to provide for filler ma-
terials during the welding process, while the GTAW (also known as tungsten inert gas
(TIG) welding) uses a non-consumable tungsten electrode during welding. A shield-
ing gas is supplied during welding in order to protect the arc and weld areas from the
environment, and also to provide the desired arc characteristics.

2.4.2 Electron Beam Welding (EBW)

Electron beam welding is accomplished by high velocity electrons that form into a
concentrated beam to produce an intense local heating at a welding point over the
workpieces, resulting with a deep and narrow weld joint [37]. As the laser welding
process, EBW is well-suited to mass production as it is a non-contact joining tech-
nology, reducing the need for complex and large fixturing. Initial setting-up costs are
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expensive, but similar to laser welding, the operational costs are expected to reduce
with increasing volume of production. Examples of typical application in the automo-

tive applications are in the assembly of gears and turbochargers.

2.5 Conclusions

Automotive engineers are always on the look-out for methods to reduce vehicle weight
in order to improve fuel efficiency and performance. These can be achieved by em-
ploying new technologies in manufacturing (e.g., tailor welded blanks) and also using
advance lightweight materials such as aluminium and its alloys. The use of new ma-
terials and manufacturing technologies highlights the limitations of the conventional
RSW in the application of modern automotive structures production. Consequently,
laser welding has becoming a viable option for overcoming those RSW limitations.

Due to the increase of interest in the applications of laser welding for the automo-
tive body production, it is important to understand the significance of the laser weld
joints towards the dynamics of the vehicle. However, there are almost no reported
works in the literature regarding the dynamics of laser welded structures, thus it is the
aim of this research to investigate such structures for their dynamics prediction.
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Chapter 3

Review of FE Modelling of Joints

3.1 Introduction

Structural systems are normally constructed by assemblies of components that are con-
nected together by means of structural joints. There are many types of joints used in
fastening components together, with bolted and welded joints being the most com-
monly used in structural design. These connecting elements bring significant contribu-
tions towards the dynamic characteristics of the structures. However, due to disconti-
nuity in the structure surrounding the joints, they usually possess non-linear and com-
plex behaviour. Furthermore, dynamic analysis of complicated structures with many
joints is only practical with simplified joint models. Thus, constructing proper predic-
tive models of structures with joints and interfaces has become more significant, which
was discussed in a white paper by Dohner [39]. Some of published works available in
modelling these joints are reviewed in this chapter, with attention given to modelling
of weld joints due to its relevance to this research. Modelling of other types of joints
(i.e., rivets and surface-to-surface joints) is included towards the end of this chapter.

3.2 Modelling of bolted joints

Bolted joints are one of the most dominant fastening mechanisms used in joining com-
ponents together, largely because they can be easily disassembled, maintained and
inspected. However, this type of joints has many complexities (such as nonlinear fric-
tional behaviour, pretension effect, etc.) that are difficult to simulate in FE modelling.
As the behaviour of the joints plays a significant role in the dynamic characteristics
of structures, the need for developing accurate predictive models of the joints is very
demanding. Modelling work associated with the bolted joints has been addressed by
several authors, including Gaul and co-workers [40,41], Oldfield et al. [42], Ibrahim
and Pettit [43], and Kim et al. [44].

Gaul and Lenz [40] developed a detailed two-dimensional (20) FE model of a lon-
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gitudinal resonator (a bolted lap joint under axial excitation) to provide understanding

of different slip-stick mechanisms in the vicinity of the joints (Fig. 3.l(a)). The res-

onator was modelled with four-node plane stress elements and the bolted joint was
modelled as illustrated in Fig. 3.1(b). Lumped mass was assigned for the longitudinal

resonator, while the bolt hole and shaft were neglected. The authors also studied the
dynamic behaviour of structures assembled by several bolted joints. For this purpose,

a reduced model (known as Valanis model) was derived and used to represent the joints

in subsequent finite element analysis, allowing the dynamic response of complicated
structures with many bolted joints to be analysed at much reduced cost.

Boited joint \.

Upper bolt forces

llliil

,-r+: ,-
r- t-- r-
r- t-- r-
r- t-- r-

I Contact r-I- r-

r- area
'- mm

Lower bolt forces

Lower plate

(a) Bolted joint on the resonator (b) Detail of the contact area

Figure 3.1: FE models of bolted joint by Gaul and Lenz [40]

The role of friction in bolted joint connections and modelling issues associated with

the frictional behaviour of the joints was discussed thoroughly by Gaul and Nitsche
[41], who cited 134 references. The paper addressed some approaches for modelling
nonlinear behaviour of the bolted joint connections and classified the basic models of
friction for bolted joints into two types, i.e., phenomenological and constitutive mod-
els. The former are based on experimental observation, while the latter are based

on interface physics in the contact area. A generalised elasto-slip model (known as the
Jenkins-element model (Fig. 3.2)) consisting oflinear springs and Coulomb friction el-
ements were used to represent the friction interface of the bolted joints. The model was
able to simulate the friction force in a bolted joint very well [45]. The Jenkins-element
model, alongside another simplified model known as the Bouc- Wen model, was also

utilised by Oldfield et al. [42] to get necessary dynamic information when investigat-

ing a bolted joint under harmonic loading. Both simplified models were compared

with a detailed 3D FE model and it was demonstrated that the dynamic properties of
the joint were obtained successfully by the simplified models with a greatly reduced
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computational effort.

"-Elastic {pring Coulomb element

Figure 3.2: The Jenkins-element model

Another highly recommended review paper on bolted joints, presented by Ibrahim
and Pettit [43], focused on problems relating to dynamic behaviour of structures with
bolted joints, including 516 references. Joint uncertainties and relaxation were dis-
cussed and identification of (linear and non-linear) joint properties was a major topic
of that paper. Design issues of fully and partially restrained joints, sensitivity analy-
sis to variations of joint parameters and fatigue prediction for metallic and composite
joints were also covered.

Kim et al. [44] studied modelling of a structure with bolted joints using four kinds
of FE models: 1) a solid bolt model, 2) a coupled bolt model, 3) a spider bolt model,
and 4) a no-bolt model, taking into consideration of pretension effect and contact be-
haviour between joined components. The most accurate model was found to be the
solid bolt model; however the most effective model was the coupled bolt model, being
approximately 50% faster and used roughly 20% of the memory compared with the
solid bolt model.

3.3 Modelling of weld joints

In contrast to bolted joints, weld joints are permanent; and spot welds are very com-
monly used in joining metal sheet-like structures. However, like bolted joints, reliable
evaluations of the behaviour of the welds are always a concern, since many factors
such as geometrical irregularities, residual stresses, material inhomogeneity and de-
fects in the welds, are difficult to be incorporated in the FE model [10]. Furthermore,
a very detailed model of the welds would contribute to an expensive computational
effort since there are thousands of such joints in real structures. Therefore, the only
practical approach is to model the spot welds with a reasonably coarse model, without
penalising the accuracy of the model.
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A number of works on the modelling of spot welds have been published (e.g.,

[32,46--49]) and most of these were discussed by Palmonella et al. [21]. FE models of

the spot weld joints can be grouped into two categories: (i) models for limit capacity
analysis, as in [32], and (ii) models for dynamics analysis, as in [49]. The former

requires a very detailed mesh in order to work out a smooth stress field within and "

around a spot weld. On the other hand, models for dynamics analysis use a very

coarse mesh, allowing for application of much simpler models with significantly fewer

degrees-of-freedom (OOFs). This type of models simulates the stiffness (and mass)
characteristics of the actual spot welds and their contributions towards the behaviour
of the structure.

3.3.1 Models for limit capacity analysis

Models of spot weld for limit capacity analysis normally consist of brick (or solid) or

plate/shell elements for modelling the welded regions (or areas surrounding the weld
joints), and brick elements for modelling the weld nuggets [50]. For example, Chang
et al. [51] modelled spot weld joints in the presence of adhesive, also known as weld-
bonded joints, using eight-node brick elements with fine mesh surrounding the weld

joints. The welded region was represented by three parts (i.e., the base metal, the spot
weld and the adhesive layer (that can be removed to create a spot-weld-only model)),
as shown in Fig. 3.3(a). The detail of the model was increased further [52] by incor-
porating indentation geometry due to the RSW process and detailed representation of
the welded region was achieved by dividing the region into four zones (Fig. 3.3(b))
consisting of the base metal, the heat affected zone (HAZ), the weld nugget and the

adhesive layer. The HAZ is divided further into five parts with different material prop-
erties.

Base metal Spot weld Base

Adhesive
layer

Weld nugget Adhesive
layer

(a) Initial model (b) Detailed model

Figure 3.3: FE models of the weld-bonded joints by Chang et al. [51]

Deng et al. [32] addressed the underlying three dimensional (3~) features of the

stress field in spot welds under shear and peel loading conditions. A very detailed FE
representation of a quarter geometry for a spot weld and its surrounding area was made,
with thousands of solid elements used in the modelling (Fig. 3.4(a)). A fine mesh
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was employed within the weld nugget, while a coarse mesh was applied elsewhere.
However, the material properties of the nugget and base metal were taken to be the
same. One of the findings was that stress concentration appeared near the nugget
boundary while the centre of the nugget was mostly stress-free, which indicates that
the centre of the nugget does not contribute much to the load-bearing capability of the
spot weld. A simplified version of this model was presented by Chen at al. [46], as
illustrated in Fig. 3.4(b). The solid elements were replaced by shell elements and the
weld nugget was assumed to be rigid, hence not modelled explicitly, unlike in the 3D
solid model. Apart from the nugget, the rest of the model adopted the same mesh as
the detailed model. It was demonstrated that the simplified model was able to estimate
the stress field surrounding the spot weld regions. However, very refined mesh must
be applied in order to achieve a very good approximation, which again is not always
practical when there are thousands of welds.

(a) Detailed model using solid elements (b) Simplified model using
shell elements

Figure 3.4: FE models for a quarter geometry of spot weld joints by Oeng et al. [32]
and Chen et al. [46]

Radaj and Zhang [53] studied geometrically non-linear behaviour of spot welded
joints using FE model of spot weld as shown in Fig. 3.5. The model consists of
plate/shell elements to represent the base metal and solid (i.e., brick) elements to con-
stitute the nugget. The connection between the two element types is achieved by in-
troducing pin-jointed rigid bars connected to the brick and shell elements, in order to
link three translational OOFs of the brick elements to five (translational and rotational)
OOFs of the shell elements [21].

A similar concept was proposed by Zhang and Richter [54] involving solid ele-
ments for the nugget connected to shell elements for the remaining structure by means
of shell-to-solid element connector (i.e., RSSCON) available in NASTRAN. RSSCON
functions similarly to the pin-jointed rigid bars used by Radaj and Zhang [53], i.e., to
link the OOFs of the shell elements to the OOFs of the solid elements. The detail of
the model is illustrated in Fig. 3.6.
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Figure 3.5: FE model of spot weld by Radaj and Zhang [53]

Solid elements

Figure 3.6: FE model of spot weld by Zhang and Richter [54]

3.3.2 Models for dynamics analysis

For many years, single beam models have been commonly employed in modelling spot
weld joints in industries. In this type of models, an elastic or rigid beam element is

connected to two surfaces with congruent meshes to allow a perpendicular node-to-
node connection to the surfaces (see Fig. 3.7). According to Palmonella et a1. [21],
the application of the beam elements in modelling the spot weld joints is inadequate,

owing to the fact that the spot weld nuggets are not precisely characterised by the beam
elements resulting in underestimation of the spot weld's stiffness. Employing a single
brick element can improve the stiffness estimation of the spot weld nugget. Similar

to the single beam models, the brick element is connected to two congruently-meshed
surfaces and the nodes of the brick elements are tied with coincident nodes of the

surfaces in all OOFs, as depicted in Fig. 3.8.

Salvini et al, [48] developed an FE model (Fig. 3.9) that is composed of two circu-

lar sheets to represent the welded plates, and a rigid core to represent the spot weld. An
FE representation of the rigid core is illustrated in Fig. 3.9(b), where a vertical beam

element (with six OOFs at each node) is connected to two sets of beam elements and
rigid connectors oriented in radial direction to link the core to the circular plates. Some
modification was made on the model, as reported by Vivio et a1. [55] and illustrated in
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Fig. 3.10. The new model comprises of three main parts: (1) a primary beam that links
the upper and lower parts of the model via two secondary links, (2) two sets of inter-
nal radiating beams that are attached to the sheets by translational and rotational links,
and (3) two sets of external radiating beams that are pinned to the upper and lower
sheets. By introducing the external and internal radial beams, vertical displacements
are decoupled from in-plane rotations, which is an issue of the previous model [21].

-r: U~P~1

/----~-- /'--- /' ~<:«: /"-.~---.-..__,///
_ Beam-.__.---___

Figure 3.7: Single beam model

clement

Figure 3.8: Single brick model

Another spot weld model known as Area Contact Model 2 (ACM2) was proposed
by Heiserer et al. [47]. The model (shown in Fig. 3.11) was developed using a brick
element and the connections to the upper and lower surfaces were established via
weighted multi-point constraint (MPC) elements known as RBE3, also available in
NASTRAN. The ACM2 is a coarse spot weld model that can be employed for both
limit capacity and dynamics analysis. The model allows non-congruent meshes to be
employed, thus spot weld joints can be modelled without having to be on the nodes.
The ACM2 model requires for the physical properties of the spot weld joints to be con-
sidered, which make them suitable as parameters in the FE model updating procedure.

Alternatively, CWELD element (Fig. 3.12) available in the NASTRAN element
library can be employed for the dynamics prediction of the spot weld joints. The
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element, explained in detail in NASTRAN documentations [56] and Ref. [49], consists

of a two-node special shear flexible beam type element with 12 DOFs (six for each

node) and each node is connected to a set of nodes from its corresponding patch (i.e.,

a shell element or a group of shell elements connected to the CWELD element) with
constraints from the Kirchhoff shell theory. All six DOFs from each node GA are
connected to three translational DOFs of nodes GAi, as follows.

(3.1)

(3.2)

eA = - dw = - '""'Ni x . Wi
Y dx l..., (3.3)

A 1 (dV·· dU) 1 ('""' '""' )ez ="2 dx - dy ="2 l...Ni,x· Vi - l...Ni,y· u,

These equations are written in the local tangent system of the surface patch at point GA,
where x and yare the tangent coordinates, Ni,i represents the parametric shape function
matrix, SA and l1A are the normalised coordinates, u, v and ware the displacement
DOFs, and ex, ey and ez are rotational DOFs. Another set of similar equations (Eqs.
(3.1) to (3.4» are written for node GB resulting in twelve constraint equations.

(3.4)

~r--i......=co:.:..::re:.._j-,,:::----j~
Circular plate-~- ,

Radial beam

(a) (b)

Figure 3.9: FE model by Salvini et al. [48] (a) geometrical representation of the model,
and (b) detailed representation of the core
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Figure 3.11: The ACM2 model by Heiserer et al. [47]
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Figure 3.12: The CWELD element available in NASTRAN
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Like the ACM2, this element allows the physical properties to be considered and
offers the prospect to generate weld joints that are independent of the mesh. The
CWELD element can be used in three different connection types [49,56], i.e., point-
to-point, point-to-patch, and patch-to-patch. In addition, the connections can be es-
tablished between different types of elements, such as triangular and quadrilateral el-
ements. In all connection types, the diameter of the weld is defined in the PWELD
property entry [56], and the ratio between the length and the diameter of the weld
(LId) is restricted to 0.2:::; Lid:::; 5.0 [49].

The point-to-point connection of CWELD can be achieved by connecting the ex-
isting upper and lower vertex grids, GA and GB, see Fig. 3.13. Two shell normals
in the direction of GA-GB are automatically generated and their resulting vector gives
the weld axis. This type of connection is defined in 'ALIGN' format and congruent
mesh is a requirement.

Figure 3.13: CWELD element with 'ALIGN' format for point-to-point connectivity

A point-to-patch connection (Fig. 3.14) is obtained when a vertex grid GS is con-
nected to a surface patch that is defined either by grid points GAj (that do not have to
belong to shells elements) or by shell element SHIDA. The connection is established
by connecting the grid GS to the grids GAj, as illustrated in the figure. A shell normal
in the direction normal to the patch is created and put on the vertex grid GS. 'GRIDID'
and 'ELEMID' formats are used to define this type of connection, and it can be used
with non-congruent meshes.

The patch-to-patch connection (see Fig. 3.15) is the most versatile of the three
connection types. It can be defined by using 'PARTPAT', 'ELPAT', 'ELEMID' and
'GRIDID' formats. In the 'PARTPAT' format, the connection is established by con-
necting two shell element patches A and B with property identification PIDA and PIDB
that can be defined in PSHELL entry [56]. The established connection (which can con-
nect between lxl to 3x3 elements in each patch) depends on the location of GA and
GB, and also the size of the weld diameter. Note that, GS is generated from a normal
projection on each of the two surface patches, as illustrated in the figure. In this type
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of connection, the grid GS is ignored if the grids GA and GB are defined. On the other
hand, the grid GS will be used to project the grids GA and GB on the surface patches.

Figure 3.14: CWELD element with 'ELEMID' and 'GRIDID' formats for point-to-
patch connectivity

The only difference between the 'PARTPAT' format and the 'ELPAT' format is in
terms of the connection of 'ELPAT' format that is established by connecting two shell
element patches with shell identifications SHIDA and SHIDB.lfthe 'ELEMID' format
is used, the connectivity of the two shell element patches with shell identifications
SHIDA and SHIDB is restricted to only one element per patch regardless of the size
of the weld. If SHIDB is not defined, the 'ELEMID' format defines the point-to-patch
connection. The format 'GRIDID' is used when connecting the two surface patches
with a sequence grid points GAi and GBi. Similarly to the 'ELEMID' format, the
'GRIDID' format can be used to define the point-to-patch connection when all GBi are
not given. All of these formats can be used with non-congruent meshes.

From all three types of connection, the point-to-patch and patch-to-patch give the
most general connectivity, and give the advantage of using non-congruent meshes.
Although the CWELD element has been widely used in modelling spot welds produced
by the RSW, it is still uncertain whether the element (and which type of connections)
can well represent the spot welds made by other processes, especially Laser Welding
as the construction of the joint is very different from the conventional RSW.

3.3.3 Modelling of laser weld joints

Although FE modelling of conventional spot welds has been carried out by a number
of researchers, there has been no work of modelling the laser spot weld joints for
structural dynamic analysis, to the author's best knowledge. Existing modelling works
related to the laser weld joints focus mainly on simulating the welding process itself,
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as presented by Dong and Wei [34], De at al. [33], Tsirkas et al. [35], Cho et al. [36],
and Montalvo-Urquizo et al. [57], to name a few. This highlights the need to find a
proper solution in modelling the laser weld joints as they have recently received quite
a significant interest, especially in the automotive applications.

Figure 3.15: CWELD element with (a) 'PARTPAT' and 'ELPAT' formats, and (b)
'ELEMID' and 'GRIDID' formats for patch-to-patch connectivity

3.4 Modelling of other joints

Development of FE models for rivet joints has been reported by Christian [58], Lan-
grand et al. [59], Kelly and Costello [60] and Iyer et al. [61], while modelling of
surface-to-surface contact regions has been presented by Beer [62], Ahmadian and co-
workers [63,64], and Mayer and Gaul [65], just to name a few. Brown and Suegling
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[66J, and He and Zhu [67] developed FE models to represent fillets in thin-walled
structures.

3.5 Conclusions

FE models of bolted and spot weld joints are presented in this chapter. Various so-
lutions have been reported, from detailed 3D models to simplified models using basic
elements (such as springs and beams) available in FE packages. The type of FE models
to be used depends upon the information that is being sought after from a particular
analysis. For example, a detailed solid model would accurately simulates the stress and
strain in the vicinity of joints, but may produce unnecessary expensive computational
effort when predicting dynamic behaviour of structures with many joints.

FE modelling of conventional (RSW) spot weld joints has been carried out by a
number of researchers; however, to the author's best knowledge, there has been no
work of modelling spot welds made by Laser Welding for structural dynamic analysis.
Although the CWELD element has been used extensively over the years, the feasibility
of using this element for dynamics prediction of spot welds made by Laser Welding is
still uncertain due to dissimilar constructions of the laser spot welds to the conventional
spot welds.

Amongst all of the models presented in this chapter, the CWELD element is the
most appealing spot weld model to be used in modelling the laser weld joints, due to the
advantage of flexibility in the type of mesh and the potential to update the element in
the FE model updating. Furthermore, there are three different connections that can be
chosen in finding the best way to develop the model. The application and accuracy of
some of the spot weld models in representing the laser spot weld joints are investigated
further in Chapter 5 and comparisons are made in order to find the best solution for
modelling the laser weld joints.
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Chapter 4

Experimental Modal Analysis of
Structures

4.1 Introduction

Experimental study of structural dynamics plays an important role in design and anal-

ysis of engineering structures. In the past several decades, it has turned into an estab-
lished technique to analyse the dynamical behaviour of structures, for instance, in the
automotive and aerospace industry. Measured data can be used not only for better un-
derstanding of the dynamics of structures, but also for validation of numerical models
before they can be used for further detailed analysis.

In this chapter, an introductory overview of experimental modal analysis is pro-
vided. Brief explanation on the basic system of vibration measurement is also included.
It is important to comprehend this background information before modal testing can
be conducted on any test structures, as also presented in this chapter. With the aim to
understand the dynamics of laser weld joints, a set of nominally identical structures
are produced with some laser weld joints. The welded structures (comprising of two
substructures connected by laser weld joints) are described, and a brief explanation on
the laser welding process involved in joining the components is included. Moreover,
experimental work carried out on the structures is also explained in the chapter.

4.2 Experimental modal analysis

Experimental observations are vital in the field of structural dynamics, especially for
major objectives of [2,68]:

• determining the nature and extent of vibration response levels in operation

• verifying theoretical models and predictions of various dynamic phenomena

• measurement of essential material properties under dynamic loading
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The second objective indicated above can be achieved by the experimental modal anal-

ysis (EMA), which is a process of measuring (often out of normal service environment)
and analysing dynamic properties of structures under a known vibrational excitation.

This complete process of data acquisition and its subsequent analysis is also known as

Modal Testing [2].

Essentially, modal testing is conducted in order to construct a mathematical model

of a physical structure based entirely on measured vibration data, by measuring not

only the response levels but also the excitations given to the structure thus permitting
a relationship to be defined between them. These measured responses and excitations
are usually presented in time-history domain before being transformed into frequency
domain to reveal frequency response functions (FRFs) or impulse response functions
(IRFs). The response model can also be obtained theoretically by direct analysis, as
explained in the following.

The theoretical route to vibration analysis is shown in Fig. 4.1, which includes
three stages through which the theoretical vibration analysis progresses [2,68]: (1)

spatial model, (2) modal model, and (3) response model. Generally, a mathemati-
cal model is constructed to describe the structure's physical characteristics, usually in
terms of mass, damping and stiffness properties. This stage is referred to as spatial
model. The spatial model is then used to define the modal model; i.e., a description
of structure's behaviour as a set of vibration modes in the form of its modal properties
(i.e., natural frequencies, mode shapes, etc.). The modal model always describes the
normal modes of the structure, in which the structure vibrates naturally without any
external excitations. The third stage (response model) is then performed in order to de-
scribe how the structure will respond under given excitation conditions by constructing
a set of FRFs within a specified range of frequency.

THEORETICAL ROUTE ---

Description of
structure

Spatial Model Modal Model Response Model

Vibration modes Response properties

Examples:
mass, damping,

stiffness

Examples:
natural frequencies,

mode shapes

Examples:
frequency response

functions

EXPERIMENTAL ROUTE

Figure 4.1: Routes of vibration analysis
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The experimental route to vibration analysis is undertaken in the reverse direc-
tion of the theoretical route, where the FRFs are measured to construct the response
model, and the modal model consisting of natural frequencies, modal damping and
mode shapes can then be defined. Lastly, the spatial model can be obtained providing
enough measurements are attained in order to characterise the physical structure. It is
therefore very important to include enough DOFs in the measurement and also to cover
most of the vibration modes within a specified frequency range. Relationships between
the response model (H ( (J))) to the spatial and modal models can be constituted by the
following two relationships [2,68]:

(4.1)

(4.2)

in which M, Band K represent the spatial model of mass, damping and stiffness prop-
erties, while COn, cp and C;n represent the natural frequency, mode shapes vector and
modal damping to construct the modal model. (J) is the excitation frequency of the
system.

The mathematical model of the structure obtained from the EMA may be utilised
in many application areas, such as: (1) for obtaining the vibration properties for vali-
dating corresponding vibration data predicted by FE models, and (2) for adjusting or
correcting FE models in order to bring their modal properties closer to the measured
data (i.e., FE model updating). Both of these areas are attempted in this research, as
presented in the next chapters.

4.2.1 Basic components of EMA

Basic components of EMA are described in this section. A typical layout for measure-
ment system used for single-point excitation is illustrated in Fig. 4.2, which includes
three main elements of EMA as briefly explained next [2,3].

Excitation of structure

There are various types of mechanisms available for excitation of a structure, which
can be generally classified into contacting and non-contacting types. The first type of
excitation mechanisms involve connecting an exciter (such as electromagnetic or e1ec-
trohydraulic shakers) that remains attached to the structure throughout the modal test.
The need to have the mechanism connected to the test structure causes some constrain-
ing and mass loading effects of the structure, which are the main disadvantages of such
a system.
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Figure 4.2: General layout of EMA

The connecting excitation mechanism, also known as the shaker, is established by
a system that applies the excitation, generally in the form of a driving force f(t), at
a given coordinate of the test structure. The excitation signals can be any of a wide
variety of signal forms (including harmonic, impulsive, random, transient, periodic,
etc.), which must be chosen to match the requirements of the test. Moreover, a signal
generator and a power amplifier are required in order to provide large enough input for
the measurement. The excitation is commonly measured by a force transducer located
at the connection between the shaker and the structure under investigation.

The second type of excitation mechanisms includes excitation devices that are ei-
ther in contact for a short period (for example, an impact hammer) or have no contact
whatsoever (such as an electromagnetic device) with the test structure while the exci-

tation is being applied. The impact hammer by itself is a complete excitation mech-
anism, with a force transducer attached to its head. Therefore, there is no need for a
connection between the excitation device and the test structure, hence the mass loading
effects can be avoided. Furthermore, the device does not require a signal generator and

a power amplifier, which are essential for the shakers.

The impact hammer (Fig. 4.3) is used to hit the structure in order to excite a broad

range of frequencies, which depends on the properties of the hammer head and hammer
tip. The magnitude of impact is determined by the mass of the hammer head and the
velocity of the impact that is introduced by the operator, while the frequency range is
defined by the stiffness of the contacting surfaces and the mass of the hammer head.

Therefore, the stiffer the materials, the higher the effective frequency range. Similarly,

the lighter the mass of the hammer head, the higher the frequency range covered by the

impact. Thus, impact hammer normally accompanies with a set of different tips and
heads that are interchangeable to attain appropriate impact magnitudes and frequency

ranges.
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Figure 4.3: Impact hammer

Sensing mechanisms

Sensing mechanism (or transducer) is used for measurement of force excitation (by
means of force transducers) or acceleration response (by means of accelerometers -
Fig. 4.4) in modal testing. Electric signals proportional to the physical parameters to
be measured (such as force or accelerations) are generated by these transducers; if the
signals are weak, then conditioning amplifiers may be needed to boost the signals into
a signal strong enough to be measured by the analyser.

Figure 4.4: Accelerometer

There are two main factors to be considered when attaching and locating the trans-
ducers on the test structure. Firstly, there are various means of attaching the accelerom-
eters to the surface of the structure under investigation; these include using a stud,
magnet, a layer of wax, and even hand-held during the test. The use of wax provides
the simplest and easiest means of attachment, thus is applied widely in modal test-
ing. Next, it is also important to correctly position the accelerometers so they are not
located too close to a node of vibration modes. Furthermore, the location of the mea-
surement points must be selected properly in order to capture the actual mode shapes
of the test structure.
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Data acquisition and processing mechanisms

The fundamental objective of the data acquisition and processing system is to measure
the excitation and response signals transmitted by the excitation and sensing mecha-
nisms using sophisticated devices called analysers. A spectrum analyser (also known
as Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analyser) is commonly used in modal testing, as it
can provide direct measurement of the FRFs. This is done by converting the analogue
time domain signals developed by the transducers into digital frequency domain infor-
mation that can afterwards be processed by digital computers.

Data acquisition and processing mechanisms provide all the tools and functions
required for experimental modal analysis, including tools to create FRF sets, perform
modal parameter estimation, validate the modal model using different methods and
compare the original FRFs with synthesized ones.

4.3 Experimental modal analysis of substructures

A typical automotive body-in-white (BIW) is normally constructed by substructures
that play an essential role in the strength and stiffness of the car body. For the pur-
pose of this work, the automotive substructures (as shown in Fig. 4.5) are replicated
and simplified (see Fig. 4.6), with two substructures (i.e., a flat plate and a hat-shaped
shell) connected together by a group of laser spot welds. Overall dimension of the
welded structure is 564 mm in length, 110 mm in width and 40 mm in height, and a
set of nine identical structures were manufactured following a general guideline from
Mottershead et al. [10] in order to minimise the manufacturing variability of the struc-
tures. The guideline is given as follows.

1. Standard rolled metal sheets of nominal thickness of 1.5 mm should be used

2. All plates should be cut from the same batch of metal sheet

3. Material within 30 mm from the edge of the sheet should not be used

4. All plates must be aligned lengthways in parallel to rolling direction of the metal
sheet

5. All hat-shaped shells must be made by the same person, using the same bending
equipment

6. All the plates and hat-shaped shells must be numbered as pairs

Following the guideline, each of the substructures was fabricated from a batch of
cold-rolled mild steel sheets with nominal thickness of 1.5 mm and material properties
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as given in Table 4. I. From these metal sheets, 33 pairs of flat plates and hat-shaped
shells were manufactured. The flat plates were cut with dimensions as depicted in

Fig. 4.7, while rectangular plates with specific dimensions (in relation to the overall
dimension of the hat-shaped shell) were cut from the metal sheets and then bent using
a bending machine to form the hat-shaped shells (Fig. 4.8). Every individual substruc-

ture was weighed and mean values of 0.7 kg and 1.0 kg were obtained for the flat plates

and the hat-shaped shells, respectively.

Figure 4.5: Floor of a typical automotive structure

Laser
spot weld

Figure 4.6: The laser welded strncture

Closer inspections were made on each individual substructure and some discrep-
ancies in terms of geometrical dimensions were determined. Measurements were con-
ducted on each of the flat plates and the average thickness from all the plates was found
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to be slightly smaller (i.e., 1.45 mm) than the nominal thickness of 1.5 mm. Moreover,

the fold radii of the hat-shaped shells were found to be 1 mm smaller than the nomi-

nal design of 5 mm, while the flanges were 2 mm shorter that expected (i.e., 10 mrn

instead of 12 mm). These discrepancies are taken into consideration when modelling

both substructures, as described in Chapter 5.

Table 4.1: Nominal material properties of mild steel
Properties Values
Mass density (p) 7850 kg/nr'
Poisson's ratio (v) 0.3
Young's modulus (£) 210 OPa
Shear modulus (G) 810Pa

Figure 4.7: The flat plate

Modal testing was performed by conducting the main aspects of experimental
modal analysis [2], including excitation of the structure, measurement of the response,
and data acquisition and processing, on both the flat plates and hat-shaped shells be-

fore being welded together to form the complete structures. The experiments were
carried out on each individual substructure using the LMS Test.Lab package, where
an impact hammer was used to excite each substructure and several accelerometers

were employed to measure the vibration response at multiple locations. The experi-
mental setups for both substructures are described and the measured data is given in
the following subsections.

4.3.1 Experimental modal analysis of the flat plates

Modal testing with free-free boundary condition was conducted for the flat plates, with

experimental setup as illustrated in Fig. 4.9. The free-free boundary condition was

achieved by using a pair of strings for hanging the flat plates during testing. A PCB
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impact hammer (Fig. 4.1O(a)) and two Kistler accelerometers (Fig. 4.1O(b)) were used

in the test, with specifications given in Table 4.2. The plates were tested using one

hammer point and two measurement points as depicted in Fig. 4.9, and the locations
of the hammer and measurement points were chosen with care so that they are not
near any nodal points. The responses were measured using a 12-channel LMS system
(Fig. 4.10(c)) and extracted using the LMS PolyMAX curve-fitting procedure. The
first seven measured natural frequencies of the flat plates, together with their means
and standard deviations, are given in Table 4.3.

(a) The hat-shaped shell

60
30

'1

55

110

(b) Cross-section of the hat

Figure 4.8: Illustration of the hat-shaped shell and its dimensions
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Data Acquisition
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Figure 4.9: Experimental setup for the flat plates

(a) PCB impact hammer (b) Kistler accelerom-
eter

(c) 12-channel LMS system

Figure 4.10: Apparatus used for modal testing

Table 4.2: Information of the impact hammer and accelerometers used in testing the
flat plates

Apparatus Manufacturer Serial number Location (see Fig. 4.11) Direction
Hammer PCB 12377 Node 112 z-direction

Kistler 2008894 Node 101 z-directionAccelerometers Kistler 2008895 Node 103 z-direction
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Table 4.3: First ten measured natural frequencies for the flat plates
Frequencies (Hz)

Sample 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 24.21 67.15 78.03 132.27 159.41 220.02 246.81
2 24.12 66.93 77.98 132.11 159.34 219.80 247.10
3 24.40 67.53 78.91 133.03 160.94 220.98 249.46
4 24.12 66.88 77.80 131.88 158.94 219.48 246.51
5 24.21 67.09 77.94 132.22 159.21 220.06 246.69
6 24.32 67.44 78.57 132.78 160.51 220.64 248.71
7 24.11 66.81 77.97 131.68 159.39 219.13 246.70
8 24.11 66.88 77.74 131.81 158.85 219.46 245.94
9 24.20 67.15 78.24 132.27 159.88 220.13 247.45
10 24.20 67.08 77.86 132.23 159.25 220.05 246.56
11 24.21 67.16 77.80 132.36 159.29 220.29 246.92
12 24.24 67.16 77.91 132.36 159.56 220.21 247.40
13 24.06 66.76 77.07 131.77 157.83 219.33 244.96
14 24.07 66.86 77.07 132.00 158.06 219.65 245.58
15 24.09 66.88 77.56 131.90 158.69 219.48 246.18
16 24.04 66.81 77.27 131.86 158.37 219.13 245.80
17 24.01 66.69 77.39 131.65 158.46 218.98 246.13
18 23.96 66.60 76.24 131.43 156.49 218.74 243.18
19 24.17 67.00 77.65 132.13 158.65 219.91 246.25
20 24.23 67.17 78.20 132.46 159.78 220.32 247.81
21 24.24 67.20 78.09 132.49 159.64 220.48 247.47
22 24.26 67.23 77.78 132.57 159.10 220.52 246.73
23 23.98 66.63 77.23 131.51 158.24 218.87 245.85
24 23.96 66.62 77.16 131.47 158.26 218.90 245.53
25 24.07 66.65 77.99 131.37 158.98 218.51 246.39
26 24.22 66.97 78.30 132.05 159.48 219.41 247.14
27 24.11 66.86 77.72 131.91 158.68 219.31 246.28
28 24.02 66.73 77.17 131.73 157.95 219.11 245.04
29 24.01 66.71 77.57 131.68 158.95 219.10 246.66
30 23.94 66.50 76.95 131.31 157.45 218.41 244.46
31 24.09 66.85 76.28 131.83 156.31 219.14 243.53
32 24.00 66.72 77.39 131.64 158.46 218.83 245.54
33 24.03 66.61 77.51 131.39 158.06 218.61 245.52

Mean 24.12 66.92 77.65 131.97 158.80 219.55 246.31
Std. 0.11 0.25 0.57 0.42 0.97 0.68 1.27
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Figure 4.11: Experimental model of the flat plate

4.3.2 Experimental modal analysis on the hat-shaped shells

The hat-shaped shells were tested similarly to the flat plates, i.e., by impact hammer
modal testing with free-free boundary condition. However, the test for the hat-shaped
shells was conducted using one hammer point and five measurement points (as illus-
trated in Fig. 4.12), and the information of the apparatus is given in Table 4.4. Again,

the responses were measured by using the 12-channel LMS system and extracted using
the LMS PolyMAX curve-fitting procedure. Tables 4.5 and 4.6 tabulates the first ten
measured natural frequencies for the hat-shaped shells.

4.4 Experimental modal analysis of the welded struc-
tures

The substructures were sent for laser welding after being tested. The laser welding

process was conducted in-house at the Laser Lab, part of the School of Engineering
at the University of Liverpool. Nine pairs of the flat plates and hat-shaped shells with

variability as tabulated in Tables 4.7 and 4.8 were selected and laser welded following
a laser welding specification as given in Appendix A. The laser weld joints were pro-

duced by using an 8 kW CO2 laser machine (Ferranti Photonics). The substructures
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were placed in a fixture (Fig. 4.14(a)) and the laser beam was focused onto the surface

of the workpieces by using a Zinc Selenide (ZnSe) beam focusing system with 190 mm
focal length lens. Helium was used as shielding gas with a flow rate of 30 liter/min.

The laser welding arrangement is shown in Fig. 4.14(b). The laser spot weld joints,
which were made at the flanges of the structure, are 5 mm in diameter and 60 mm apart
in the longitudinal direction (as shown in Fig. 4.15).

Hammer

•I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I Hat-shaped shell

Data Acquisition

System

Figure 4.12: Experimental setup for the hat-shaped shells

Table 4.4: Information of the impact hammer and accelerometers used in testing the
hat-shapes shells

Apparatus Manufacturer Serial number Location (see Fig. 4.13) Direction
Hammer PCB 12377 Node 219 z-direction

Accelerometers
Kistler 2008894 Node 201 x-direction
Kistler 2008895 Node 202 z-direction
Kistler 2008896 Node 204 z-direction
Kistler 2008897 Node 205 x-direction
Kistler 2001588 Node 247 z-direction

The welded structures were tested with free-free hammer test using two hammer
points and seven measurement points (as depicted in Fig. 4.16) to determine the first
five natural frequencies. Hammer point 1 was hit in two directions (i.e., the x- and z-
directions), while hammer point 2 was hit only in the z-direction, as described in Table
4.9. Multiple hammer points were chosen to excite certain modes that apparently could
not be excited when a single hammer point was employed. Seven Kistler accelerome-

ters were used, with six of them placed on the flat plate where most deformations occur
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and only one was placed on the sidewall of the hat-shaped shell. The measured natu-

ral frequencies for the first five modes of the nine structures are tabulated in Table 4.10.

Figure 4.13: Experimental model of the hat-shaped shells

An additional test (i.e. SO-point roving hammer test with four measurement points,
shown in Table 4.11) was conducted on one of the welded structures in order to capture
the actual mode shapes of the experimental model, which were then used to verify
the mode shapes obtained from the earlier tests. This particular multi-impact roving
hammer test was not performed on each individual welded structure to avoid high time
consumption for carrying out the whole test. The first five mode shapes from the roving
hammer test are given in Fig. 4.1S.

4.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, experimental modal analysis has been explained, and the theoretical

and experimental routes of vibration analysis are described. Brief explanations of the

three main aspects of the basic measurement system used in vibration analysis (i.e.,
excitation, transduction and data analysers) have also been included. It is important to

have a good understanding of the concept of EMA before performing the modal test,
as presented in the remainder of the chapter.
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Table 4.5: First to fifth measured natural frequencies for the hat-shaped shells
Frequencies (Hz)

Sample 1 2 3 4 5
1 69.96 271.99 286.05 333.40 393.68
2 70.43 273.79 289.01 333.93 394.85
3 70.39 273.20 287.46 334.12 393.73
4 70.49 275.59 289.46 334.44 397.46
5 70.69 270.25 287.83 335.23 399.11
6 69.02 270.34 284.12 333.04 392.57
7 69.99 273.84 288.29 333.21 394.71
8 70.21 270.27 284.62 333.39 393.76
9 70.37 274.14 286.82 334.01 395.29
10 68.97 273.78 284.47 332.40 393.46
11 69.89 272.70 285.23 332.25 393.74
12 69.41 277.18 290.48 333.83 392.97
13 70.59 274.16 287.36 334.53 397.40
14 70.21 275.16 288.40 334.92 395.95
15 70.37 275.22 289.39 334.71 396.41
16 70.62 275.67 289.83 334.92 396.72
17 69.49 275.54 288.52 335.95 394.73
18 70.65 272.88 289.26 336.59 396.71
19 70.24 273.09 285.96 335.13 397.19
20 70.53 277.06 292.79 336.09 396.92
21 70.49 274.45 288.59 335.54 398.29
22 70.26 271.75 285.52 335.24 396.26
23 69.34 273.18 286.74 335.21 395.50
24 70.48 273.10 290.39 336.28 394.07
25 69.31 274.18 287.35 334.76 392.89
26 69.92 273.44 288.19 334.40 395.93
27 70.39 274.12 289.78 334.85 397.40
28 70.59 274.69 287.01 335.33 395.99
29 70.30 275.86 292.10 336.10 396.52
30 70.14 274.44 289.09 335.26 394.36
31 69.30 272.35 286.29 335.43 393.86
32 70.11 270.31 285.63 336.24 394.18
33 70.64 274.52 289.25 335.45 396.73

Mean 70.11 273.70 287.92 334.73 395.43
Std. 0.50 1.81 2.11 1.11 1.70
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Table 4.6: Sixth to tenth measured natural frequencies for the hat-shaped shells
Frequencies (Hz)

Sample 6 7 8 9 10
1 632.10 639.94 720.21 759.26 780.78
2 634.34 642.27 722.99 754.36 783.29
3 634.75 641.75 717.20 759.24 783.46
4 637.31 646.03 733.99 769.01 784.71
5 637.12 646.35 737.40 767.77 784.53
6 633.09 641.03 723.13 755.35 781.66
7 634.65 642.26 719.73 754.71 779.04
8 632.35 640.78 721.70 752.64 783.23
9 636.63 643.98 726.24 759.92 782.65
10 633.66 642.23 724.39 756.45 781.45
11 632.38 640.85 728.08 761.97 758.14
12 634.62 641.66 721.13 756.48 782.80
13 640.37 648.35 727.l5 762.77 783.03
14 637.03 644.87 726.02 755.77 783.25
15 640.27 647.05 723.38 758.68 779.58
16 638.56 645.46 721.55 763.31 784.29
17 633.91 640.49 726.41 752.l6 777.95
18 636.49 643.88 725.39 763.27 778.52
19 637.33 645.47 725.59 766.59 779.15
20 639.13 647.07 721.15 760.l8 778.90
21 638.92 648.67 728.86 767.07 778.59
22 635.01 643.36 725.47 760.88 777.96
23 631.57 638.65 731.15 768.97 778.83
24 630.40 637.57 719.35 749.97 783.03
25 631.18 639.12 725.22 751.89 779.74
26 635.98 643.15 731.86 764.26 780.39
27 634.84 643.24 726.62 770.71 781.94
28 632.61 640.63 726.70 759.98 784.41
29 634.22 641.73 730.76 760.42 781.81
30 630.66 639.53 724.83 757.96 780.12
31 631.79 639.55 726.93 751.97 777.03
32 631.70 639.l3 724.06 751.78 779.00
33 633.96 642.14 734.73 764.66 784.21

Mean 634.82 642.67 725.74 759.71 780.53
Std. 2.80 2.92 4.61 5.72 4.62
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Table 4.7: First five measured natural frequencies for the flat plates used in welded
structures

Frequencies (Hz)
Sample 1 2 3 4 5

1 24.21 67.15 78.03 132.27 159.41
2 24.12 66.93 77.98 132.11 159.34
3 24.40 67.53 78.91 133.03 160.94
4 24.12 66.88 77.80 131.88 158.94
5 24.21 67.09 77.94 132.22 159.21
6 24.32 67.44 78.57 132.78 160.51
7 24.11 66.81 77.97 131.68 159.39
8 24.11 66.88 77.74 131.81 158.85
9 24.20 67.15 78.24 132.27 159.88

Mean 24.20 67.09 78.13 132.23 159.61
Std. 0.10 0.25 0.38 0.44 0.71

Table 4.8: First five measured natural frequencies for the hat-shaped shells used in
welded structures

Frequencies (Hz)
Sample 1 2 3 4 5

1 69.96 271.99 286.05 333.40 393.68
2 70.43 273.79 289.01 333.93 394.85
3 70.39 273.20 287.46 334.12 393.73
4 70.49 275.59 289.46 334.44 397.46
5 70.69 270.25 287.83 335.23 399.11
6 69.02 270.34 284.12 333.04 392.57
7 69.99 273.84 288.29 333.21 394.71
8 70.21 270.27 284.62 333.39 393.76
9 70.37 274.14 286.82 334.01 395.29

Mean 70.17 272.60 287.07 333.86 395.02
Std. 0.49 1.97 1.86 0.69 2.06

Table 4.9: Information of the impact hammer and accelerometers used in testing the
welded structures

Apparatus Manufacturer Serial number Location (see Fig. 4.17) Direction

Hammer PCB 12377 Node 209 x- and z-direction
Node 224 z-direction

Kistler 2008881 Node 101 z-direction
Kistler 2008882 Node 102 z-direction
Kistler 2008883 Node 103 z-direction

Accelerometers Kistler 2008884 Node 111 z-direction
Kistler 2008885 Node 222 x-direction
Kistler 2008887 Node 128 z-direction
Kistler 2008888 Node 129 z-direction
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(a) Fixture for the workpieces

(b) Laser welding arrangement

Figure 4.14: The laser welding setup

Figure 4.15: The welded structure produced by laser welding
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Figure 4.16: Experimental setup for the welded structures

Figure 4.17: Experimental model of the welded structures
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Table 4.10' First five measured natural frequencies for the welded structures
Frequencies (Hz)

Sample 1 2 3 4 5
1 509.33 557.16 578.25 634.42 646.65
2 511.08 554.14 577.00 626.59 640.17
3 508.67 554.53 575.92 626.59 645.54
4 509.03 555.26 577.79 628.64 644.45
5 512.18 558.39 580.89 630.84 646.44
6 509.32 552.90 578.38 627.65 646.08
7 507.04 550.40 572.83 625.47 643.49
8 508.03 558.13 573.71 630.04 645.74
9 506.15 556.29 573.74 628.78 644.40

Mean 508.12 553.69 575.39 627.45 643.66
Std. 3.15 5.33 3.87 4.88 4.00

Table 4.11: Information of the apparatus used in roving hammer modal testing of the
welded structures

Apparatus Manufacturer Serial number Location Direction
Hammer PCB 12377 An 80 nodes x- & z-direction

Kistler 2007226 Node 201 x-direction
Kistler 2008879 Node 220 z-directionAccelerometers Kistler 2008881 Node 226 z-direction
Kistler 2008882 Node 249 x-direction
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Figure 4.18: The experimental mode shapes of the welded structures
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A number of nominally identical structures (each consisting of two substructures:
a fiat plate and a hat-shaped shell) have been manufactured to be investigated in this
research, and their descriptions have been included in this chapter. Modal testing has
been conducted on each of the substructures in order to determine the natural frequen-
cies and the mode shapes of the fiat plates and the hat-shaped shells. The experimental
procedures for both substructures are briefiy reported. The experimental data from
both substructures will be employed in the next chapter to validate and update their FE
models closer to their experimental counterparts.

Then, the substructures are sent to the Laser Engineering Lab to be laser welded.
The procedure of laser welding is given and a welding specification is attached in
Appendix A. These laser welded structures are also described and explanation of the
experimental modal analysis performed on these structures is included. Similarly to the
substructures, the experimental data obtained from the experiment are used in the FE
modelling and model updating stages of the welded structures (presented in Chapter
5). Moreover, better information on the manufacturing variability that exists in the
structures can be obtained, and non-deterministic (or stochastic) model updating is
performed as reported in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 5

FE modelling and model updating of
the structure

5.1 Introduction

Traditional design phases that include building and testing product prototypes are no
longer practical and economical to be employed today due to demands of a reduced
time-to-market among product manufacturers. In order to meet the demands, increas-
ing use of the FE analysis especially in the field of structural analysis has been ac-
complished. Therefore, much effort is given to the development of accurate analytical
models for the prediction of the system's response to various excitations, boundary
conditions and parameter changes. Consequently, development of FE models for struc-
tural dynamics prediction has become more and more significant especially with the
growing capabilities of computing facilities and recent advances in numerical methods.

Validation of the FE models are performed by carrying out experimental modal
analysis (as explained in Chapter 4) in order to obtain measured data (such as natural
frequencies and mode shapes) to be compared with their numerical counterparts. These
comparisons usually disclose some discrepancies between the two models, which nor-
mally stem from uncertainties regarding the governing equations of the system, mainly
due to assumptions and inaccurate boundary conditions applied to the model. For
example, Mottershead et al. [69], Palmonella et al. [23] and Ahmadian et al. [64]
found significant differences between the initial numerical natural frequencies and
their experimental counterparts when investigating different types of joints. These
cases demonstrate that the FE models have to be modified in order to reduce the dis-
crepancies by performing the FE model updating procedure [4].

The FE model updating problem has been well-investigated for the past decades
and many approaches have been researched and reported. Most of the updating ap-
proaches use the experimental modal data as an exact reference for updating the se-
lected parameters in order to minimise the differences between the experimental and
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numerical natural frequencies and mode shapes. However, the data obtained from the
experiments are always partial (or incomplete) since it is almost impossible to mea-
sure all the DOFs or vibration modes during the experiments, especially in large and
complicated structures [2, 4, 24, 70]. Amongst the measured quantities, the natural
frequencies are normally identified quite accurately, though this is frequently not the
case for the mode shapes. There are also some other works (for example, Fritzen and
Zhu [71]) that employ measured FRFs instead of the modal data as their reference in
the updating procedure. Moreover, anti-resonance information obtained from the FRFs
is also suggested as an alternative to the mode shapes, as it can be measured with less
error [72,73]. A paper by Mottershead and Friswell [24] gives an extensive description
of the FE model updating methods, with 243 references cited.

This chapter firstly explains the FE modelling and model updating procedure, in-
cluding formulation used in model updating, followed by a description of the Design
Sensitivity and Optimization (SOL 200) capability of NASTRAN. Next, the devel-
opment of an FE model of the laser welded structures that comprises of two main
stages (as depicted in Fig. 5.1): (1) the FE modelling and model updating of the sub-
structures, and (2) the FE modelling and model updating of the welded structures, is
described. The substructures are tested and updated before being welded together in
order to isolate the error in the weld joints from those in the substructures, thus the
uncertainties in the welded structures should arise mainly from the spot weld models.
The main focus of this chapter is on modelling of the laser spot weld joints using ex-
isting elements available in commercial software packages, therefore the selection of
elements to represent the laser weld joints is also explained in detail. The experimental
results obtained in Chapter 4 are used as references when validating and updating the
developed FE models.

5.1.1 FE modelling and model updating

The FE method is a well-established technique for analysing the behaviour of struc-
tures subjected to a variety of loads. In the FE analysis, complicated structures are dis-
cretised into a finite number of standard elements (such as beams and shells) that are
defined by supposedly known material properties and boundary conditions. Therefore,
global mass and stiffness matrices of a model can be easily computed, irrespective of
the complexity of the structure, by assembling the mass and stiffness matrices of each
individual element [4,74]. These matrices can then be used to construct a set of sec-
ond order differential equations in matrix form (Eq. (5.1)), which may be solved for
estimating dynamic response of the structure.

Mii + Bu + Ku =f( t) (5.1)
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with M, Band K represent the assembled nxn mass, damping and stiffness matrices of
the structure, while u, it and ii. are the nx1 displacements, velocities and accelerations
vectors, respectively, due to the nx 1 input force vector /(t). n stands for the number of
OOFs of the whole structure.

Fabricatic:m of substructu:res:

1) The flat plaIes
2) The bat-shaped sheDs

+ •
Experimeatalmodal aaalysis I FE modellillg of substructu:res ~

of substructu:res ~
Va1idaticm

(i.e., ModalAssur:mce Criteria (}vlAC»
Yes.

_I FE model updating L.."I 1

~
Va1idaticm

(i.e., Modal Assur:mce Criteria (JvlAC»

Yes.
Updaled FE models of substructu:res I-----------------------------
Fabricalicm oflaser welded structures I

+ •ExperimeDtalmodal aaalysis I FEmodeIliIlg ofwelded structures
of welded structu:res !

Validaticm

(i.e., Modal Assur:mce Criteria (JvlAC»
Yes •

FE model updating L"I 1

~
Validation

(i.e.,Modal Assuraace CriIeria(JvlAC»
Yes.

Updaled FE model of welded structures

Figure 5.1: The FE modelling process
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For an undamped free vibration system, Eq. (5.1) reduces to

Mii+Ku=O (5.2)

which may be solved by assuming a harmonic solution of the form

u = </J sin rot (5.3)

where </J is the eigenvector or mode shape, ro is the natural frequency of the structure
in rad/sec, while t represents the time. Eq. (5.3) can be differentiated twice into

(5.4)

which can then be substituted into Eq. (5.2) to derive a simplified form of eigenequa-
tion, as follows.

(-AM + K)</J sin rot = 0 (5.5)

where A = ro2 is the eigenvalue of the system. Since sin rot cannot equal to zero, the
equation reduces to the following,

(-AM + K)</J = 0 (5.6)

for which the only non-trivial solutions are those which satisfy det I-AM + KI= O.

The computation of the natural frequencies and the mode shapes is performed by
solving Eq. (5.6), which can be easily achieved by employing widely available FE
solvers. In this work, for example, the computation of undamped natural frequencies
and mode shapes is conducted using the Normal Modes analysis (SOL 103) of NAS-
TRAN [75]. The outputs from SOL 103 are then compared with their experimental
counterparts for validation purposes. Discrepancies between the numerical and mea-
sured natural frequencies can be directly assessed, however further analysis is needed
to validate the mode shapes.

The degree of correlation between mode shape vectors originating from different
sources can be provided by the MAC values [1,2,4], which is widely used to pair mode
shapes derived from analytical models with those obtained experimentally. The MAC
value is a scalar constant that ranges between 0 and 1, with a value of 0 meaning no
correlation at all and a value of 1 indicating perfect correlation between the two sets of
vectors. The values are presented in a matrix form, so well-correlated models should
have values of close to 1 diagonally and values close to 0 off-diagonally. The MAC
between experimentally-measured mode shapes (</Jm) and numerically-predicted mode
shapes (</Ja) can be calculated as follows.
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(5.7)

The comparisons between the numerical modal properties (i.e., the natural fre-
quencies and mode shapes) and their measured counterparts will normally reveal some
discrepancies between the two approaches, thus the FE model updating method [4]
should be performed to minimise the errors. The method aims to correct the geomet-
rical and/or physical parameters and/or boundary conditions of the FE models, and
has been well-accepted as a viable approach to improve the correlation between the
FE models and the experimental data. The method has been applied widely in many
applications especially for mechanical and civil structures.

Many researchers have performed FE model updating on structural joints in me-
chanical structures. For example, Kim and Wu [76], and Arruda and Santos [77] con-
ducted the FE model updating to structures with mechanical joints for identification of
the joint properties (i.e., stiffness and damping). Mottershead et al. [10] applied the
model updating technique to converge a set of analytical models upon a set of nomi-
nally identical physical structures welded with spot weld joints. Another paper by the
same authors [69] investigated a three-storey aluminium space frame, using five model
updating experiments with different sets of updating parameters in order to obtain a
physical improvement to the modelling of the joints provided by standard Meroform
aluminium nodes. Palmonella et al. [23] updated three different FE models of spot
weld joints to improve the accuracy of these models by searching for the optimum
values of the parameters characterising the spot weld models using experimental data.
There are also many other reported works on FE model updating applications in dif-
ferent types of structures.

In FE model updating, the system matrices (i.e., mass and stiffness) that describe
the FE model are modified, either directly or iteratively, with respect to the reference
modal parameters such as the measured natural frequencies and mode shapes. Direct
methods directly solve the global mass and stiffness matrices in order to match the
predicted and measured modal parameters. While these methods could reproduce the
measured data exactly, however, the updated mass and stiffness matrices cannot always
be related to the physical changes of the original model [4]. The iterative methods, on
the other hand, require an iterative process to be performed in order to minimise an
objective function that is generally a nonlinear function of the updating parameters, so
that the difference between the predicted modal parameters and their measured coun-
terparts could be reduced. Due to their iterative nature, the iterative methods require
higher computational effort than the direct methods. Although exact solutions could
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not be obtained, the physical meaning of the updated parameters is guaranteed. The
iterative FE model updating is employed in this research.

In practice, the FE model updating procedure is usually ill-conditioned and the so-
lutions are always non-unique; which is further complicated by measurement noise,
thus leads to inaccurate solution and divergence in iteration [78]. Since the success of
FE model updating method relies primarily on the experience and skill of the analyst,
it is very important to understand the formulation and methodology of the FE model
updating technique. Therefore, the following subsections describe the FE model up-
dating formulations and the Design Sensitivity and Optimization solution (SOL 200)
used in this research.

5.1.2 FE model updating formulations

The iterative FE model updating methods are generally based on sensitivity analysis.
The updating formulation can be expressed as a function of analytical responses, struc-
tural parameters and a sensitivity matrix in terms of truncated Taylor Series expansion
as follows [4].

(5.8)

In the formulation, Zm is the vector of the measurement (or reference) data that may
include both eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the system, while z, is the vector of ana-
lytical output at /h iteration and e is the vector of system parameters such as Young's
modulus, thickness, etc..

In Eq. (5.8), Sj is an mxn sensitivity matrix at /h iteration, which contains the first
derivatives of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors with respect to the parameters. The
sensitivity coefficient denotes the rates of change of the /h eigenvalues (j"j) and/or
eigenvectors (CP j) due to changes in the structural parameters (e). The derivatives of
both eigenvalues and eigenvectors can be expressed as [2,4,79],

(5.9)

(5.10)

Rearranging Eq. (5.8) and introducing a weighting matrix of measurements (Wee) and
a weighting matrix of parameters (Wee) into the equation gives a deterministic model
updating equation,

(5.11)
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where T j is a transformation matrix, which can be written as

(S.12)

while Wee and W (J(J are positive definite weighting matrices. Wee is usually given
by the reciprocals of the measurements variance, while W (J(J must be chosen so that
only uncertain parameters will change more during the updating procedure than the
other parameters. The choice of Wee = I and W (J(J = 0 would results in pseudo-
inverse [4]. For an ill-conditioned model updating problem, W (J(J = Ar * I where Ar is
a regularisation parameter found by plotting an L-curve [SO].

The Design Sensitivity and Optimization code (SOL 200) of NASTRAN is used
for updating, and an objective function based on residuals between measurement data
(e.g., natural frequencies, mode shapes, FRFs, etc.) and their predictions are set for
minimisation in the updating procedure. The procedure continues until convergence is
accomplished when the difference between values of the objective function (J) from
consecutive iterations is sufficiently small. In this work, the objective function is con-
structed based on eigenvalue residuals, given by

n (Ai )2
J = l:Wi A~xP - 1

1=1 1

(S.13)

where AtXP is the ith experimental eigenvalue and Ai is the ith eigenvalue predicted by
the FE model. Appropriate weighting coefficients (Wi) are assigned to the objective
function (Eq. (S.13)) to give more weight to certain modes that may need more atten-
tion than the others. Nevertheless, Wi = 1 is used in this work to give all the modes the
same level of attention.

It is important to note that Eq. (S.13) only holds if the measured and its predicted
counterpart are paired correctly, and therefore it is vital to ensure that the experimental
and numerical data relate to the same mode. In addition, it is generally preferable to use
a larger number of experimental modal properties in the updating process. Obviously,
this would be more difficult but the updated model should be more predictive than
using only a few modal data. Nevertheless, only the eigenvalue information is used
for updating in this work, while the mode shapes data is only utilised to check the
pairing of the experimental and analytical modes. The mode shapes are not considered
in the updating procedure since they normally contain more measurement errors and
are rather insensitive to parameters changes than the eigenvalues [SI].

It should be noted that any modifications made to the system parameters could
affect the modal properties of the system, as shown in Eq. (S.S). Therefore, the param-
eters and modal properties involved in the updating process must be selected properly.
While the mathematical formulations of model updating are very well established, the
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selection of parameters for updating remains a difficult problem for analysts. Select-
ing the updating parameters is an important aspect of the FE model updating pro-
cess [4,69,82] and any parameters for material and geometric properties (such as area,
inertia, thickness, diameter, density, Young's modulus, etc.) can be considered. How-
ever, the parameters selected should be justified by engineering understanding of the
structure [69,83-85] and the number of parameters should be kept smaller than the
modal properties to avoid ill-conditioning problems [4,82]. Moreover, it is vital for the
responses to be sensitive to the updating parameters; hence it is necessary to compute
the sensitivities beforehand so that only the most influential parameters are chosen.

Sensitivity analysis can be performed by using existing FE codes (such as NAS-
TRAN) to compute the sensitivity coefficients (Eqs. (5.9) and (5.10)) of possible sys-
tem parameters. At the end, only sensitive parameters should be selected amongst the
trialled parameters. In this work, the sensitivity analysis is conducted by using SOL
200 of NASTRAN [86]. Furthermore, SOL 200 is also employed in the FE model up-
dating procedure by casting the updating procedure as an optimisation problem, which
is explained further in the following sections.

5.1.3 Design sensitivity and optimization (SOL 200) of NASTRAN

SOL 200 of NASTRAN [86] is employed for model updating through steps illustrated
in Fig. 5.2. This comprehensive multidisciplinary optimisation algorithm uses partial
derivatives (or gradient) of a function (e.g., Eq. (5.13) in this work) to assist in the nu-
merical search for an optimum in the optimisation procedure. The partial derivatives
of the objective function are determined by the forward finite difference method, as
explained in the followings.

Approximation functions used in NASTRAN are based on Taylor Series expansions.
So, if J = z(e),

(5.14)

which is usually truncated only up to the first derivative term in the series, so a linear
approximation of the function can be obtained as follows.

dzlZ(e+de) =z(e)+ de e de (5.15)

Then, the sensitivity coefficient of the function with respect to the variable can be
computed by the finite difference approximation

dz(e) z(e+de) -z(e)
----;[i) ~ de
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where (8 + ~8) is the estimated design variable, 8 is the prior estimate of the variable
and ~8 represents the small perturbation given to the variable. If more than one vari-
able is of concern (as always in most practical applications), Eqs. (5.15) and (5.16)
can be expressed as

z( 8+~8) = z( 8) +Vz( 8).~8 (5.17)

v (8) = z(8 +~8) -z(8)
z ~8 (5.18)

with Vz( 8) representing the resultant vector of partial derivatives (or gradient) of the
function. The search direction (s) is defined by the opposite direction of the gradient
vector, as follows.

s=-Vz(8) (5.19)

It should be noted that the optimisation algorithms in NASTRAN generally belong
to the gradient-based methods [86]. The Steepest Descent algorithm is used to deter-
mine an initial search direction until it reaches a constraint boundary. At this point, a
finite move in the direction of the steepest descent would not be allowed as the con-
straint would be violated. A default optimiser used in NASTRAN (i.e., the Modified
Method of Feasible Directions (MMFD)) is then employed to establish a new search
direction that satisfy all the constraints. The iterative procedure of the method is shown
graphically in Fig. 5.3. Let xO be the starting point while sO gives the initial (i.e., the
steepest gradient) search direction. The procedure obeys the initial direction until a
constraint boundary (e.g. gl in the figure) is encountered. The optimiser then effec-
tively follows the active constraint boundary gl by establishing a finite move in a new
search direction tangent to the constraint (sl). Note that one or more constraints may
be slightly violated in the interim, which is a characteristic of the MMFD optimiser.
This characteristic distinguishes the MMFD optimiser from the original Method of
Feasible Direction (MFD) that would not allow any violations to occur [87]. It is the
MMFD optimiser's task to return to the feasible region by stepping back towards the
constraint boundary along the current search direction. The optimiser then proceeds to
find the optimum in the objective function. Further information on the optimiser can
be found in NASTRAN Design Sensitivity and Optimization User's Guide [86].

5.2 FE modelling and model updating of substructures

Development of the FE models of both substructures (i.e., the flat plates and the hat-
shaped shells) are explained in the following sections.
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Figure 5.2: Optimisation process in SOL 200
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Figure 5.3: Iterative procedure of the Modified Method of Feasible Directions
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5.2.1 FE modelling and model updating of the flat plates

The flat plates are initially modelled by using NASTRAN's four-node quadrilateral

plate elements (i.e., CQUAD4 [56]), which are formulated based on the Mindlin-

Reissner plate theory. There are five DOFs at each node of the elements, with zero stiff-
ness for the rotational DOF about the surface normal of the elements. The CQUAD4

elements can model in-plane, bending, and transverse shear behavior. The FE mod-

elling of the flat plates consisting of 300 elements is shown in Fig. 5.4, while the
NASTRAN code for the flat plate model is presented in Appendix B 1. The material
properties of mild steel are used in the FE model with nominal values as tabulated in

Table 4.1, and uniform thickness is assumed across the plates.

Figure 5.4: FE model of the flat plate

As explained in the previous chapter, a closer inspection on the flat plates reveals

a discrepancy in terms of the actual thickness of the plates to the nominal thickness
originally required. It is essential to highlight that the FE model must be geometrically
well-defined before the FE model updating can be performed as the FE model updating
can only correct the errors that originated from the uncertainties of modelling parame-

ters. Therefore, the discrepancy of thickness must be taken into account and the mean
thickness of 1.45 mm is used in the FE model instead of the nominal value of 1.5 mm.

Solution 103 of NASTRAN [75J is used to compute the first seven natural frequen-
cies and mode shapes of the initial FE model, as shown in Table 5.1 and Fig. 5.5

respectively. The natural frequencies obtained from the FE analysis are compared with
the experimental natural frequencies and, as can be seen from the table, all bending
modes are found to be in good agreement with the experimental data while errors of
up to 3% are found from the torsional modes. In order to reduce the discrepancies

between the two sets of data, FE model updating has to be conducted. In the updating
procedure, only the first five modes are included while the remaining modes are used
later to assess the quality of the updated model.

There are a number of ways in which the flat plate can be parameterised for updat-

ing. Several parameters (i.e., the thickness, Young's modulus, shear modulus, density
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and Poisson's ratio) have been considered and the sensitivity analysis has been per-
formed using SOL 200. In the sensitivity analysis, the parameters are normalised in
the form of e / eo, hence the sensitivities become (D;t / De) eo, where D denotes a small
increment. The sensitivities of the first five natural frequencies and the mode shapes
of the first three modes at three locations are tabulated in Table 5.2, and comparisons
are made to choose the most suitable parameters for the updating procedure. From the
table, it can be summarised that the natural frequencies are sensitive to the changes of
four parameters: the thickness, Young's modulus, shear modulus and density, while
the sensitivity values of the mode shapes are very small. Thus, the mode shapes are
not considered for sensitivity analysis in the updating work presented in this chapter.

Table 5.1: Measured natural frequencies and finite element predictions in Hz for the
flat plates

Mode Experiment Initial FE Error (%)
1 24.12 24.27 0.62
2 66.92 67.24 0.48
3 77.65 75.31 3.01
4 131.97 132.51 0.41
5 158.80 154.31 2.83
6 219.55 223.30 1.71
7 246.31 240.87 2.21

Based on the sensitivity data, the thickness is the most sensitive amongst all four
parameters; however, it is not chosen as updating parameter since the correction of the
thickness has already been made to the FE model. Hence, the thickness is assumed
to have already been corrected. The Poisson's ratio proves to be not sensitive enough,
while the Young's modulus and the density provide the same level of sensitivities.
However, only one of these two parameters is selected for updating due to their direct
relation in the calculation ofthe natural frequency, and the Young's modulus is selected
as it may contain more uncertainties than the density. The shear modulus, despite not
being sensitive enough for bending modes (i.e., 1, 2 and 4), is selected for its contri-
bution for the torsional modes (i.e, 3 and 5). Thus, in conclusion only two parameters
are selected for the flat plates as follows:

• The Young's modulus of the flat plates (Eflatplate)

• The shear modulus of the flat plates (Gflatplate)

The initial values of the Young's modulus and shear modulus of the flat plates are set
to 210 OPa and 81 OPa, respectively. The Young's modulus is allowed to vary from
185 OPa to 220 OPa, while the shear modulus is given only a small variation from 80

OPa to 84 OPa.
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(a) Mode 1 (b) Mode 2 (c) Mode 3

(d) Mode 4 (e) Mode 5 (f) Mode 6

(g) Mode 7

Figure 5.5: The numerical mode shapes of the flat plates

Table 5.2: Flat plates: Natural frequency (NF) and mode shape (MS) sensitivities with
respects to the normalised parameters

Thickness Young's modulus Shear modulus Density Poisson's ratio
Output type (T) (Eplate) (Gplate) (p) (v)
NF 1 24.30 12.15 0.72 -12.15 0.10
NF2 67.49 33.74 6.37 -33.75 0.88
NF3 74.91 37.44 137.56 -37.59 -8.29
NF4 133.59 66.79 22.89 -66.81 3.03
NF5 153.59 76.76 290.19 -77.08 -1.55
MS 1 (point 1) 0.012 0.000 0.000 0.012 -0.002
MS 1 (point 2) -0.714 0.000 0.000 -0.714 -0.020
MS 1 (point 3) 0.012 0.000 0.000 0.012 -0.002
MS 2 (point 1) -0.012 0.000 0.000 -0.012 -0.007
MS 2 (point 2) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
MS 2 (point 3) -0.012 0.000 0.000 -0.012 -0.007
MS 3 (point 1) -0.015 0.000 0.000 -0.015 -0.021
MS 3 (point 2) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
MS 3 (point 3) -0.015 0.000 0.000 -0.015 -0.021
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Updating is done by minimising the objective function (Eq. (5.13» and performed
on the basis of the first five measured frequencies (see Table 5.3 and Appendix B2).

In addition, MAC analysis is performed based on the measured points (explained in
Chapter 4) in order to validate the developed FE model of the flat plate. As the mode

shapes of the flat plate are well known a priori, two DOFs are believed to be sufficient
to identify the measured mode shapes. The mode shapes of the numerical models,

before and after updating, are found to have excellent correlation with the experimental

data, which can be observed from the MAC values presented in the table. Obviously
using more measured points will produce more reliable MAC values and this is done
for the complete welded structure (see Section 5.3).

Table 5 3: Initial and updated natural frequencies (in Hz) for flat plates
I II III

Experiment Initial Updated
Mode FE Error (%) MAC FE Error (%) MAC

1 24.12 24.27 0.62 1 24.20 0.33 1
2 66.92 67.24 0.48 1 66.96 0.06 1
3 77.65 75.31 3.01 1 76.13 1.95 I
4 131.97 132.51 0.41 1 131.83 0.11 I
5 158.80 154.31 2.83 1 155.82 1.88 1

Total error 7.35 4.33

Table 5.4 shows the changes in the updating parameters from the initial values,
while Fig. 5.6 depicts the changes of the updating parameters from the initial nor-
malised values of unity to convergence. Convergence is obtained immediately and

the updated natural frequencies are significantly better with errors of less than 2% are
achieved. All the natural frequencies of the flat plate are improved and the errors for
the torsional modes are reduced by approximately 1%.

Table 5.4: Parameter changes for the flat plate
Parameter Initial value Updated value
Eplate (GPa) 210.00 208.86
Gplate (GPa) 81.00 82.60

The updated FE model of the flat plates is now used for predicting the remaining
modes not included in the updating procedure (i.e., modes 6 and 7), so the quality of

the updated model can be assessed. As tabulated in Table 5.5, the two natural frequen-

cies have improved slightly with maximum error of approximately 1.5%. The results
demonstrate that the updated FE model represents the experimental model quite well,

which indicate that the chosen parameters in the updating procedure are appropriate

for improving the correlation between the experimental and numerical models. In par-
ticular, the Young's modulus value is reduced slightly after updating, which results in a
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slightly lower flexural rigidity in the FE model and consequently reduces the frequen-

cies of the bending modes. On the other hand, modification of the shear modulus (i.e.,

by increasing the value) provides a significant improvement in the torsional modes

(i.e., increases the natural frequencies of the torsional modes). This shows that the

initial FE model was a bit stiffer in bending while slightly flexible in torsion than it

should be in the actual structure.
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Figure 5.6: Parameters changes of the flat plates

Table 5.5: Flat plates: prediction of higher modes that are not included in the updating
procedure

. I II III
Experiment Initial Predicted

Mode FE Error (%) FE Error (%)
6 219.55 223.30 1.71 222.00 1.12
7 246.31 240.87 2.21 242.51 1.54

5.2.2 FE modelling and model updating of the hat-shaped shells

The hat-shaped shells are modelled using approximately 3000 CQUAD4 elements, as
shown in Fig. 5.7 and coded as in Appendix B3. Similarly to the flat plates, the nominal
properties as in Table 4.1 are assigned to the FE model, and the discrepancies between

the actual hat-shaped shells in comparison with the nominal design, as explained in
Chapter 4, are incorporated. These findings are vital to the development of the FE
model as the outcome of the numerical model is found to be very sensitive to the fold

radii of the hat-shaped shells.
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Figure 5.7: The FE model of the hat-shaped shell

The first ten natural frequencies and mode shapes of the initial FE model are shown
in Table 5.6 and Fig. 5.8. By comparing the numerical natural frequencies with their
experimental counterparts, it can be seen that errors of up to 6% exist. FE model
updating is performed based on the first five modes (tabulated in Table 5.7) in order to
reduce these errors between the two sets of natural frequencies, while the remaining
modes (i.e., modes 6 to 10) are used later for assessing the quality of the updated

model.

Table 5.6: Measured natural frequencies and finite element predictions in Hz for the
hat-shaped shells

Mode Experiment Initial FE Error (%)
1 70.11 67.28 4.04
2 273.70 256.98 6.11
3 287.92 273.47 5.02
4 334.73 334.41 0.10
5 395.43 386.35 2.30
6 634.82 627.80 1.11
7 642.67 637.58 0.79
8 725.74 707.99 2.45
9 759.71 720.74 5.l3
10 780.53 774.82 0.73

From Table 5.7, errors of up to approximately 6% can be observed while very good

MAC values of more than 0.95 are obtained for all the modes. The updating procedure
is performed by means of three parameters (see Appendix B4): (1) the thickness of

fold regions of the hat-shaped shells, (2) the thickness of flat regions of the hat-shaped

shells, and (3) the Young's modulus of the hat-shaped shells. Sensitivities of natural

frequencies to changes in these parameters are shown in Table 5.8, while their initial
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values for updating are summarised in Table 5.9.

(a) Mode J (b) Mode 2 (c) Mode 3

(d) Mode 4 (e) Mode 5 (f) Mode 6

(g) Mode 7 (h) Mode 8 (i) Mode 9

(j) Mode 10

Figure 5.8: The first ten numerical mode shapes of the hat-shaped shells

Table 5.7 (Column III) gives the updated natural frequencies, while the final values
of the updating parameters are tabulated in Table 5.9. The discrepancies of the natural
frequencies for all five modes are reduced significantly, with the maximum of less than

l.1%. Some changes can also be observed from the two thickness parameters, i.e., the
final value of the fold thickness appears to be smaller than the initial, while the updated

thickness of the flat regions is found to be bigger than the initial value. Moreover,
the Young's modulus of the hat-shaped shells is found to change only slightly within
reasonable range. The changes of the updating parameters from the initial normalised
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values of unity are shown in Fig. 5.9. Similarly to the flat plates, the convergence is
obtained very quickly (i.e., in two iterations).

Table 5 7· Initial and updated natural frequencies (in Hz) for hat-shaped shell
I II III

Experiment Initial Updated
Mode FE Error (%) MAC FE Error (%) MAC

1 70.11 67.28 4.04 0.96 70.24 0.19 0.96
2 273.70 256.98 6.11 0.95 271.12 0.94 0.95
3 287.92 273.47 5.02 0.97 287.64 0.10 0.97
4 334.73 334.41 0.10 0.99 336.51 0.53 0.99
5 395.43 386.35 2.30 0.98 399.67 1.07 0.99

Total error 17.56 2.83

Table 5.8: Hat-shaped shells: Sensitivities of the natural frequencies to the selected
normalised parameters in Hz

Fold thickness Flat thickness Young's modulus
Mode (Tfold) (Trlat) (Ehat)

1 7.70 58.06 1.89
2 188.00 237.70 231.82
3 239.10 247.76 211.94
4 43.46 68.80 158.91
5 252.30 222.55 210.76

Table 59· Parameter changes for the hat-shaped shell..
Parameter Initial value Updated value
Trold (mm) 1.45 1.31
Tflat (mm) 1.45 1.53
Ehat (GPa) 210.00 214.22

The updated FE model of the hat-shaped shells is now used for prediction of the
remaining modes not included in the updating procedure (i.e., modes 6 to 10). As.
can be seen from Table 5.10, the natural frequencies of all the modes used in the
prediction improved significantly from the initial predictions with maximum error of
2.64%. However, due to the complexity of the vibration modes (as shown in Fig.
5.8) of the hat-shaped shells, it is very difficult to relate the influence of the updating
parameters to each mode directly. Nevertheless, the updating results demonstrate that
the parameters used in the updating procedure are appropriate.

Since the FE models of both substructures (i.e., the flat plates and the hat-shaped
shells) have been updated successfully, they can now be employed in modelling the
welded structures. By ignoring the uncertainties due to manufacturing Whenwelding
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the structures, the uncertainties in the developed FE model are attributed only to the
weld modelling.
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Figure 5.9: Parameters changes of the hat-shaped shells

Table 5.10: Hat-shaped shells: prediction of higher modes that are not included in the
updating procedure

I II III
Experiment Initial Predicted

Mode FE Error (%) FE Error (%)
6 634.82 627.80 1.11 635.24 0.07
7 642.67 637.58 0.79 645.70 0.47
8 725.74 707.99 2.45 716.10 1.33
9 759.71 720.74 5.13 739.66 2.64
10 780.53 774.82 0.73 782.83 0.29

S.3 FE modelling and model updating of the welded
structures

This subsection details the modelling work of the welded structures, and explains the
selection of elements to represent the laser weld joints. The updated FE models of
the flat plates and the hat-shaped shells are utilised here, and the success in updating
both models of the substructures indicates that the uncertainties incorporated in the
complete model are largely due to the modelling of the laser weld joints. It is therefore
vital to use an appropriate model that is able to represent the dynamic characteristics
of the joints very well.
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5.3.1 FE modelling of laser weld joints

Modelling weld joints is always difficult, owing to the existence of many local ef-
fects induced during the welding process (such as geometrical irregularities, material
inhomogeneities, residual stresses and defects). Not only they are difficult to be incor-
porated into the FE model, there are also lots of uncertainties regarding these effects.
In addition to that, because of the large number of weld joints in real structures, FE
models of joints with as few OOFs as possible are necessary in order to minimise the

computational effort.
As explained in Chapter 2, there are two main types of spot weld models: (1) mod-

els for limit capacity analysis that require very detailed models to compute a smooth
stress field at the spot weld, and (2) models for dynamic analysis that use a very coarse
mesh, allowing for application of much simpler models with significantly fewer OOFs.
The spot weld models of the first type are not considered in this work, as they are too
detailed to represent many spot weld joints in a structure.

The spot weld models for dynamic analysis can be categorised into two categories,
i.e., models that require congruent mesh and models that do not. The former necessi-
tates surface re-meshing for any changes in the models in order to ensure coincident
nodes for the spot weld connections. In contrast, spot weld connections of the second
category can be established at any locations using the existing mesh, so it is possible to
assemble components with different meshes. The advantage of having non-congruent
mesh is so important, hence it is now becoming so favourable in the industries.

The feasibility of using some of the most common spot weld models for modelling
the laser weld joints is investigated, as presented in the following paragraphs. The type
of elements that best represents the laser weld joints and has the potential for model
updating is selected for modelling the welded structures.

Single beam models

Structural joints like the spot welds and bolts are usually represented by simple (elastic
or rigid) two-node beam elements to establish the mass and stiffness properties of the
real joints. These models require a node-to-node connection, thus a congruent mesh
must be employed. The single beam models (see Fig. 3.7) are investigated by using
elastic beam elements (i.e., CBAR) available in NASTRAN [56]. The CBAR element
is a simple general purpose one-dimensional beam element that supports tension and
compression, torsion, bending and shear behaviours. As depicted in Fig. 5.10, the el-
ement consists of two grid points (GA and GB) with six OOFs (i.e., three translations
and three rotations) at each point. In addition, the beam properties must be constant
along the length of the element, while the shear center and neutral axis must coin-
cide. The element is formulated based on the classical beam theory that assumes no
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shear deformation across the section of the beam. In other words, any deformation
due to shear is not accounted for, hence the plane cross sections remain plane during
deformation.

v

Figure 5.10: CBAR element in NASTRAN

Due to the requirement of congruent mesh, the FE model of the flat plates are
re-meshed with approximately 2000 CQUAD4 elements (as shown in Fig. 5.11 and
Appendix B5) to match the mesh of the FE model of the hat-shaped shells. The re-
fined FE model is also used in modelling the welded structures using brick elements
and CWELD with 'ALIGN' format (explained later in this chapter). These substruc-
tures' FE models are connected together by twenty CBAR elements with circular cross
section at the specified locations illustrated in Fig. 4.15 to form the FE model of the
welded structures. The input NASTRAN code for the model is given in Appendix B6.
The natural frequencies and mode shapes produced from the FE model are shown in
Tables 5.11 (Column II) and 5.12 (Column II), respectively, and they are compared
with the experimental natural frequencies and mode shapes. The natural frequencies
are found to be significantly underestimated by the model with a total error of more
than 55%, which indicates that this type of connection generally tends to underestimate
the stiffness of the joints [21]. Furthermore, there is also a mode swapping issue with
the third and fourth numerical mode shapes, as can be seen from Table 5.12.

Single brick models

A six-sided brick element (i.e., CHEXA in NASTRAN [56]) is used to characterise
the spot weld joint in the welded structures. The CHEXA element has eight corner
grid points and up to twenty grid points if the twelve optional midside grid points are
included; each with three translational DOFs as illustrated in Fig. 5.12. The nodes of
the brick element must be coincident with the nodes of the lower and upper surfaces
(as depicted in Fig. 3.8), hence similarly to the single beam models, a congruent
mesh is necessary. The input NASTRAN code is presented in Appendix B7, while
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the results from using these brick elements in modelling the laser spot weld joints are

given in Tables 5.11 (Column III) and 5.12 (Column III), respectively. Comparing

these results with the measured data demonstrates that the brick elements are able to
represent the stiffness of the weld joints quite well, with significant reduction in the
error of natural frequencies in comparison with the results produced using the beam

elements. Moreover, the issue of mode swapping does not exist when using the brick

elements.

Figure 5.1 J: Refined mesh of the flat plates
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Figure 5.12: CHEXA element in NASTRAN

Heiserer et al. [47] developed an improved version of the brick model (illustrated
in Fig. 3.11) known as the ACM2 model or CHEXA in LMS VirtualLab, consisting of
a brick element with weighted average constraint elements (i.e., RBE3) in NASTRAN

[56]. The RBE3 elements are employed to distribute applied loads onto a set of nodes,
which removes the problem of increased local stiffness when rigid link is used [28]. In

addition, the ACM2 removes the need for congruent mesh, thus the spot weld joints can

be located anywhere in the model. Nevertheless, the ACM2 model is not investigated
in this work as it is not available in NASTRAN.
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CWELD element

The CWELD element (see Fig. 3.12) developed by Fang et al. [49] has been imple-
mented in NASTRAN [56]. As explained in Section 3.3.2, the CWELD element can
be established with congruent or non-congruent meshes as illustrated in Fig. 5.13.
In this section, twenty CWELD elements with patch-to-patch connection type (i.e.,
'PARTPAT' format) are employed in modelling the welded structures (see Appendix
B8), hence non-congruent mesh can be used in the model. The natural frequencies
from this model are tabulated in Table 5.11 (Column IV) and the mode shapes are
depicted in Table 5.12 (Column IV). From the findings, it can be seen that the natural
frequencies are underestimated with maximum error of approximately 10%. The mode
shapes, however, are in very good agreement with the measured data.

(a) CWELD with congruent mesh

GB2

(b) CWELD with non-congruent mesh

Figure 5.13: The CWELD element with congruent and non-congruent mesh

Table 5 11· Comparison of initial natural frequencies (in Hz) using different elements
[I] [II] [III] [IV]

Mode Experiment CBAR Error (%) CHEXA Error (%) CWELD Error (%)
1 508.12 473.50 6.81 488.34 3.89 480.27 5.48
2 553.69 482.45 12.87 557.83 0.75 515.58 6.88
3 575.39 537.05 6.66 559.19 2.82 550.88 4.26
4 627.45 536.18 14.55 621.04 1.02 567.36 9.58
5 643.66 544.55 15.40 624.17 3.03 579.79 9.92

Total error 56.30 11.51 36.12

Comparisons and selection of elements for representing laser weld joints

The three types of spot weld models are compared in order to choose the most suit-
able model to represent the laser spot weld joints. As summarised in Tables 5.11 and
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5.13, the beam model fails to predict the natural frequencies accurately. On the other

hand, while also suffering with underestimation of natural frequencies, the use of the

CWELD element manages to bring the error down. This is further improved when the
brick model is employed. In terms of the mode shapes prediction (Table 5.12), mode

swapping problem occurs when utilising the beam model. In contrast, the mode shapes
are successfully predicted by the brick and CWELD elements.

1

son of mode
[II]

CBAR

different elements

Mode
[III] [1\1]

CHEXA CWELD

2

3

4

5

Table 5.13: Comparisons of CBAR, CHEXA and CWELD by NASTRAN in mod-
elling laser weld joints

CBAR CHEXA CWELD
Prediction of natural frequencies Poor Good Satisfactory
Prediction of mode shapes Poor Good Good
Non-congruent mesh No No Yes/No

(based on connection type)

On the matter of modelling convenience, the beam and brick models (unless ACM2

by Heiserer et al. [47] is employed) requires coincident meshed surfaces while the
CWELD model can be used with both congruent and non-congruent mesh depending
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on the type of connection used when defining the CWELD element. Furthermore, the

CWELD element poses a big potential for model updating, as both geometrical and

material properties of the weld model can be updated. From these comparisons, it is
found that the characteristics of the CWELD element is much more appealing than the

other two models, so the CWELD element is selected for representing the laser weld
joint.

5.3.2 FE model updating of welded structures

FE model of welded structures using CWELD elements with 'PARTPAT' format

The laser spot weld joints are modelled using twenty CWELD elements with patch-
to-patch connection (as presented in the previous section), as shown in Fig. 5.14.
It is known that the use of the CWELD elements in modelling the joints result in
underestimation of the natural frequencies (see Table 5.11 (Column IV) or Table 5.14
(Column II»; thus, FE model updating needs to be conducted in order to bring the
predicted natural frequencies closer to their measured counterparts.

(a) CWELD elements with 'PARTPAT' format (b) Detailed illustration at spot
weld's location

Figure 5.14: FE model of welded structure using CWELD elements with 'PARTPAT'
format

The updating procedure outlined in Section 5.1.2 is applied to the FE model of the

welded structure and SOL 200 is run to update the model until the computed natural
frequencies match those from the experiment (ref sr to Appendix B9 for optimisation

code). Prior to updating; sensitivity analysis is performed with respect to the properties
of the CWELD element (i.e., diameter, Young's modulus, shear modulus, density and
Poisson's ratio), so that the most sensitive parameters can be selected for the procedure.

From the sensitivity values (Table 5.15), it is found that the natural frequencies are only

sensitive to the changes of the diameter and Young's modulus of the spot welds. Hence,
these two parameters are used in the updating procedure.
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The initial values of the diameter and Young's modulus of the weld are set to 5 mm
and 210 OPa, respectively. The former is allowed to vary between 3.5 to 5.5 mm, while
the latter has a range of 185 to 220 OPa. The updated natural frequencies are tabulated
in Table 5.14 (Column III), while changes in updating parameters are shown in Table
5.16. Although the updated values for both parameters reach the maximum allowable
values, the total error of natural frequencies is only reduced to approximately 21%.
The results show that the natural frequencies are still underestimated by the numerical
model, which demonstrates the lack of stiffness in the CWELD modelling. Further-
more, based on the updating results, it is concluded that the two CWELD parameters
alone cannot successfully improve the results of the initial model; hence the FE model
of the laser weld joints needs to be modified in order to improve the correlation be-
tween the experimental and numerical models.

Table 5.14: Measured natural frequencies and finite element predictions in Hz for the
laser welded structures using CWELD elements with 'PARTPAT' format

I II III
Experiment Initial Updated

Mode FE Error (%) FE Error (%)
1 508.12 480.27 5.48 506.03 0.41
2 553.69 515.58 6.88 529.09 4.44
3 575.39 550.88 4.26 539.85 6.18
4 627.45 567.36 9.58 592.43 5.58
5 643.66 579.79 9.92 617.70 4.03

Total error 36.12 20.65

Table 5.15: Laser welded structures (with 'PARTPAT' format): Sensitivities of the
natural frequencies to the selected normalised parameters in Hz

Weld diameter Young's modulus of the weld
Mode (dweld) (Eweld)

1 7.13 12.27
2 10.50 15.64
3 34.40 58.79
4 42.84 62.00
5 36.18 53.17

Table 5.16: Parameter changes for the laser welded structures (with 'PARTPAT' for-
mat)

Parameter Initial value Updated value
dweid (mm) 5.0 5.5
Eweld (OPa) 210 220
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Improved FE model of welded structures using CWELD elements with 'ALIGN'
format

Based on the findings presented in the previous section, it is decided that the FE model

of the laser weld joints is insufficient to represent the actual stiffness of the joints. It
is also established that the properties of the CWELD element alone cannot bring the
numerical data closer to the measured data. Hence, patches surrounding the CWELD

elements must be manipulated in order to deal with the lack of stiffness encountered
by the previous model. In order to do so, the patch-to-patch CWELD connection is
replaced with point-to-point connection (i.e., 'ALIGN' format - see Section 3.3.2 for

more details). The 'ALIGN' format has been chosen so a better control of patch size
surrounding each weld can be obtained by defining the size of the FE mesh.

By using the 'ALIGN' format, congruent mesh must be used hence refined FE
model of the flat plates (as in Fig. 5.11) is employed in the FE model of the welded
structures, as depicted in Fig. 5.15. According to Fang et al. [49], the CWELD element
simulates the force transfer between the two patches accurately for dwe1d/ S :s; 1, where
S is the mesh size. The stiffness of the connection may be underestimated by the
CWELD element if the diameter is larger than the surface patch. In this work, the
size of the patches is set to be 20% bigger than the nominal diameter of the spot weld
joints (consequently gives dweld/S = 0.83), while a higher value of Young's modulus
is assigned (i.e., Epatch = 350 GPa) to the patches to acknowledge higher rigidity of
the weld connection than the adjacent bulk material. The initial values for the material
properties and the diameter of the CWELD elements are also defined, with the diameter
being 5 mm and the material properties assumed to be the same as the nominal values

of mild steel, as tabulated in Table 4.1.

(a) CWELD elements with 'ALIGN' format (b) Detailed illustration at spot
weld's location

Figure 5.]5: FE model of welded structure using CWELD elements with 'ALIGN'
format

These modifications slightly improve the initial natural frequencies of the FE model,

as given in Table 5.17 (Column II), demonstrating that the properties of the patches are
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critical when modelling the weld joints. In order to quantify the correlation between
the initial FE and experimental models, MAC values are computed as given in Table
5.18. While the MAC values are already reasonably good, the natural frequencies of
all the experimental modes are still underestimated by the numerical model with fre-
quency errors being more than 4%. These errors show the critical need for removing
the uncertainties from the weld modelling, therefore the FE model updating procedure
has to be carried out.

The updating procedure is performed using the diameter (dwe1d), Young's modulus
of the weld (Eweld) and Young's modulus of the patch (Epatch) as parameters. The
sensitivity coefficients for these parameters are tabulated in Table 5.19, and the initial
values of these updating parameters are summarised in Table 5.20. The values of
the weld parameters are allowed to vary in a limited reasonable range only, while
the Young's modulus of the patch is allowed to have a very big variation due to the
uncertainties of the patch properties.

Updating is carried out on the basis of the first five measured frequencies from the
welded structures. The updating procedure converges after five iterations, as depicted
in Fig. 5.16, and the updated natural frequencies and parameters are presented in
Tables 5.17 (Column III) and 5.20 respectively. From Table 5.17, it can be concluded
that the natural frequencies are improved significantly and the MAC values for all the
modes are more or less similar to the initial values (see Tables 5.18 and 5.21). The
results achieved also show that the CWELD parameters (i.e., dWeld and Eweld) reach
the maximum allowable values, as in the previous model. Attention is given to the
Young's modulus of the patch (i.e., Epatch) which is considered as the parameter that
most affects the behaviour of the model. Based on the updating results, it is found that
the Epatch is approximately three times the Young's modulus of the weld.

Table 5.17: Measured natural frequencies and finite element predictions in Hz for the
laser welded structures using CWELD elements with 'ALIGN' format

I II III
Experiment Initial Updated

Mode FE Error (%) FE Error (%)
1 508.12 484.46 4.66 497.19 2.15
2 553.69 517.91 6.46 565.24 2.09
3 575.39 551.43 4.16 569.26 1.07
4 627.45 575.81 8.23 629.54 0.33
5 643.66 583.11 9.41 633.24 1.62

Total error 32.92 7.26

Prediction of higher modes that are not included in the updating procedure (i.e.,
modes 6 to 10) is conducted and the results are presented in Table 5.22 and Fig. 5.17.
By using the initial FE model (before updating), big errors of up to almost 9% can be
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observed on bending modes (i.e., modes 6, 7, 8 and 10) while very small error (0.13%)
is obtained for the torsional mode (i.e., mode 9). However, the natural frequencies
of these bending modes improve significantly when predicted using the updated FE
model, which indicates that the updated model represents the measured model well.
It demonstrates that the bending stiffness of the FE model has improved by the mod-
ification to Epatch after updating, which consequently improves the frequencies of all
bending modes.

Table 5 18' Initial MAC values of the welded structures
Experimental modes

FE modes 1 2 3 4 5
I 0.95 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 0.00 0.87 0.00 0.00 0.01
3 0.00 0.00 0.98 0.00 0.00
4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.00
5 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.03 0.97

Table 5.19: Laser welded structures: Sensitivities of the natural frequencies to the
selected normalised parameters in Hz

Weld diameter Young's modulus of the weld Young's modulus of the patch
Mode (dweld) (Eweld) (Epatch)

1 2.55 7.78 16.56
2 9.48 25.07 58.42
3 3.44 8.73 22.65
4 10.51 26.60 65.59
5 10.37 26.03 62.89

Table 5 20' Parameter changes for the laser welded structures
Parameter Initial value Updated value
dWeld (mm) 5.0 5.5
Eweld (OPa) 210 220
Epatch (OPa) 350 659

Since the FE models of the welded structures has been updated successfully, it
can now be employed in further analysis, such as for stochastic analysis and damage
identification, as presented in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7.

5.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, FE modelling and model updating procedure have been explained and
stages involved when modelling the welded structures (i.e., (1) the FE modelling and
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model updating of the substructures, and (2) the FE modelling and model updating of

the welded structures) are described. Three different types of most commonly used

spot weld models (i.e., beam, brick and CWELD elements) have been investigated for
representing the laser weld joints, and their advantages and disadvantages are briefly

discussed. When single beam elements are employed, the results show that the natural
frequencies are significantly underestimated and the mode shapes are not predicted
so accurately. The problem in the prediction of the natural frequencies and the mode

shapes are solved when using the brick elements. However, the computational penalty
due to the use of solid brick elements and congruent mesh is so significant, thus it is

decided that they should not be employed in the FE model. In the end, the CWELD
element is chosen and applied in modelling the laser welded structures.
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Figure 5.16: Parameters changes of the welded structures

Table 5.21: Updated MAC values of the welded structures
Experimental modes

FE modes 1 2 3 4 5
1 0.96 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 0.00 0.86 0.01 0.00 0.01
3 0.00 0.00 0.99 0.00 0.00
4 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.79 0.00
5 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.03 0.97

Initially, the capability of the CWELD elements to represent the laser spot welds

is uncertain and their potential in producing reasonably accurate values of natural fre-
quencies is questionable. Numerical results show that the initial frequencies are very

low in comparison with the experimental data when CWELD is used and it is also
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found that the CWELD parameters alone cannot improve the results of the initial model

even after updating. Further investigation reveals that when a patch parameter is in-

cluded in the updating, the results improve significantly. The approach indicates that

the right selection and combination of updating parameters is important in minimising

the errors in the FE model. However, the procedure itself does not guarantee that the
updated parameters will have physical meanings; hence, proper selections of parame-

ters and their values must be made to ensure that a realistic model is obtained in the

process. The combined use of CWELD and SOL 200 by NASTRAN in modelling
the laser welded structures allows wider applications of the approach developed in this

research.

Table 5.22: Welded structures: prediction of higher natural frequencies that are not
included in the updating procedure

I II III
Experiment Initial Predicted

Mode FE Error (%) FE Error (%)
6 664.89 605.85 8.88 645.31 2.94
7 676.52 648.55 4.13 691.73 2.25
8 745.48 728.78 2.51 731.28 1.90
9 815.20 816.22 0.13 818.33 0.38
10 868.58 849.54 2.19 861.63 0.80

(a) Mode 6 (b) Mode 7 (c) Mode 8

(d) Mode 9 (e) Mode 10

Figure 5.17: Sixth to tenth numerical mode shapes of the welded structures

Most importantly, it is essential to have an appropriate mesh in the FE model since

it will influence the size of the patch used in the FE model. The CWELD element
simulates the force transfer between the two patches accurately for dwe1d/ S ::; 1. The
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stiffness of the connection may be underestimated by the CWELD element if the di-
ameter is larger than the surface patch. In this work, the size of the patches is set to
be 20% bigger than the nominal diameter of the spot weld joints (consequently gives
dweld/S =0.83), while the Young's modulus of the patch should be approximately three
times the value of the Young's modulus of the weld. These values are recommended as
starting points for dynamic analysis of structures of similar constructions with many
laser spot welds when the CWELD element is used. Nevertheless, users may need to
make appropriate modifications to fit the requirements of their structures. It should be
noted that the FE model updating presented in this chapter does not consider the uncer-
tainties due to manufacturing variability of the structures. The next chapter discusses
the matter and non-deterministic (or stochastic) model updating is explained.
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Chapter 6

Stochastic model updating for
variability in welded structures

6.1 Introduction

Interest in uncertainty in engineering structures is growing, owing to the fact that struc-
tural properties are normally uncertain and therefore uncertainty exists in the dynamic
response. Properties of an individual structure normally change with time due to envi-
ronmental erosion and damage [8, 88J, and also when the structure is being reassem-
bled. It is also unavoidable to have manufacturing variability [9-11,88] that exists
among nominally identical structures, built in the same way from the same materials,
such as in a mass production of automotive BIW.

Issues relating to uncertainty and variability, such as safety and reliability, lead to
increasing demands for improved computational methods that incorporate uncertain-
ties in the structural properties. When these uncertainties are taken into account, a
deterministic problem then changes to a non-deterministic problem. It is highly appre-
ciated that the ability to numerically predict the behaviour of a structure with uncer-
tainties is very useful and of great scientific value. Nevertheless, the non-deterministic
problems are more complex and computationally expensive than their deterministic
counterparts, Moreover, little knowledge may be available to characterise the uncer-
tainties, which could result in inaccurate information of the outputs.

Propagation of uncertain structural parameters through the system's model results
in uncertainties in the structural response, which can be quantified through selections
of propagation methods as briefly explained in this chapter. Firstly, the classification,
representation and propagation methods for uncertainty are discussed. Relevant works
regarding uncertainty by other researchers are included and thorough investigations
on parameter selections for stochastic updating are performed. The uncertainty prob-
lem in the laser welded structures is investigated and two approaches are studied to
efficiently represent and propagate uncertainty due to manufacturing variability in the
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welded structures. The non-deterministic (or stochastic) model updating formulation
is included and the results are discussed.

6.2 Uncertainty in structural dynamics

6.2.1 Uncertainty classification

Uncertainty can originate from many sources, such as the lack of knowledge, physical
randomness of structures, inaccurate information, etc.. It may be distinguished into
two categories [12-14,89], i.e., epistemic and aleatory uncertainty, based on whether
the source of uncertainties is reducible or not.

Epistemic uncertainty is derived from some level of ignorance, lack of knowledge or
incomplete information of the system or the surrounding environment, and can be re-
ducible through further research or measurement. Hence, this type of uncertainty is
also referred to as reducible uncertainty, subjective uncertainty or model form uncer-
tainty.

Aleatory uncertainty, on the other hand, arises from heterogeneity or diversity in a
population (for example, intrinsic randomness associated with the physical system or
the environment under consideration) and frequently cannot be reduced through fur-
ther study or measurement. This type of uncertainty is also referred to as irreducible
uncertainty, inherent uncertainty, stochastic uncertainty or variability.

However, aleatory uncertainty could also be due to lack of knowledge when informa-
tion within its range is missing that consequently becomes epistemic uncertainty.

6.2.2 Uncertainty representation

Uncertainty can be represented by various mathematical tools, including the probabil-
ity theory, interval arithmetic and fuzzy set theory, just to name a few [88,90]. These
three approaches are briefly explained in the following.

The probability theory is concerned with analysis of random events (such as random
variables and stochastic processes) of a large set of data. In the probabilistic approach,
uncertainty is characterised by the probabilities associated with the events, which can
be defined as the ratio of the number of occurrences of that particular event (nx) over
the total number of occurrences (nt), as expressed in Eq. (6.1). Examples of random
events in structural dynamics include experimental measurements of a large set of test
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structures, and a large number of mathematical simulations of structures with randomly
varying parameters.

P(x) = lim nx
nt---+OO nt

(6.1)

The interval arithmetic is employed to represent uncertainty where uncertain param-
eters e and response variables z are bounded within their upper and lower limits (as
expressed in Eq. (6.2» in order to avoid the possibility of extreme events. This rep-
resentation does not require information about the type of uncertainty in the variables,
hence it is very useful for uncertainty estimation especially in cases where probabilities
cannot be obtained or unknown.

e E [~, 0] and z E ~ , z] (6.2)

The Fuzzy sets theory facilitates uncertainty analysis through vague or 'fuzzy' defi-
nition of variables. The theory is more suitable for qualitative reasoning and classifica-
tion of variables into a fuzzy set, rather than for quantitative estimation of uncertainty.
In fuzzy sets approach, the uncertainty is described in terms of membership functions
(J.!) as a replacement for probabilistic information. The values of the membership
functions correspond to the 'degrees of truth' within a range of [0, 1], as illustrated in
Fig. 6.1 and described in the following.

{

I if e EA

J.! ( e) = ° if e ~ A
p; °< p < 1 if e partially belongs to A

(6.3)

6.2.3 Uncertainty propagation

Quantification of uncertainty in the outputs of a model with uncertain inputs is gener-
ally referred to as uncertainty propagation, which can be distinguished into three main
categories: sampling methods [91,92], response surface approximation (RSA) meth-
ods [93], and convex methods [94,95]. The Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) method
and its variants are examples of the sampling methods, while the perturbation and the
interval methods belong to the RSA and convex approaches, respectively.

Selection of the propagation method is mostly dependent on the representation of
the uncertainty, with examples as summarised in Fig. 6.2. The choice of methods has
been reported by many people; for instance, the MCS and perturbation methods were
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considered by Fonseca et al. [90] when estimating uncertainties in model parameters
based on the probability in experimental response variables. Excellent results were
obtained by both methods, but the MCS was proven to be much more computationally
expensive than the perturbation method. These two methods are explained further in
this chapter due to their popularity in uncertainty propagation.

,u{O)

1

p ------------

Figure 6.1: Membership function of fuzzy set with interval representation

The Monte Carlo Simulation method

The MCS method is one of the most popular methods for analysing the propagation of
uncertainty in deterministic mathematical models. The method employs a set of ran-
dom input variables (8) that are generated according to their probability distributions
in order to evaluate the behaviour of a system or process by iteratively analysing the
simulated model to bring out the probability of one or more outputs (z). The response
statistical properties (i.e., mean and variance) can then be computed from the simulated
responses as expressed below.

z =/(8)

z= J P(z) .z dz

cov(z,z) =J P (z) . (z - Z)2 dz

The MCS is a general and straightforward method, and can be used for both stochas-
tic (that requires probability information) and deterministic (without probability infor-
mation) problems. It provides approximate solutions to many mathematical problems
and is frequently employed to validate other methods. However, a large number of
samples need to be generated that usually results in considerably time consuming pro-
cedure before estimates of parameters of interest are obtained.

Response

Mean (6.4)

Variance
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Uncertainty Propagation Methods

Sampling method

[ • Monte Carlo

Response surface method

[ • Perturbation

Convex method

Uncertainty Representation

Probability

L[_·_m_t_eIT__ al ~1~1 In_te_IT_al ~

Figure 6.2: Uncertainty propagation methods with their respective examples and rele-
vant uncertainty representations
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The perturbation method

The perturbation method, based on a truncated Taylor series expansion, has been a
popular alternative to the MCS method in uncertainty propagation mainly due to its
flexibility and lower computational effort [901. Nevertheless, it should be noted that
the method can only performs well when the uncertainties are small and parameter
distribution is Gaussian [96]. In this method, the uncertain parameters (8) are assumed
to follow a multivariate normal distribution with mean vector and covariance matrix as
follows,

(6.5)

while the output vector Z can be estimated around the mean value z(8) as,

z = z(8)

n az ~ ~
+E a8. (8).(8i - 8i)

i=1 I (6.6)

Eq. (6.6) is then truncated by taking only the first order term into

~ az ~ ~
z = z (8) + a8

i
(8). (8i - 8i) (6.7)

or

(6.8)

to form the first-order perturbation equation. S = ~ is the sensitivity matrix of z
evaluated at 8. Therefore, the covariance matrices can be written as,

~ ~T
cov(Llz,Llz) = S x cov(d8,d8) x S (6.9)

~T
cov(d8,Llz) = cov(d8,d8) x S (6.10)
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6.3 Stochastic model updating for uncertainty in struc-
tural dynamics

Structural parameters are normally assumed to be known in forward problems, but un-
known in inverse problems such as in model updating [4]. It is often easier to measure
the variability in structural dynamics (such as modal properties and frequency response
functions (FRFs)) than measuring the uncertainty in structural parameters. The statis-
tical estimates from the response measurements may then be used to deduce the sta-
tistical estimates of the parameters. This inverse problem of estimating the parameter
distribution from the measured response distribution is called uncertainty identification
or quantification [90].

Statistical methods have been widely used in model updating and methods for deal-
ing with the estimation of parameter variability in the stochastic model updating has
evolved over the past years. One of the most popular methods is the perturbation
method, which uses the sensitivities expressing the influence of the stochastic input
parameters on the output quantity. The perturbation method generally aims at calculat-
ing the first two statistical moments (i.e., mean and standard deviations) of the param-
eters, which is further explained in the following subsection. Driven by its popularity,
the perturbation approach remains under continuous development despite extensive
research since the past decades.

Application of the FE model updating is well established for deterministic prob-
lems, but due to uncertainties in real test structures, non-deterministic (or stochastic)
model updating has become more popular. Refs. [6,9-11,25] are amongst many pub-
lished papers covering the stochastic model updating approach. A review of past,
present and future developments in the stochastic model updating has been presented
by Stefanou [97], with 196 references cited.

The stochastic model updating method allows for manufacturing variability and
modelling uncertainty to be incorporated so that numerical models with randomised
parameters can be updated to match their experimental counterparts [9]. In addition,
variability in measurements due to noise can also be considered, as presented by [6,98].
As a result, robust and credible models are produced which in turn increase confidence
in design and analysis of such structures.

However, the stochastic model updating problems are computationally expensive,
mainly due to the randomised parameters, hence various assumptions and simplifi-
cations have to be made to ensure the efficiency of the methods, as investigated by
Haddad Khodaparast and Mottershead [99]. In their work, two efficient methods in
stochastic model updating: 1) a perturbation method, and 2) a method based upon the
minimisation of an objective function, were investigated. The first method was shown
to be viable and the need to compute second order sensitivities (as reported by Hua
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et al. [25]) was removed leading to considerable reduction in computational effort in
practical engineering applications. A perturbation method reported by Hua et al. [25]
is developed for estimating the statistical properties (i.e., means and covariances) of
structural parameters on the basis of the measured modal parameters with uncertainty.
Nevertheless, the method requires the determination of second-order sensitivities in or-
der to converge the predicted mean values and covariances upon the measured values.
Another study using the perturbation method is presented by Govers and Link [100].
This work demonstrates a method to adjust parameter means and covariance matrix
from multiple sets of experimental modal data. The method is performed by updat-
ing mean parameters to minimise the difference between the measured and predicted
outputs, followed by updating of parameter covariance matrix, where the difference
between the measured and analytical output covariance matrices is minimised. The
perturbation method presented by Haddad Khodaparast et al. [11,99] is employed in
this research for the stochastic model updating, as explained further in the following
sections.

6.3.1 Formulation of the perturbation method for stochastic un-
certainty

Conventional, deterministic model updating formulations are derived in Chapter 5 with
main equations summarised in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Deterministic model updating formulations
Description Equation Equation number

Truncated Taylor series expansion Zm =zj+Sj(8j+1-8j) Eq. (5.8)

Eigenvalue sensitivity S ?it f/J T [aK A aM] f/J Eq. (5.9)j = e = j de - jdlJ j

Deterministic model updating 8j+1 = 8j+Tj (Zm -Zj) Eq. (5.11)

Transformation matrix Tj = (SJWeeSj + Wee)-ISJWee Eq. (5.12)

Including the variability in measurements,

(6.11)

where z denotes the mean values of the measurements and & represents the vectors of
random variables.
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Similarly, the variability of the structural parameters at ph iteration is defined as,

(6.12)

where e denotes the mean values of the parameters and ~e represents the vector of

random variables.

The transformation matrix is now represented by

(6.13)

where

(6.14)

(6.15)

8j denotes the sensitivity matrix at the parameter means (8j = S (e)) and &mk repre-
sents the kth element of ~Zm. Substituting Eqs. (6.11) to (6.13) into the deterministic
problem (Eq. (5.11» produces the stochastic model updating equation, as follows.

(6.16)

Separating the zeroth-order and first-order terms from Eq. (6.16) gives,

(6.17)

and

(6.18)

Eqs. (6.17) and (6.18) are used to determine the parameter means and the parame-

ter covariance matrix, respectively, in the perturbation method [11]. The parameter
covariance matrix equation can then be written as,

-T -.. -T.-. '-'-T
Ceej+l = Ceo, - CezjTj +TjCEETj -TjCzej +TjCzzjTj

with the parameters covariance matrix,

(6.19)

Cee = cov(~e,~e)
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the covariance matrix of the measured outputs,

the covariance matrix of the predicted outputs,

~ ~T
CZZ = COV(&,&) = S x COV(~e,~e) x s

the covariance matrix of the parameters and the predicted outputs,

~T
COZ = COV(~e,&) = COV(~e,~e) x s

and the covariance matrix of the predicted outputs and the parameters,

Czo = COV(&,~e) =S x COV(~e,~e)

where 'cov' represents the covariance between two random variables, which is com-
puted using the mean-centred first order perturbation method. The measured outputs
covariance matrix (CEE) is determined from the measured data, while the assignment
of the initial parameters covariance matrix (Coo) relies on the engineering insight of
the analyst.

These covariance matrices give a measure of interdependency between the quanti-
ties and contain all individual variances and covariances, which can be written in the

form of

(6.20)

Please note that if i = j, the covariance of COV(Xi,Xj) = COV(Xi,Xi)= cov(Xj,Xj) =
var(Xi) = var(Xj). So, the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix represent the
variances of each random variable, while the off-diagonal elements represent the co-

variances between two random variables. If no correlation exists between the two
random variables, zero off-diagonal terms are obtained in the matrix (for example, the
initial Coo as shown in Appendix C).
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The covariance can also be mathematically represented by

cov(X;,Xj) = E[(X; -i;)(xj - Xj)]

= J J P(Xi,Xj).(X;-X;)(Xj-Xj)dX;dXj
(6.21)

An example of calculation for Eq. (6.19) is given in Appendix C.

A procedure outlined by Haddad Khodaparast et al. [11] is followed to determine
the statistical data (i.e., means and standard deviations) of the structural parameters
that converge: (1) the mean predicted modal data (z) on the mean measured modal
data (Zm), and (2) the covariance matrix of the predicted modal data (Czz) on the
covariance matrix of the measured modal data (CEE). For the sake of completeness
and to aid understanding, this procedure is detailed in Fig. 6.3.

Determine mean vector and covariance matrix of measured data
(Zm,CEE). setj=O

~
Initialise mean values and covariance matrix of system

parameters (8j, C99j)

.'Calculate sensitivity matrix at current mean values of system
parameters (Sj), choose appropriate weighting matrices for
regularisation and determine transfonnation matrix (ij)

~
Determine mean vector of predicted output (zJ) and covariance

j=j+l Imatrices (C9Zj' CZZj) using a forward propagation method such

as perturbation or Monte Carlo simulation

...
Update mean values and covariance matrix of system

parameters (8J+l,C99J+l)

+I Convergence check I
No

Yes.

I End I
Figure 6.3: Stochastic updating procedure
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As mentioned earlier, a significant advantage of the perturbation method [l l , 99J
used here over another similar perturbation method by Hua et al. [25] is that only
the first-order sensitivity matrix is needed in Eq. (6.19), hence a big reduction in
terms of computational effort is achieved. The MCS method with multivariate normal
distribution is used to generate scatter plots of analytical and experimental data, before
and after updating is performed.

6.3.2 Parameter selection for stochastic model updating

This section explains how parameter selections can be sufficiently made for the stochas-
tic problems. Two case studies of stochastic uncertainty in (simple) flat plates and
(more complicated) formed hat-shaped shells, introduced earlier in Section 4.3, are
performed to investigate how updating can be adequately conducted with different
combinations of parameters. The existing experimental data from the flat plates and
the hat-shaped shells presented in Chapter 4 are utilised and the stochastic model up-
dating approach (i.e., the perturbation method presented in Ref. [lID is used for the
work. Different combinations of (geometrical and material properties) parameters are
tested, and important findings are then used as a guideline when selecting the parame-
ters for the actual stochastic model updating of the welded structures (Section 6.4).

Case 1: Parameter selection for stochastic model updating in simple flat plates

Selection of parameters in the stochastic updating is investigated first by using simple
structures such as the flat plates used in this work. The exercise is performed by using
the geometrical and material properties as parameters to determine the best combi-
nation for carrying out the stochastic model updating of such simple structures. The
existing measurement data tabulated in Table 4.3 is utilised and the covariance matrix
of the measured outputs for the first five natural frequencies of the flat plates is deter-
mined as follows.

0.01 0.03 0.05 0.05 0.09
0.06 0.11 O. I I 0.19

CEEplate = 0.32 0.17 0.54
sym. 0.18 0.31

0.95

Firstly, only the geometrical features of the structures, i.e., the thickness of the
plates are studied. The FE model of the flat plates is modified into:

1. FE model of flat plates with one thickness (i.e., existing model) (FP I)

2. FE model of flat plates with three thicknesses (FP3)
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3. FE model of flat plates with six thicknesses (FP6)

Initial values of 1.45 mm and standard deviations of 1.45 x 10-2 mm are assigned for
the thickness of each region in all three models. It should be noted that the initial
standard deviations are deliberately set at 1% of the initial parameter values. Next, the
material properties of the flat plates are included as the updating parameters to see the
effect of the parameter selections. The stochastic model updating is then conducted
for each model and their results are discussed in the followings. Scatter clouds of
measured and predicted outputs are generated by the Monte Carlo simulation following
the Gaussian distribution to show convergence of the stochastic updating procedure.
The number of samples used in plotting the scatter clouds is chosen based on the
findings by Haddad Khodaparast and Mottershead [991, as illustrated in Fig. 6.4. From
the figure, five hundred samples are clearly enough to give an accurate estimate of the
parameter variability using the perturbation method.

I
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I I I I I I I I I I I--~--i---T---i--i---i---r---i--i---i---i--

I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
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I'tJmber 01Samples for simulating measled data

Figure 6.4: Convergence achieved by the perturbation methods with increasing number
of samples [99]

Stochastic model updating using FP 1

The stochastic updating is conducted on the existing model of the flat plates (as
depicted in Fig. 6.5), and the updated mean natural frequencies and parameters upon
convergence are tabulated in Tables 6.2 and 6.3 against their initial values. It can be
seen from Table 6.2 that the updated mean natural frequencies obtained using the FP1
model deviate from the mean measured natural frequencies by almost 9% in total.
On the other hand, the updated parameter is very close to the initial value, while the
estimated standard deviation is one order smaller than the initial.
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Figure 6.5: The FPI model

Table 6 2' Mean natural frequencies (in Hz) estimated using FPl..
I II III

Experiment Initial Updated
Mode FE Error (%) FE Error (%)

1 24.12 24.27 0.62 24.63 2.13
2 66.92 67.24 0.48 68.24 l.97
3 77.65 75.31 3.01 76.42 l.58
4 131.97 132.51 0.41 134.47 l.89
5 158.80 154.31 2.83 156.59 l.39

Total error 7.35 8.96

Table 6.3: Identified mean parameter for FPl
Parameter Initial value Identified value

T 1.450 mm 1.472 mm
std. (T) 1.45 x 10 -1. mm 7.l8 x 10 -j mm
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Using the identified parameters, the covariance matrix of the predicted outputs

(CZZFP1) is computed as follows,

0.01 0.04 0.04 0.08 0.09
0.11 0.12 0.21 0.25

CZZFP1 = 0.13 0.24 0.27
sym. 0.42 0.48

0.56

with the percentage of errors to the measured data illustrated in Fig. 6.11(a), while

Fig. 6.6 shows the scatter plots of the measured and predicted outputs before and
after the stochastic model updating process. Generally, the errors between the outputs

covariances are very big (up to about 130%) when using the FP1 model, hence it can be
concluded that the approach fails to produce a good estimate of the Czz. Furthermore,
the scatter plots illustrate that the updating procedure fails to converge the predicted
outputs to the measured data, although the size of the updated scatter cloud is better

estimated than the initial.
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(a) Initial scatter cloud for FPl (b) Updated scatter cloud for FPl

Figure 6.6: Scatter plots of the FPl model before and after the stochastic model updat-
mg

Stochastic model updating using FP3

For this exercise, the FE model of the flat plates is divided into three regions (Fig.
6.7), with initial mean natural frequencies and parameters as tabulated in Tables 6.4 and
6.5. Upon convergence, the total error of the mean natural frequencies is reduced to

7.43% as compared to about 9% when using only one thickness as updating parameter.
Moreover, the identified parameters and their corresponding standard deviations are
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included in Table 6.5, with all updated estimates identified close to their corresponsing
initial values apart from the standard deviations of T2 which is one order smaller than
the initial.

Figure 6.7: The FP3 model

Table 6 4' Mean natural frequencies (in Hz) estimated using FP3..
I II III

Experiment Initial Updated
Mode FE Error (%) FE Error (%)

1 24.12 24.27 0.62 24.27 0.61
2 66.92 67.24 0.48 67.32 0.60
3 77.65 75.31 3.01 75.29 3.03
4 131.97 132.51 0.41 132.68 0.53
5 158.80 154.31 2.83 154.57 2.66

Total error 7.35 7.43

Table 6.5: Identified mean parameter for FP3
Parameter Initial value Identified value

TJ 1.450 mm 1.453 mm
T2 1.450 mm 1.449 mm
T3 1.450 mm 1.453 mm

std. (TJ) 1.45 x 10 -2 mm 1.13 x lO-L mm
std. (T2) 1.45 x 10-2 mm 7.31 x 10-3 mm
std. (T3) 1.45 x 10-2 mm 1.13 x 10-2 mm

Using the identified parameters, the covariance matrix of the predicted outputs

(CZZFP3) is given as,

0.01 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.06
0.06 0.09 0.13 0.13

CZZFP3 = 0.13 0.17 0.18
sym. 0.24 0.26

0.58
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and the percentage of errors to the measured data is shown in Fig. 6.11 (b). It can be

observed that having more thickness parameters reduces the overall error of the output
covariance matrix, however the maximum error of the covariance for the FP3 model

is still very big (i.e., up to 60%). In addition to that, the scatter plots of the measured

and predicted outputs before and after the stochastic model updating process also fail
to converge, as depicted in Fig. 6.8.
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(a) Initial scatter cloud for FP3 (b) Updated scatter cloud for FP3

Figure 6.8: Scatter plots of the FP3 model before and after the stochastic model updat-
ing

Stochastic model updating using FP6

. The FE model of the flat plates is divided into six regions (see Fig. 6.9) to in-

vestigate if having more parameters would improve the predicted results. The initial
and updated values of the mean-natural frequencies and parameters are presented in
Tables 6.6 and 6.7, which do not show much improvement from the FP3 results. The
mean natural frequencies and the identified mean parameters are exactly the same as

predicted by the FP3 model, while their corresponding standard deviations are quite
close to their corresponding initial values.

Using the identified parameters, the covariance matrix of the predicted outputs

(CZZFP6) is
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0.01 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.06
0.06 0.09 0.12 0.13

CZZFP6 = 0.13 0.17 0.18
sym. 0.24 0.26

0.28

and the percentage of errors to the measured data is shown in Fig. 6.11(c), while the
scatter clouds are illustrated in Fig. 6.10. From the results, it may be concluded that

having more thickness parameters would not improve the stochastic updating results
at all. Hence, different sets of parameters are explored by including the material prop-
erties in the stochastic updating procedure as explained next.

Figure 6.9: The FP6 model

Table 6.6: Mean natural frequencies (in Hz) estimated using FP6
I II III

Experiment Initial Updated
Mode FE Error (%) FE Error (%)

1 24.12 24.27 0.62 24.27 0.61
2 66.92 67.24 0.48 67.32 0.60
3 77.65 75.31 3.01 75.29 3.03
4 131.97 132.51 0.41 132.68 0.53
5 158.80 154.31 2.83 154.57 2.66

Total error 7.35 7.43

Stochastic model updating using material properties

In this exercise, the material properties (i.e., the Young's modulus (E) and shear
modulus (G)) are used for the stochastic updating. The FE model of the flat plates is
assumed to have uniform thickness of 1.45 mm with uniform material properties across

the plate, as in the FPl model. The initial mean values of 210 GPa and 81 GPa are

assigned for the Young's modulus and shear modulus respectively, with initial standard
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Table 6.7: Identified mean parameter for FP6
Parameter Initial value Identified value

T, 1.450 mm 1.453 mm
T2 1.450 mm 1.449 mm
T3 1.450 mm 1.453 mm
T4 1.450 mm 1.453 mm
Ts 1.450 mm 1.449 mm
T6 1.450 mm 1.453 mm

std. (T,) 1.45 x 102 mm 1.35 x 10 -L mm
std. (T2) 1.45 x 10-2 mm l.26 x 10-3 mm
std. (T3) 1.45 x 10-2 mm 1.35 x 10-2 mm
std. (T4) 1.45 x 10-2 mm 1.35 x 10-2 mm
std. (Ts) 1.45 x 10-2 mm 1.26 x 10-3 mm
std. (T6) 1.45 xl0-2 mm 1.35 x 10-2 mm
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(a) Initial scatter cloud for FP6 (b) Updated scatter cloud for FP6

Figure 6.10: Scatter plots of the FP6 model before and after the stochastic model
updating
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deviations of 1% of their initial mean values. The updated results upon convergence
are given in Tables 6.8 and 6.9, which present significant improvement in terms of the
natural frequencies with the total error of only 3.17%. The identified parameters are
compared with the updated parameters from the deterministic updating and they are
found to be quite close, indicating that the stochastic updating for the flat plates has
been conducted well.

Table 6 8: Mean natural frequencies (in Hz) estimated using FPEG
I II III

Experiment Initial Updated
Mode FE Error (%) FE Error (%)

1 24.12 24.27 0.62 24.23 0.47
2 66.92 67.24 0.48 67.04 0.18
3 77.65 75.31 3.01 76.67 1.25
4 131.97 132.51 0.41 131.93 0.03
5 158.80 154.31 2.83 156.86 1.22

Total error 7.35 3.17

Table 6.9: Identified mean parameter for FPEG
Parameter Initial value Identified value

E 21O.0GPa 209.6 GPa
G 81.0 GPa 83.8 GPa

std. (E) 2.lOGPa 1.60 GPa
std. (G) 0.81 GPa 1.23 GPa

Using the identified parameters, the covariance matrix of the predicted outputs

(CZZFPEG) is

0.01 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.08
0.06 0.10 0.12 0.20

CZZFPEG = 0.28 0.18 0.56
sym. 0.22 0.36

1.09

and the percentage of errors to the measured data is shown in Fig. 6.11(d), which
is considerably low than the errors produced using the thicknesses as parameters. In
addition to that, Fig. 6.12 presents the convergence of the predicted outputs over the
measured outputs. As demonstrated by the results, using the material properties as
the updating parameters produces reasonable parameter estimates that consequently
converges the outputs successfully. Although the results seem promising, they need to
be confirmed in the next case using the more complicated formed hat-shaped shells.
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Case 2: Parameter selection for stochastic model updating in complicated formed
shells

The findings obtained from the stochastic model updating of simple plates are tested
using more complicated structures, i.e., the formed hat-shaped shells. The formed

shells are updated firstly by using only the thicknesses as the updating parameters and
secondly by using a combination of thickness and the material properties as the param-

eters. The existing measurement data of the hat-shaped shells tabulated in Table 4.5
is utilised and the covariance matrix of the measured outputs for the first five natural
frequencies of the hat-shaped shells is determined as follows.

0.25 0.12 0.49 0.23 0.60
3.28 2.83 0.37 0.65

CEEhat = 4.45 1.23 1.48
sym. 1.23 0.89

2.88

Firstly in this exercise, an FE model of the hat-shaped shells with four thicknesses
(HS4) is employed. Initial values of 1.45 mm and standard deviations of 1.45 x 10-2

mm are assigned for the thickness of each region. Similarly to the flat plates, the initial
standard deviations are deliberately set at 1% of the initial parameter values. Next, the
thicknesses and material properties of the hat-shaped shells are combined (i.e., HS2E)
as updating parameters and results from both HS4 and HS2E are discussed.
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Figure 6.12: Scatter plots of the FPEG model before and after the stochastic model
updating
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Stochastic model updating using HS4

The FE model of the hat-shaped shells is divided into four regions as illustrated in

Fig. 6.13, with

• T, : thickness of the folds

• T2 : thickness of the flanges

• T3 : thickness of the sidewalls

• T4 : thickness of the top

The initial values of the mean natural frequencies predicted by the model are tabulated
in Table 6.10. Upon convergence, the mean natural frequencies of the HS4 model are
found to be closer to the measured values with a total error of 5.44%. The updated
parameters are shown in Table 6.11, which indicate that the thicknesses of the folds
and sidewalls are much smaller than the initial estimates, while the thicknesses of the
flanges and top are slightly bigger than the initial values.

Figure 6.13: The HS4 model

Using these updated mean parameters, the covariance matrix of the predicted out-

puts CZZHS4 is computed as

0.23 0.21 0.38 0.22 0.63
3.37 2.83 0.56 1.19

CZZHS4 = 2.62 0.79 1.68
sym. 1.15 1.09

2.34
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and the difference between the predicted outputs covariance over the measured outputs
covariance is illustrated in Fig. 6.16(a). Despite considerable errors of up to approxi-
mately 85% in the predicted outputs covariance, the updated scatter cloud of the natural
frequencies seems to converge successfully to the measured outputs as can be seen in
Fig. 6.14.

Table 6.10: Mean natural frequencies (in Hz) estimated using HS4
I II III

Experiment Initial Updated
Mode FE Error (%) FE Error (%)

1 70.11 67.28 4.03 69.12 1.41
2 273.70 256.98 6.11 268.11 2.04
3 287.92 273.47 5.02 283.29 1.61
4 334.73 334.41 0.10 333.44 0.38
5 395.43 386.35 2.30 391.66 0.95

Total error 15.26 5.44

Table 6.11: Identified mean parameter for HS4
Parameter Initial value Identified value

TJ 1.45 mm 1.40 mm
T2 1.45 mm 1.48 mm
T3 1.45 mm 1.32 mm
T4 1.45 mm 1.56 mm

std. (TJ) 1.45 x 10 -L, mm 4.76 x 10 -L, mm
std. (T2) 1.45x10-2mm 4.81 x 10-2 mm
std. (T3) 1.45 x 10-2 mm 5.24 x 10-2 mm
std. (T4) 1.45 x 10-2 mm 1.81 x 10-2 mm

Stochastic model updating using HS2E

In this exercise, the FE model of the hat-shaped shells is updated by using the
combination of thicknesses and material properties, as follows

• TJ : thickness of the fold regions

• T2: thickness of the flat regions

• E: Young's modulus

with the regions as shown in Fig. 6.15. The initial mean parameters and their standard
deviations are tabulated in Table 6.12, while the initial mean natural frequencies are
given in Table 6.13. Upon convergence, the total error of the mean natural frequencies
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against the measured data reduces significantly to 2%. The thickness of the fold regions

appears to be smaller, while the flat regions are thicker than the initial estimates. The

standard deviations estimated by the stochastic model updating are in the same order

as the initial estimates.
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Figure 6.14: Scatter plots of the HS4 model before and after the stochastic model
updating

Figure 6.15: The HS2E model

The covariance matrix of the predicted outputs CZZHS2E predicted using these up-

dated mean parameters is
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0.26 0.17 0.52 0.24 0.58
3.18 2.17 0.30 0.50

CZZHS2E = 2.68 0.99 1.05
sym. 1.24 0.68

2.34

and the difference between the predicted outputs covariance over the measured out-
puts covariance is illustrated in Fig. 6.16(b). It can be observed from the figure that
the errors are generally smaller than the errors produced using only the thickness as
parameters. Furthermore, very good convergence is obtained from the updated scatter
cloud of the natural frequencies to the measured outputs, as illustrated in Fig. 6.17.

Table 6.12: Identified mean parameter for HS2E
Parameter Initial value Identified value

TJ 1.45 mm 1.31 mm
T2 1.45 mm 1.54 mm
E 2100Pa 2160Pa

std. (TJ) 1.45 X 10-:l mm 6.12 x 10-2 mm
std. (T2) 1.45 x 10-2 mm 1.14 x 10-2 mm
std. (E) 2.100Pa 2.650Pa

Table 6 13: Mean natural frequencies (in Hz) estimated using HS2E
I II III

Experiment Initial Updated
Mode FE Error (%) FE Error (%)
I 70.11 67.28 4.03 70.34 0.32
2 273.70 256.98 6.11 273.40 0.11
3 287.92 273.47 5.02 289.77 0.64
4 334.73 334.41 0.10 337.82 0.92
5 395.43 386.35 2.30 401.70 1.59

Total error 15.26 2.00

It may be concluded that the selection of parameters should be made not only to
bring the mean outputs closer to the measured outputs, but also to reach good con-
vergence between the scatter plots of the predicted and measured data. The findings
presented in this section indicate that selecting some of the material properties as the
updating parameters provides better convergence than those updated by using only the
thickness parameters. Furthermore, the error between the covariance matrix of the
predicted and measured outputs is also improved when including both geometrical and
material properties in the updating procedure, rather than choosing a number of the
geometrical properties alone, as has been demonstrated in this section. The findings
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are followed as guidelines when selecting the updating parameters in the main work,
i.e., the stochastic model updating of the welded structures.
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Figure 6.16: Error after updating between the measured and predicted outputs covari-
ances for the hat-shaped shells
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6.4 Stochastic model updating of the welded structures

The stochastic model updating is performed on the FE model of the laser welded struc-
tures (as presented in Section 5.3) based on the measurement data tabulated in Table

4.10. The deterministically-updated values of parameters are approximated as in Ta-

ble 6.14, which are then used as the initial inputs for the stochastic model updating
work presented in this section. The values are approximated to ensure that the initial

estimates are close enough to the deterministic values, as required by the perturbation

method.

Table 6.14: Approximated values of material and geometrical properties of the laser
weld joints

Properties Values
Diameter of welds (dweld) 5.5mm
Young's modulus of welds (Eweld) 220GPa
Young's modulus of patch (Epatch) 650GPa

Variability that exists in the experimental data of the welded structures is investi-
gated by carrying out the following steps simultaneously.

Step 1:Adjustment of the mean parameters, by minimising the difference between
the measured and predicted outputs. This is performed by using Eq. (6.17).

Step 2: Adjustment of the parameter covariance matrix, by minimising the differ-
ence between the measured and analytical output covariance matrix. This is performed

by using Eq. (6.19).

The perturbation formulation is applied by using the reciprocals of the measurements

variance as the measurement weighting matrix (Wee) and assigning two different ap-
proaches for the parameters weighting matrix (Wee) based on the following assump-

tions.

Assumption 1: The substructures are assumed to remain exactly the same after the

welding process, i.e., no deformations on the flat plat and the hat-shaped shell due to

welding. Thus, the only source of variability in the measurements comes from the laser

spot weld joints.

Assumption 2: The substructures are assumed to experience some deformations
during the welding process. Therefore, the variability in the measurements could be

due to the deformation of the substructures and also the uncertainties associated with
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the laser spot weld joints.

The first assumption is adopted in Approach I,while the second assumption is applied
in Approach 2. Both approaches are explained as follows .

• Approach 1
In this approach, the variability of the measured data is assumed to come solely
from the weld parameters (i.e., d, Eweld and Epatch). A weighting matrix in the
form of

W881 = Ar * diag(l, 1, 1) (6.22)

is assigned for both steps of the stochastic model updating when estimating the
means and covariances of the parameters .

• Approach 2
In contrast to Approach I, Approach 2 includes eight parameters: five from
the substructures (i.e., E and G of the flat plates, and TJ, T2 and E of the hat-
shaped shells) and three from the spot weld joints (i.e., d, Eweld and Epatch). As
explained earlier, the parameters of the substructures are included to incorporate
some uncertainties in the substructures following the welding process. However,
these parameters are not expected to change much in comparison with the weld
parameters, hence different weighting coefficients are applied when updating the
mean parameters (step 1), as follows

W 8821 = Ar * diag( 1000, 1000, 1000, 1000, 1000, 1, 1, 1) (6.23)

where bigger weighting is given to the substructures parameters to limit their
changes during updating. The weld parameters are not weighted as much to
allow them to change more.

On the other hand, the variances of these eight parameters are highly uncertain;
hence smaller weighting (i.e., similar weighting as in Approach 1) is used to
allow for the parameter covariances to change freely in the second updating step
(i.e., to update the parameter covariance matrix).

W8822 = Ar * diag(l, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) (6.24)

The covariances of the parameters are taken to possess more uncertainties than
the mean values as there are no prior information in the distribution of these
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parameters due to difficulties in measuring the actual parameters values from the
physical structures. Assigning different weighting matrices for each updating
step (i.e., Eq. (6.23) for step 1, and Eq. (6.24) for step 2) will ensure that the
mean parameter values reflect the physical parameters of the structures after the
welding process, while allowing for uncertainties in the distribution of parameter
values to be considered. A regularisation parameter (Ar) of 400 is selected and
employed in both approaches.

Stochastic model updating using Approach I is discussed first, followed by the
second approach. The updating procedure is conducted based on the measured mean
natural frequencies of the welded structures obtained from the modal testing as ex-
plained in Chapter 4. From the measured data, the covariance matrix of the measured
outputs (CEE) is given as,

9.95 13.31 11.53 11.51 8.70
28.42 15.71 24.32 18.47

CEE= 15.01 14.75 11.52
sym. 23.85 17.30

16.00

It can be seen from Table 6.15 that the updated mean natural frequencies obtained
using the first approach are close to the mean measured frequencies, and the total error
is improved from the initial value.

The initial means and standard deviations of all weld parameters are shown in
Table 6.16. As mentioned earlier, the initial mean values are approximated from the
deterministically-updated values, while the initial standard deviations are deliberately
set at 1% of the mean values. As can be observed from the table, the results of the
updated means and standard deviations using Approach 1 are not in good agreement
with the initial values. Considerable changes can be seen on the mean parameters,
while the estimated standard deviations are generally bigger than the initial estimates.

Using these identified estimates, the covariance matrix of the predicted outputs
(CZZI) is computed as follows,

0.91 3.16 0.56 3.54 3.23
12.92 4.11 14.35 12.58

CZZI = 6.78 2.49 4.69
sym. 18.09 14.19

14.10

and the percentage of error between CEE and CZZl is shown in Fig. 6.18(a). Generally,
the errors are very big (i.e., up to approximately 90%) when using the first approach,
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hence it can be concluded that the approach fails to produce a good estimate of the
Czz.

The updated mean natural frequencies using the second approach is also tabulated
in Table 6.15. It can be seen from the table that the identified and measured natural
frequencies achieved by using the second approach are in good agreement, although
the total error produced by Approach 2 is slightly bigger than the total error or Ap-
proach 1. The identified means and standard deviations using the second approach are
given in Table 6.16. As can be observed from the table, the changes in the identified
means and standard deviations of the parameters with respect to the initial estimates
are reasonable.

Table 6.15: Mean natural frequencies (in Hz) estimated for the welded structures
I II III IV

Experiment Initial Approach 1 Approach 2
Mode FE Error (%) FE Error (%) FE Error (%)

1 508.12 494.01 2.78 500.68 1.46 498.10 1.97
2 553.69 552.87 0.15 567.61 2.51 568.14 2.61
3 575.39 564.72 1.85 573.42 0.34 570.35 0.88
4 627.45 615.33 1.93 631.56 0.66 632.85 0.86
5 643.66 620.32 3.63 635.44 1.28 636.40 1.13

Total error 10.34 6.25 7.43

Table 6.16: Identified mean parameters estimated for the welded structures
Parameter Initial Approach 1 Approach 2

dWeld 5.5mm 6.0mm 5.6mm
Eweld 220GPa 230 GPa 222 GPa
Epatch 650GPa 1595 GPa 737 GPa

std. (dweld) 0.055 mm 0.16mm 0.06mm
std. (Eweld) 2.20GPa 5.57 GPa 2.65 GPa
std. (Epatch) 6.50GPa 10.49 GPa 3.17 GPa

The identified estimates using Approach 2 give a CZZ2 as follows,

10.65 13.30 11.60 11.84 9.99
25.39 13.78 22.39 18.57

CZZ2 = 13.37 13.22 11.32
sym. 22.35 18.36

16.84

and the error as shown in Fig. 6.18(b). The error of each element appears significantly
smaller than the one produced by the first approach. This shows that the estimated
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means and standard deviations of the second approach are reasonable and the modifi-

cation made to the weighting matrices are valid.
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Figure 6.18: Error after updating between the measured and predicted outputs covari-
ances for the welded structures

Fig. 6.19 and 6.20 show the convergence of the predictions upon the experimental
data in the space of the first three natural frequencies using the second approach. In
these scatter clouds, five hundred samples are generated by the Monte Carlo simula-
tion following the Gaussian distribution. It can be seen from the figure that the general
trends of the updated results are similar to that of the initial results. The findings
demonstrate that modification to the weighting assignment is capable of bringing the
numerical results to convergence. This could be due to the inclusion of uncertainties
in the substructures following the welding process in the stochastic analysis.

6.5 Conclusions

This chapter has included some necessary information of uncertainty in structural dy-
namics, including its classifications, representations and propagations methods. Then,
stochastic model updating is explained and case studies using two very different sets

of structures (i.e., simple plates and complicated hat-shaped shells) are provided for
parameter selection in the stochastic model updating procedure. Different sets of pa-
rameters (i.e., geometrical and material properties) are investigated and the findings
in the case studies are used as a guideline in selecting the updating parameters for
quantifying variability in the dynamics of the laser welded structures.
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As some general guidelines, the selection of parameters should be made by choos-
ing the most sensitive parameters that affect the outputs of the system. This can be
easily achieved by carrying out a simple sensitivity analysis. The selection of parame-
ters should also be made so that the mean outputs are closer to the measured outputs,
and convergence between the scatter plots of the predicted and measured outputs can
be obtained. This can be achieved by including both geometrical and material proper-
ties in the updating procedure, rather than choosing a number of geometrical properties
alone. For example, al though variation of thickness across the plate is incorporated into
the FE model, good convergence could not be reached; indicating that certain modes

(for example, torsional modes) could not be improved by solely having the thickness
variation. When using material properties as updating parameters, the problematic
modes are better represented. For instance, updated shear modulus value improves the
torsional modes representation.

The stochastic model updating problem for the welded structures are performed by
employing the perturbation method using two approaches of parameters weighting ma-
trices. The first approach considers only the main uncertain parameters that come from
the laser spot weld joints, hence equal weighting has been employed when estimating
the means and covariances of the parameters. On the other hand, more parameters
are accounted for in the second approach by incorporating the uncertainties associated

with the laser spot weld joints (i.e., d, Eweld and Epatch) and also the uncertainties as-
sociated with the substructures (i.e., E and G of the flat plates, and T], T2 and E of

the hat-shaped shells) due to the deformation following the welding process. There-
fore, two different weightings have to be introduced, one for each step of updating. It
is found that the second approach has significantly improved the results over the first

approach. Scatter clouds of the measured and predicted outputs are generated by the
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Monte Carlo simulation following the Gaussian distribution to show convergence of
the stochastic updating procedure, and as demonstrated in this chapter, the predicted
space has converged upon the measured space very well. Additionally, the number of
samples (i.e., five hundred) used in plotting the scatter clouds are clearly enough to
give an accurate estimate of the parameter variability using the perturbation method.
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Chapter 7

Identification of defects/damage in a
laser welded structure

7.1 Introduction

Damage detection of aerospace, civil, and mechanical engineering structures are essen-
tial in determining their safety, reliability, and operational life. For example, a typical
automotive body-in-white (BIW) could contain thousands of spot weld joints that are
not only required for connections between layers of metal sheets but also contributing
significantly to the vehicle's structural stiffness and dynamic characteristics. However,
some of these joints may be imperfect or even absent during the manufacturing process
and they are also highly susceptible to damage due to operational and environmental
conditions during the vehicle lifetime. So, because of their significance to the dynam-
ics of vehicles, early detection and estimation of damage are important so necessary
actions (such as structural repair and/or part replacement) can be made to avoid further
problems.

Damage identification procedure consists of obtaining information about the ex-
istence, location, and extent of damage in structures using non-destructive methods.
The damage identification methods using dynamic properties information are closely
r~lated to the updating of a mathematical model using test data, hence can be classified
as an inverse minimisation problem [26,101]. Therefore, FE model updating has been
considered as one of the most frequently used methods in damage identifications, as
reported by Fritzen et al. [27] and Pascual et al. [102], just to name a few. Existence of
damage or a defect often leads to alteration of vibration modes in a structure, which can
be manifested by changes in the vibration data. For instance, loss of stiffness due to
damage would result in lower natural frequencies; thus demonstrating the dependency
between the vibration characteristics and the physical properties of structures. There-
fore, an adequate FE model that is able to detect changes in the structural properties
should be used in order for the damage to be identified accurately.
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In damage identification, the FE model updating procedure is normally conducted
in two stages: (1) the initial FE model is updated to match the measured data of the
undamaged structure (which is used as a reference model), and (2) the reference FE
model is updated to reproduce the experimental modal data of the damaged structure
and damage can then be identified by examining the changes in the stiffness property
of the updated model. Nonetheless, uncertainties in the FE model along with errors in
the measured vibration data could limit the success of the method [103]. For instance,
less pronounced damages may not be detected owing to the presence of measurement
noise, and healthy structural elements could be identified as damaged instead [104J.

A general summary of vibration-based structural damage detection methods are
presented in this chapter, which is followed by thorough explanation regarding the
work conducted on the identification of defects/damage in a laser welded structure. In
this research, the identification procedure is carried out in two parts: one using only
the natural frequencies information and another using both the natural frequencies and
mode shapes data, both are performed with the FE model updating method. The first
part of the investigation concerns of detecting manufacturing defects in a laser welded
structure (Section 7.3), while the second part reports the identification of actual damage
in a welded structure (Section 7.4).

7.2 Damage identification methods

Various methods for damage identification of structures has been developed in the last
few decades, mainly for health monitoring purposes [105]. The methods can be gener-
ally classified as local damage detection [106] and global damage detection [107,108],
as explained in the following:

Local damage detection techniques refer to non-destructive testing, where existence
and location of local damage can be detected. Originally, visual inspection has been
the most commonly used method in observing structural damage; however as struc-
tures become more complicated, the efficiency of the conventional visual inspection
is reduced. Furthermore, it is also impossible to identify damage that is hidden or
invisible to human eyes, hence other local methods such as CT scanning, ultrasonic,
acoustic and X-ray inspections are employed as better alternatives. One of the main
advantages of these methods is that they only require data obtained from the dam-
aged structure, so there is no need for information from the intactlhealthy structures.
Nevertheless, these methods are effective only on small and regular structures. For
large complicated structures (especially in closed and invisible environments), these
approaches require some knowledge of damage location in order to avoid a costly and
time-consuming procedure.
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Global damage detection techniques (or vibration-based damage detection) has been
employed to detect damage across the whole structure (regardless of the size and
shapes) using dynamic characteristics (notably natural frequencies, mode shapes, modal
damping and FRFs) of the structure. It is known that structural parameters will change
once damage emerges in the structure, which consequently alters the dynamic proper-
ties of the structure. Therefore, these methods are more appropriate as the structural
state can be assessed globally by monitoring the changes in the dynamic properties of
the structure. These dynamic-based identification methods have received significant
interest [20, 109, 110] (especially by civil, mechanical and aerospace communities)
that consequently results in literature being extensively published, as summarised by
Doebling et al. [15,16] and Sohn et al. [111].

The vibration-based damage detection can be divided into: (1) traditional, and (2)
modern type [20]. The former utilises the dynamic characteristics of the structures,
which requires the experimental modal analysis in order to measure the natural fre-
quencies, mode shapes, modal damping, FRFs, etc .. This type of damage identifica-
tion is applied in this research using the FE model updating technique. The modern-
type (e.g., Wavelet analysis, Genetic algorithm and Artificial Neural Network), on the
other hand, is based on online measured response signal of structures in service. One
main advantage of this type of vibration-based damage detection is that it can monitor
the dynamic response signals of the structure in operation, hence structural shutdown
or production halt can be avoided. Furthermore, it is possible to establish universal
methodology for detection of damage, regardless of the shape of the structure. Never-
theless, there are still some issues to be resolved in the modern-type method, including
possible contamination of measured signals by noise that may hinder the detection of
tiny damages. The modern type damage identification is not employed in this research,
hence it is not explained further in the thesis.

The eigenvalue problem in existence of damage can be expressed as follows,

(7.1)

where i indicates the properties in the damaged state. Assuming that the mass remains
unchanged (i.e., 1\1=M), therefore

(7.2)

~=cf>+~cf>

where ~A and ~cf> are the changes in modal data due to the changes in stiffness (~K)
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that is caused by the changes in structural parameters. It is shown by the above
two equations that the damaged structural parameters can be identified by knowing
the measured eigenvalues and eigenvectors in the damaged state. In addition to that,
the changes in the modal characteristics may be different for each mode because the
changes depend on the nature, location and severity of the damage. Therefore, the in-
formation of the changes in the vibration characteristics is very useful in: (1) detecting
the occurrence of damage, (2) localising the damage zones, and (3) quantifying the
extent of damage in the structure.

The dependency of the vibration characteristics on the physical properties of struc-
tures offers the possibility to indicate the state of health or quality of structures that
leads to increasing interest in the traditional-type vibration-based damage detection
methods. Consequently, many techniques have been researched to include the mea-
sured vibration data for detecting damage in structures; for example, using natural
frequencies [112, 113], mode shapes [114-116] and mode shape curvatures [117], and
many more [118-120]. Some of these traditional-type vibration-based damage detec-
tion methods are briefly summarised in the following sections. A thorough review has
been reported extensively by Doebling et al. [15].

7.2.1 Damage detection based on the change of natural frequency

The most common dynamic parameter used in damage detection is the natural fre-
quency, which has been used by many researchers to indicate the structural damage.
For example, Cawley and Adams [113] and Lee and Chung [121] demonstrated that a
state of damage can be detected from the changes in natural frequencies. In a practical
structure, the natural frequency is easy to measure and the measurement accuracy of
natural frequency is generally higher than that of the mode shapes or modal damping.
However, the natural frequency is often not sensitive enough to small damages in the
structure. Furthermore, the measurement of natural frequency cannot provide enough
information for structural damage detection, as it only provides the information on the
global behaviour of the structure. Therefore, the method may not be able to correctly
predict the damage location because the structural damage in different location may
cause the same frequency change. Hence, it can be generally said that the existence of
structural damage can be detected through the natural frequency change, while the de-
termination of damage location and extent is difficult using only the natural frequency
unless the information of the mode shapes is included [122].

7.2.2 Damage detection based 00 the change of mode shapes

The mode shape is also commonly used in damage identification as it contains more
damage information than the natural frequency, as has been investigated by many re-
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searchers ll14-ll6 J. The mode shapes have the advantage of being spatially specific,
so it is possible to ascertain the location and extent of structural damage. However,
the measurement of mode shapes is more complex and the measurement error is dis-
tinctly larger than that of the natural frequency. Furthermore, it is observed that higher
frequency modes are considerably sensitive to localised damage, but they are more dif-
ficult to measure accurately and are often difficult to interpret for complex structures.

Pandey et al. [117] introduced the use of mode shape curvatures (i.e., derivatives
of mode shapes) as an alternative to the mode shape information, which is applied for
damage identification in a cantilever and a simply supported analytical beam model.
It was found that the greatest difference between the curvature mode shapes of intact
and damaged structures are localised in the region of damage, while the changes in the
curvature mode shapes can be used to indicate the extent of damage as they increase
with increasing size of damage. Whilst the mode shape curvatures offer spatial speci-
ficity along with high sensitivity to damage, unfortunately it can still be subjected to
numerical estimation difficulties resulting from the need for differentiation. Moreover,
their estimation from experimental data are also very difficult [123].

7.2.3 Damage detection based on the change of FRFs

Another critical issue of using the modal data in detecting damage is the fact that the
natural frequencies and mode shapes are indirectly-measured, hence usually contain
accumulative errors due to modal parameter extraction procedure [119]. Furthermore,
the modal properties give less information than directly-measured FRFs [124]; thus
it is more sensible to employ the FRFs for structural damage detection and system
identification.

Wang et al. [125] used measured FRF data obtained before and after damage in
order to construct their damage identification algorithm. Lee and Shin [124] proposed
an FRF-based damage identification method that uses a damage distribution function
with non-zero values at damage locations. So, undamaged regions (with zero damage
distribution function) can be eliminated from the identification algorithm derived from
dynamic equations of motion for the damaged structures. Sampaio et al. [126] pro-
posed the FRF Curvature Method that is based on the changes in the curvature of the
FRFs of the damaged and undamaged structure for damage detection, localisation and
quantification.

Despite the interest in the FRF-based damage detection method, there are still some
problems that need to be addressed including main issues such as contamination of
noise in the FRF measurements and data incompleteness, which greatly influenced
the accuracy of the structural damage detection procedure. Furthermore, this method
requires a large amount of measured data and computational effort, which is not ad-
vantageous if fast detection is needed. Because of these difficulties, the method is not
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investigated further in this research. Therefore, identifying damage or defects from
natural frequencies without having to use the mode shape information is attempted

first in this work, followed by a further investigation using both the natural frequencies

and mode shapes.

7.3 FE model updating for identification of defects

The procedure for detection of defects in a welded structure is illustrated in Fig. 7.1.
It is important to conduct the defect detection procedure using an FE model that is
well-correlated with a benchmark structure [127]. Hence, an identical structure to the

ones presented in Chapter 4 was specially produced with smaller manufacturing tol-
erance to provide a benchmark structure closest to the nominal design. Modal testing
was then conducted on the benchmark structure and the experimental results are used
as a point of reference in the identification work. Next, the developed FE model of the
welded structure (as explained in Chapter 5) is used and updated to match the bench-
mark experimental data. Identified benchmark parameters from the updating procedure
are then employed in modelling a defective structure. The FE model of the defective
structure also incorporates the findings from visual inspection that has been carried out
prior to the modelling stage. The model is then updated based on the experimental
data from the defective structure to reproduce the measured modal properties of the
defective structure.

ldentilied benchmark
~arameters

DEFECTIVE
STRUCTURE

FE Modelling

iV ... +
'8 FE Model UpdatingE

ill
." 'iii.. 1!:c:
CLI ."

E c:
.".;::

~ ... Visual ...~
inspection

FE Modelling

BENCHMARK ...........
STRUCTURE ...."..

+

FE Model Updating

(Identification of defects)

Figure 7.1: Structure of the identification procedure

7.3.1 Description of defective structures

A defective structure is identified from the nine identical structures produced initially
(as presented in Chapter 4), by comparing the measured natural frequencies of each in-
dividual structure with the measured natural frequencies of the benchmark structure. A
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structure (i.e., sample number 7 in Table 4.10) with the biggest variation to the bench-
mark measured data is identified, and visual inspection is carried out. The spot welds

are grouped into three groups (Table 7.1): 1) 'normal' welds, 2) 'oversized' welds,

and 3) 'undersized' welds, as illustrated in Fig. 7.2. The 'oversized' and 'undersized'
welds are considered as defects. These discrepancies in size are incorporated in the FE
model of the defective structure, as described in Section 7.3.3.

Table 7.1: List of normal and problematic spot welds
Group Number of welds Spot weld ID *(see Fig. 7.2)

Oversized 8 1,11-14,17-19
Normal 7 2-4, 10, 15-16,20

Undersized 5 5-9

Anomalous spot welds
(Bigger in size)

Anomalous spot welds
(Bigger in size)

Defective structure

2

Anomalous spot weld
(Bigger in size)

AnomalouSspot welds
(Smaller in size)

Figure 7.2: Defective structure

The identification procedure requires vibration responses of both benchmark and
defective structures to be acquired first, hence 80-point roving hammer test with four
measurement points was performed on both structures following the setup presented in
Section 4.4. The measured natural frequencies of the benchmark and defective struc-
tures are given in Table 7.2, so the significance of defects in terms of the natural fre-
quencies can be observed. It can be seen that the existence of defects does not affect

all the resonant modes equally, with some modes are more influenced by the presence
of defects compared with others. It is also worth mentioning that the deviations of the
frequencies from the benchmark data are very small, especially for modes 2, 4 and 5.
This is because frequencies alone often may not be sensitive enough to significantly

distinguish damage or defects in a structure [105]. Therefore, it is advisable to include
more structural information (such as mode shapes) in damage detection if local be-
haviour of damage is the main focus, which is presented in Section 7.4, since regions
located at or near the damage would deform differently [128]. The experimental vi-

bration measurements of both structures are employed in the next sections for model
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verification and identification work.

Table 7.2: Experimental natural frequencies for the benchmark and defective structures
Mode Benchmark Defective Difference (%)

1 513.95 507.04 1.35
2 550.46 550.40 0.01
3 578.69 572.83 1.01
4 624.86 625.47 0.10
5 639.07 643.49 0.69

7.3.2 FE modelling and updating of benchmark structure

A numerical investigation on the benchmark structure is performed using the FE model
as shown in Fig. 5.l5, with nominal value of 1.5 mm for the thicknesses of the flat
plate and hat-shaped shell to justify for practical applications in actual damage identi-
fications where accurate geometrical measurements of individual substructure are not
necessarily available. In addition to that, the material properties of the bulk material
are also set to the nominal values as follows,

• Young's modulus of bulk material (E) = 210 OPa

• Shear modulus of bulk material (G) = 81 OPa

• Density of bulk material (p) = 7860 kgm-3

while the approximated values of the spot weld parameters (as shown in Tables 6.14
and 7.4) are assigned to the weld and patch parameters, as follows.

• Diameter of welds (dweld) = 5.5 mm

• Young's modulus of welds (Eweld) = 220 OPa

• Young's modulus of patch (Epatch) = 650 OPa

The natural frequencies of the initial FE model of the benchmark structure are com-
pared with the benchmark experimental results, as tabulated in Table 7.3. As shown in
the table, the maximum error is no larger than 1.8% and in most cases less than 1%;
which demonstrates a very good correlation between the initial FE and the experimen-
tal model, therefore confirms the findings of the updating work reported in Chapter
5. However, FE model updating is still being performed on the benchmark model to
isolate any uncertainties from the model for the identification procedure.

Earlier findings presented in Chapter 5 suggest that the two parameters of the
CWELD element (i.e., dWeld and Eweld) could not bring the numerical results of the
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welded structure near to their experimental counterparts, thus Epatch must be included
for the updating procedure. Each of these three parameters has an initial value as given
in Table 7.4 and they are allowed to have some variations depending on the uncertainty
level associated with the parameters. dWeld and Eweld are allowed to vary within a lim-
ited reasonable range only (approximately 15% variation), while Epatch is allowed to
have a very big variation (i.e., 50%) due to high uncertainties in the properties of the
patch.

The deterministic model updating formulation (Eq. (5.8» is used for updating
the benchmark structure, with results presented in Tables 7.3 and 7.4. From Table
7.3, it can be seen that the errors of the first and fifth modes are increased, but the
maximum error drops to less than 1.5% while the total error is smaller than the initial.
This demonstrates that changes in the physical properties affect each mode differently,
which highlights the complex interaction between the physical properties and dynamic
characteristics [128]. Generally, the updating procedure of the benchmark model can
be concluded as successful; therefore the identified benchmark parameters (as in Table
7.4) can be confidently employed in modelling the FE model of the defective structure.

Table 7.3: Experimental and FE results (in Hz) ofthe benchmark structure
I II III

Experiment Initial Updated
Mode FE Error (%) FE Error (%)

1 513.95 509.16 0.93 508.39 1.08
2 550.46 560.29 1.79 557.71 1.32
3 578.69 581.96 0.57 580.89 0.38
4 .624.86 627.46 0.42 624.47 0.06
5 639.07 634.39 0.73 631.63 1.16

Total error 4.43 4.01

Table 7.4: Changes in parameters due to updating - benchmark
Parameter Initial value Updated value Change [%]
Weld Diameter, dWeld (mm) 5.5 5.41 0.94
Weld Young's Modulus, Eweld (GPa) 220 219 0.35
Patch Young's Modulus, Epatch (GPa) 650 622 4.27

7.3.3 Modelling of defective structure and identification of defects

Applying the findings from Tables 7.1 and 7.4, the initial FE model of the defective
structure is established. Sensitivity analysis is conducted to identify suitable updating
parameters and four updating parameters are selected as follows .

• the diameter of the 'oversized' welds (dbig)
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• the diameter of the 'undersized' welds (dsmall)

• the Young's modulus of the 'oversized' weld patch (Ebigpatch)

• the Young's modulus of the 'undersized' weld patch (Esmallpatch)

The sensitivities of the natural frequencies with respect to the selected parameters are
shown in Table 7.5, while the initial values of the four parameters are tabulated in Table
7.6. The weld diameters (i.e., dbig and dsmall) are allowed to vary in a limited reason-
able range, while the Young's moduli of the patches (i.e., Ebigpatch and Esmallpatch) are
allowed to have very big variations due to high uncertainties of the patch properties.

Table 7.5: Defective structure: Sensitivities of the natural frequencies to the selected
normalised parameters in Hz

Mode dbig dsmall Ebigpatch Esmallpatch
1 1.23 8.30 9.88 2.89
2 2.87 17.35 5.91 16.27
3 1.40 9.36 2.21 6.52
4 4.88 29.86 6.94 19.49
5 4.23 25.65 5.04 13.59

In the updating procedure for the identification of defects, appropriate weighting
coefficients are assigned to the objective function (Eq. (5.13» based on the errors
tabulated in Table 7.2. The weighting coefficients are then calculated as follows,

damage _I ei - emin 1w· -
I emin

(7.3)

with e, represents the natural frequency deviation between the benchmark and defective
structures at ;th mode, and Cmin represents the minimum frequency difference between
the two structures. Eq. (5.13) can now be rewritten as,

n ( A damage ) 2_ damage i -1
J -l:Wi A damageexp

1=1 i
(7.4)

The updating procedure converges after seven iterations, as depicted in Fig. 7.3,
and the identified defect parameters are listed in Table 7.6. The natural frequencies
from the initial and updated FE model of the defective structure are given in Table 7.7.
By updating the initial FE model to the experimental data, the total error reduces by
more than 70% of the initial total error. The diameter of the 'oversized' welds (dbig) is
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increased by approximately 9% from the initial value and the 'undersized' weld (dsmall)

is reduced by approximately 25%. It should also be noted that the mesh size used in

the model is fixed to 20% of the nominal diameter. Hence, increased value of Ebigpatch

indicates not only increased rigidity at the patch area, but may also demonstrates af-

fected area that is bigger than the size of the mesh used for the patch. Conversely,

reduced value of Esmallpatch demonstrates reduced rigidity that consequently indicates
smaller patch area. If the updated values are believed to reflect the reality, both sets of
welds may be classified as defects, hence support the findings from the earlier visual
inspection made to detect physical inconsistencies in the welds.

Parameter Initial value Updated value Change [%]
Big Weld Diameter, dbig (mm) 5.50 5.98 8.73
Small Weld Diameter, dsmall (mm) 4.50 3.38 24.89
Big Weld Patch, Ebigpatch (GPa) 622 1159 86.27
SmallWeld Patch, Esmallpatch (GPa) 622 285 54.18

Table 7.6: Changes in parameters due to updating - defective
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Figure 7.3: Parameters changes from the initial normalised values of unity for the
defective structure

7.4 FE model updating for identification of damage

The procedure for identification of damage in a welded structure is illustrated in Fig.
7.4. The benchmark structure used in the previous section is employed here and the
measured data of the benchmark is utilised as reference data of undamaged structure.
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Then, damage was introduced to the benchmark structure and modal testing was per-

formed. Next, the developed FE model of the benchmark structure is updated to match
the measured data of the damaged structure to localise and quantify the damage.

Table 7.7: Experimental and FE results (in Hz) of the defective structure
I II III

Experiment Initial Updated
Mode FE Error (%) Updated FE Error (%)

1 507.04 508.81 0.35 509.41 0.47
2 550.40 560.50 1.83 550.38 0.00
3 572.83 581.38 1.49 576.97 0.72
4 625.47 628.84 0.54 625.54 0.01
5 643.49 635.83 1.19 641.66 0.28

Total error 5.41 1.49
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Figure 7.4: Identification of damaged procedure

7.4.1 Description of damaged structures

The damage in the structure was deliberately introduced by drilling out spot weld 13
(see Fig. 7.5) to completely remove the weld connection between the flat plate and the
hat-shaped shell. Modal parameters of the damaged structure (i.e., the natural frequen-
cies and mode shapes) were identified by conducting 80-point roving hammer test with
a similar procedure performed on the benchmark structure (explained in Section 4.4).
The first five natural frequencies and the mode shapes of the damaged structure are

compared with the benchmark, as shown in Tables 7.8 and 7.9 respectively. It can be

seen from the table that the existence of damage does not really affect the fundamental
mode, with a very small difference of 0.69% between the undamaged and damaged

structure. However, the deviations of the natural frequencies for the fourth and fifth
modes are very noticable (with almost 15% for the fourth mode). In addition, the sec-

ond and third modes appear to have small deviations from the benchmark data, but it
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should be noted that these modes (plus the forth modes) are swapped - see Table 7.9.
Furthermore, the mode shapes are no longer symmetrical in the longitudinal direction

due to the existence of damage.

Removed weld

Figure 7.5: Damaged structure

Table 7.8: Experimental natural frequencies for the undamaged and damaged struc-
tures

Mode Benchmark Damaged Difference (%)
1 513.95 510.40 0.69
2 550.46 545.70 0.86
3 578.69 572.6 1.05
4 624.86 532.10 14.84
5 639.07 609.00 4.71

7.4.2 Identification of damage in welded structure

The updated FE model ofthe undamaged structure is used in the identification process.
When identifying damage in the welded structure, only the changes in the Young's
modulus of the patches surrounding the twenty spot welds are considered since they
are proven to be quite sensitive to changes in the modal properties. Therefore, damage
in the welded structure is characterised by reductions in the Young's modulus to indi-
cate the loss of material/stiffness at the damaged patches.

The Young's modulus is expressed as

Ed E hk = ak k (k = 1,2, ... ,20) (7.5)

where Ek d denotes the Young's modulus in damaged state, Ekh represents the Young's
modulus in healthy (or undamaged) state, and ak is a coefficient whose value ranges

from 0 to 1, with a value of 0 meaning 100% damage and a value of 1 indicating no
damage at all. If there is no prior knowledge of the integrity of the structure, then
ak = 1 is set at the start of the identification work, which is the case in this work.
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Table 7.9: Experimental mode shapes comparison between the undamaged and dam-
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Because of the symmetrical nature of the welded structure, more information is

required to assist the identification process. The experimental mode shapes of the

damaged structure are observed and it is acknowledged that the damage occurs only
at one quarter of the welded structure, as highlighted in Fig. 7.6. Based on this in-

formation, it is decided that only one quarter of the structure would be considered as
damage region, thus reducing the number of possible damage locations. In this work,

spot welds 11 to 15 are regarded as possible damaged spot welds in the damage region.

Figure 7.6: Observation on the experimental mode shapes of the damaged structure to
identify damage region

The damaged coefficients can then be assigned as,

ah<ah<ah~ _ k _ k and (7.6)

where akh represents the coefficient for the healthy regions, while ak d denotes the
coefficient for the effected region. In this work, 0.8 ~ a/1 ~ 1 is used for the healthy

regions whereas 0.001 ~ a,d ~ 1 is assigned for the damage area. Note that a very
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small value is used for fud instead of 0 in order to avoid poor geometrical and/or
material properties (hence potential numerical difficulties) at the spot weld connections
in the FE model. It should also be pointed out that an overlap in terms of the value of
coefficients for both damage and healthy areas exists. The overlap region is required
since the actual damaged spot weld is not known, and there may be healthy spot welds
in the specified damage area.

Inverse algorithm for the identification of damage used in this work is shown in
Fig. 7.7. Note that an initial value of I is set for all the coefficients in the updating
procedure. However, the coefficients are bounded to:

(7.7)

after each iteration.

Predicted modal properties
(~)

..-
Calculate differences between

Measured modal properties
~ measured and predicted modal(:')

properties

~
Computation of 0.8s aJ~s 1

eigenvalues/eigenvectors
sensitivities 0.001 s aJ1~ 1

~
Updating of damage parameters

aJ+1 = aJ + 1j(zd - ZJ)

~
Convergence check

Yes..
No

I End I
Figure 7.7: FE model updating for damage identification

An objective function of

n (A damage ) 2 n 20 (l/J damage ) 2- w~ i_I + w? ik _J - ~ 1 A damageexp ~ E Ik l/Jdamageexp 1
1=1 i 1=1 k=1 ik

(7.8)
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is considered in the identification work, where wt and w~ are weighting coefficients
assigned to the objective function (Eq. (7.8» to give more weight to certain output
data that may need greater accuracy than the others (i.e., modes with lower level of
confidence).

The identification procedure is performed using a combination of MATLAB and
SOL200 of NASTRAN to update the initial (i.e. the benchmark) FE model until the
computed natural frequencies and mode shapes match those from the damaged ex-
perimental data. The FE model updating procedure is conducted based on the first five
natural frequencies and the first mode shape of the damaged structure. Furthermore, all
frequencies and mode shapes data at those twenty DOFs are given the same confidence
level. Hence, wt = w~= 1. Consequently, Eq. (7.8) reduces to

5 ( Itdamage ) 2 20 (l/Jdamage ) 2
J - i -1 + lk -1- l= Itdamageexp L l/Jdamageexp

1=1 i k=1 Ik
(7.9)

As mentioned earlier, changes in the Young's modulus of the patch for the twenty spot
welds are observed to indicate the loss of stiffness at those twenty spot weld locations.
These changes are represented by the coefficient as defined in Eqs. (7.5) to (7.7).
Coefficients that belong to the five spot welds in the damaged region are treated as
potential damage, while the rest of the coefficients are assumed to be healthy.

The initial natural frequencies from the benchmark FE model are given in Table
7.10 (Column II), while the initial MAC values are given in Table 7.11. It can be seen
that the natural frequencies of the first five modes show errors of up to approximately
9%, while the MAC values show good correlation only for the first and fifth modes.
The MAC values for modes 2, 3 and 4 highlight the mode swapping problem between
the undamaged and damaged experimental mode shapes (see Table 7.9). In order to
improve the correlation between the modes and to reduce the discrepancies of the ini-
tial FE model against the experimental data of the damaged structure, the FE model
updating is performed to identify and quantify the damaged parameters .
. The damage identification procedure converges after fifteen iterations and the iden-

tified damage coefficients are tabulated in Table 7.12 and illustrated in Fig. 7.8. It can
be seen that the damage has been successfully located and quantified at spot weld 13.
However, the supposedly healthy spot welds are also affected by the procedure with
the biggest error of approximately 50% at the adjacent spot welds (i.e., spot welds 12
and 14), which is believed to be due to the spillover effect of FE model updating.

Using these identified parameters, the updated natural frequencies are computed
as shown in Table 7.10 (Column III). Although the error for the fundamental natural
frequency is increased, the errors for the other frequencies are reduced significantly.
The total error of the natural frequencies is also decreased to approximately 6%, as
compared with its initial error of about 24%. The updated MAC values are calculated
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as in Table 7.13. It can be observed that the correlation has improved for all the modes,
which means that the identification procedure has successfully match the FE model
to the damaged measured data. It should also be noted that the correlation between
the measured and analytical modes is checked by calculating the MAC values before
and after the updating procedure. However, a better procedure may be employed by
conducting cross-orthogonality check (available in NASTRAN - see Ref. [129]) in
order to assess the degree of correlation between the measured and numerical mode
shapes during the updating loop.

Table 7.10: Experimental and FE results (in Hz) of the damaged structure
I II III

Experiment Initial Updated
Mode FE Error (%) Updated FE Error (%)

1 510.40 508.39 0.39 501.41 1.76
2 532.10 580.89 9.17 523.00 1.71
3 545.70 624.47 14.43 548.15 0.45
4 572.60 557.71 2.60 575.12 0.44
5 609.00 631.63 3.72 618.88 1.62

Total error 30.31 5.98

Table 7.11: Initial MAC values of the damaged structures
Experimental modes

FE modes 1 2 3 4 5
1 0.82 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.02
2 0.00 0.00 0.53 0.04 0.01
3 0.00 0.01 0.08 0.84 0.01
4 0.09 0.55 0.08 0.00 0.01
5 0.01 0.08 0.12 0.14 0.89

Table 7.12: Damage coefficients for spot weld 11 to 15
Parameter Initial value Identified value

a11 1 0.9032
aI2 1 0.5421
a13 1 0.0017
a14 1 0.4363
a15 1 0.8764
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Figure 7.8: Identified parameters

Table 7.13: Updated MAC values of the damaged structures
Experimental modes

FE modes 1 2 3 4 5
1 0.87 0.17 0.00 0.00 0.02
2 0.20 0.93 0.00 0.06 0.04
3 0.00 0.01 0.55 0.09 0.02
4 0.02 0.01 0.05 0.89 0.37
5 0.02 0.01 0.16 0.23 0.92
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7.5 Conclusions

This chapter has presented a brief overview of vibration- or frequency-based damage
identification using inverse methods, with some advantages and disadvantages high-
lighted. The sensitivity-based model updating methods have been selected as a prac-
tical approach for the purpose of this work, and the updating procedure is regarded as
parameter identification which aims to bring the numerical prediction to be as closely
as possible to the damaged experimental data.

In this work, the identification of defects/damage in a spot welded structure has
been carried out in two parts. Firstly, the ability of identifying defects in a spot welded
structure by using only the natural frequencies is presented. The identification method
has been applied to two identical welded structures; one (i.e., the benchmark structure)
has been produced with smaller manufacturing tolerances to ensure closer physical
representation to the nominal design, and another structure has been selected from a
set of nine manufactured identical structures presented in Chapter 4. The latter has the
biggest variations from the benchmark data, thus is classified as defective. The initial
FE model for the defective specimen has shown excellent correlation with the exper-
imental findings, mainly because most of the uncertainties (especially for the patch
properties) have been successfully identified when updating the FE model, firstly in
Chapter 5 and secondly when updating the benchmark structure. Furthermore, the
predicted natural frequencies from the updated defective model agree with the mea-
sured defective data and the identified defect parameters are found to be reasonable
and in agreement with the findings from the visual inspection. The total error of the
identified defective model is around 1.5%, in comparison with the initial total error
of approximately 5.5%. The diameter of the 'oversized' welds (dbig) is increased by
approximately 9% from the initial value and the 'undersized' weld (dsmall) is reduced
by approximately 25%. It should also be noted that the mesh size used in the model
is fixed to 20% of the nominal diameter. Hence, increased value of Ebigpatch indicates
not only increased rigidity at the patch area, but may also demonstrates affected area
that is bigger than the size of the mesh used for the patch. Conversely, reduced value
of Esmallpatch demonstrates reduced rigidity that consequently indicates smaller patch
area. If the updated values are believed to reflect the reality, both sets of welds may
be classified as defects, hence support the findings from the earlier visual inspection
made to detect physical inconsistencies in the welds.

In the second part of the chapter, damage was introduced to the benchmark struc-
ture used in the first part by drilling out spot weld 13. Then, the developed FE model of
the benchmark structure is updated to match the measured data of the damaged struc-
ture to localise and quantify the damage. The identification procedure is conducted
based on the first five natural frequencies and the first mode shape of the damaged
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structure, and damage is characterised by the reductions in Young's modulus of the
patches surrounding the twenty spot welds to indicate the loss of material/stiffness at
the damage region. Due to the symmetrical nature of the welded structure, more infor-
mation is required to assist the identification process. The experimental mode shapes
of the damaged structure are observed and it is acknowledged that the damage occurs
only at one quarter of the welded structure. Based on this information, it is decided
that only one quarter of the structure would be considered as damage region, thus re-
ducing the number of possible damage locations. In this work, spot welds 11 to 15 are
regarded as possible damaged spot welds in the damage region. Based on the updating
results, it can be concluded that damage certainly exists at the location of spot weld 13.
However, the supposedly healthy spot welds are also affected by the procedure with
the biggest error of approximately 50% at the adjacent spot welds (i.e., spot welds 12
and 14), which is believed to be due to the spillover effect of FE model updating. The
identification procedure also brings the predicted natural frequencies closer to their
measured counterparts, with total error of only 6%. Furthermore, the correlation be-
tween the numerical and experimental modes are very good, which demonstrates the
success of the identification procedure.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work

8.1 Conclusions of the thesis

A set of nominally identical structures that comprise two substructures connected to-
gether by a number of laser weld joints have been produced in this research. Determin-
istic FE modelling and model updating procedure have been conducted in two stages:
(1) the FE modelling and model updating of the substructures, and (2) the FE mod-
elling and model updating of the welded structures. In the first stage, experimental
modal analysis is performed on each of the substructures by using fixed hammer and
measurement points so the modal data of the substructures can be determined. The
hammer point is chosen with care to ensure all the modes can be excited, while the
measurement points are selected at locations that can provide most information of the
mode shapes. The experimental data have been used to validate the FE models of both
substructures and the updated deterministic models have been employed in modelling
the welded structures. In doing so, the modelling uncertainties from the substructures'
FE models are removed prior to modelling the welded structures; hence the uncertain-
ties in the developed FE model are attributed only to the weld modelling. Similarly to
the substructures, experimental modal analysis with fixed hammer and measurement
points is conducted on the laser welded structures. However, due to the complexity of
the welded structures, an additional test is carried out with SO-point roving hammer
points and four fixed measurement points in order to capture the actual mode shapes
of the structures. These detailed experimental data have been employed in validating
the developed model of the welded structures.

In order to represent the laser weld joints in the FE model of the welded struc-
tures, three different types of most commonly used spot weld models (i.e., beam, brick
and CWELD elements) have been investigated. The findings show that the natural
frequencies are significantly underestimated and the mode shapes are not predicted ac-
curately when single beam element is employed. The problems are solved when using
the brick element but due to the use of solid brick element and congruent mesh, the
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computational penalty is so significant. In the end, the CWELD element is selected
to represent the laser weld joint as it can provide reasonable modal data estimations
of the welded structures, although initially the capability of the elements to represent
the laser spot welds was uncertain and its potential in producing reasonably accurate
values of natural frequencies was questionable. It is also found that the CWELD pa-
rameters (i.e., diameter and Young's modulus) alone cannot improve the results of
the initial model even after updating. Further investigation reveals that when a patch
parameter is included in the updating, the results improve significantly. Most impor-
tantly, it is essential to have an appropriate mesh in the FE model since it will influence
the size of the patch used in the FE model. The CWELD element simulates the force
transfer between the two patches accurately for dweld/ S ~ 1. The stiffness of the con-
nection may be underestimated by the CWELD element if the diameter is larger than
the surface patch. In this work, the size of the patches is set to be 20% bigger than the
nominal diameter of the spot weld joints (consequently gives dweld/S = 0.83), while
the Young's modulus of the patch should be approximately three times the value of
the Young's modulus of the weld. These values are recommended as starting points
for dynamic analysis of structures of similar constructions with many laser spot welds
when the CWELD element is used. Nevertheless, users may need to make appropriate
modifications to fit the requirements of their structures.

Better information on the manufacturing variability that exists in the welded struc-
tures can be observed due to the availability of individually-measured data, hence non-
deterministic (or stochastic) model updating is conducted in this research. Firstly, two
case studies on parameter selection in the stochastic model updating procedure have
been conducted using two very different sets of structures: simple plates and compli-
cated hat-shaped shells. Different sets of parameters (i.e., geometrical and material
properties) are investigated and the findings in the case studies are used as a guide-
line in selecting the updating parameters for quantifying variability in the dynamics of
the laser welded structures. It has been demonstrated that the selection of parameters
should be made by choosing the most sensitive parameters that affect the outputs of
the system. This can be easily achieved by carrying out a simple sensitivity analysis.
The selection of parameters should also be made so that the mean outputs are closer to
the measured outputs, and convergence between the scatter plots of the predicted and
measured outputs can be obtained. This can be achieved by including both geometri-
cal and material properties in the updating procedure, rather than choosing a number
of geometrical properties alone. For example, although variation of thickness across
the plate is incorporated into the FE model, good convergence could not be reached;
indicating that certain modes (for example, torsional modes) could not be improved
by solely having the thickness variation. When using material properties as updating
parameters, the problematic modes are better represented. For instance, updated shear
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modulus value improves the torsional modes representation.

The stochastic model updating problem for the welded structures is solved by em-
ploying the perturbation method using two approaches of parameter weighting ma-
trices. The first approach considers only the main uncertain parameters, hence equal
weighting has been employed when estimating the means and covariances of the pa-
rameters. On the other hand, more parameters are accounted for in the second approach
by incorporating the uncertainties associated with the laser spot weld joints (i.e., d,
Eweld and Epatch) and also the uncertainties associated with the substructures (i.e., E
and G of the flat plates, and T), T2 and E of the hat-shaped shells) due to the deforma-
tion following the welding process. Consequently, two different weightings have to be
introduced, one for each step of updating. The second approach has significantly im-
proved the results over the first approach. Scatter clouds of the measured and predicted
outputs are generated by the Monte Carlo simulation following the Gaussian distribu-
tion to show convergence of the stochastic updating procedure, and it is found that the
predicted space has converged upon the measured space very well. Additionally, the
number of samples (i.e., five hundred) used in plotting the scatter clouds are clearly
enough to give an accurate estimate of the parameter variability using the perturbation
method. This is achieved by employing a combination of both geometrical and mate-
rial properties in the updating procedure, rather than using a number of similar type of
parameters.

Identification of defects in a spot welded structure by using only the natural fre-
quencies information is also presented in this thesis. FE model updating has been
carried out for predicting the extent of the defects, and the procedure is regarded as
parameter identification that aims to bring the numerical prediction to be as closely as
possible to the measured counterpart of the defective structure. The method has been
applied to two identical welded structures: (1) the benchmark structure, and (2) the de-
fective structure. The initial FE model for the defective specimen has shown excellent
correlation with the experimental findings, mainly because most of the uncertainties
(especially for the patch properties) have been successfully identified when updating
the FE model, firstly in Chapter 5 and secondly when updating the benchmark struc-
ture. Furthermore, the predicted natural frequencies from the updated defective model
agree with the measured defective data and the identified defect parameters are found
to be reasonable and in agreement with the findings from the visual inspection. The to-
tal error of the identified defective model is around 1.5%, in comparison with the initial
total error of approximately 5.5%. The diameter of the 'oversized' welds (dbig) is in-
creased by approximately 9% from the initial value and the 'undersized' weld (dsmau)

is reduced by approximately 25%. It should also be noted that the mesh size used in the
model is fixed to 20% of the nominal diameter. Hence, increased value of Ebigpatch in-
dicates not only increased rigidity at the patch area, but may also demonstrates affected
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area that is actually bigger than the size of the mesh used for the patch. Conversely,
reduced value of Esmallpatch demonstrates reduced rigidity that consequently indicates
smaller patch area. If the updated values are believed to reflect the reality, both sets of
welds may be classified as defects, hence support the findings from the earlier visual
inspection made to detect physical inconsistencies in the welds.

The benchmark structure used in the defects identification is deliberately damaged
by removing one of the laser spot welds (i.e., spot weld 13). Then, damage identifi-
cation is performed by FE model updating using not only the natural frequencies, but
also the mode shape information of the damaged structure. More modal parameters
are used in this work as natural frequencies alone are not enough for damage locali-
sation and quantification. The identification procedure is conducted based on the first
five natural frequencies and the first mode shape of the damaged structure, and damage
is characterised by the reductions in Young's modulus of the patches surrounding the
twenty spot welds to indicate the loss of material/stiffness at the damage region. In
order to assist the identification process further, more information have to be consid-
ered due to the symmetrical nature of the damaged structure. The experimental mode
shapes of the damaged structure are observed and it is acknowledged that the damage
occurs only at one quarter of the welded structure. Based on this information, it is
decided that only one quarter of the structure would be considered as damage region,
thus reducing the number of possible damage locations. In this work, spot welds 11 to
15 are regarded as possible damaged spot welds in the damage region. Based on the
updating results, it can be concluded that damage certainly exists at the location of spot
weld 13. However, the supposedly healthy spot welds are also affected by the proce-
dure with the biggest error of approximately 50% at the adjacent spot welds (i.e., spot
welds 12and 14), which is believed to be due to the spillover effect of FE model updat-
ing. The identification procedure also brings the predicted natural frequencies closer to
their measured counterparts, with total error of only 6%. Furthermore, the correlation
between the numerical and experimental modes are very good, which demonstrates
the success of the identification procedure. In general, the identification procedure has
successfully identified, localised and quantified the damage spot weld.

In conclusion, the laser weld joints have been modelled reasonably well by using
the CWELD elements by NASTRAN. The deterministic FE model updating procedure
has successfully brought the numerical model closer to the experimental data, that re-
sults in a reliable FE model of the laser welded structures to be used in further analy-
sis. The developed deterministic model is then employed in the non-deterministic (or
stochastic) model updating and the updated results are very well correlated with their
experimental counterparts. Moreover, the deterministic model is used in the defects
and damage identification work and good results are obtained. These findings there-
fore certify the applicability of the combined use of CWELD and the design sensitiv-
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ity and optimisation solution (SOL 200) by NASTRAN in modelling the laser welded
structures for wider applications.

8.2 Recommendations for future work

The study undertaken in this thesis has covered the application of FE model updating
using SOL 200 in NASTRAN for developing a reliable FE model of the laser welded
structures, with some encouraging results in the deterministic analysis, stochastic anal-
ysis and the identification of defects/damage exercise. Although the method is success-
fully implemented in this research, some improvements can be made in order to ensure
better predictions in the future. From the findings presented in this thesis, some general
recommendations for future work in the area of model updating are outlined below.

I. The structures used in this research are the simplified version of the substructures
commonly used in the automotive industry. Future investigations can be consid-
ered for real structures (such as the door panel, floor or roof from an actual BIW).
It is interesting to see if the results outlined in this thesis are in agreement with
those achieved from these more complex structures. Moreover, the feasibility
of using the developed model to represent different configurations of laser weld
joints (for instance, the continuous welds) can also be considered in the future.

2. The structures used in this research are modelled as linear systems. However,
some nonlinearities due to geometrical, material and boundary conditions may
exist in the structures. Therefore, it is interesting to investigate how these uncer-
tainties can be incorporated into the FE model.

3. The stochastic model updating for estimation of variability in welded structures
has been carried out by using the perturbation method. However, it is interesting
to investigate other methods (for example, the interval method) so comparisons
can be made with the perturbation method presented in this thesis.

4. The damage identification work presented in this thesis is the traditional vibration-
based identification method using the natural frequencies and mode shape data
of the damaged structure. It is also recognised that more damage information can
be gathered using the FRF information. Thus, future work for structural dam-
age detection is proposed by employing the FRFs when constructing the damage
identification algorithm. In addition, modern damage detection methods (for ex-
ample, wavelet analysis) may also be employed for identifying damage in the
welded structures.
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Appendix A: Welding Procedure
Specification

Welding Procedure Speclficatlons

WPS identification : Spot Weld Configuration - Hatplate A 1:A3, B2 :B3, C 1:C3

Manuracturer : Laser Lab, Department of Engineering, University of Liverpool

(Mr. Andy Snaylam)

Equipment Identification:

- laser welding mac:blne : Ferranti Photonics AF8 8 leWC02 Laser

- beam quaHty (K, M2 or BPP value) - beam polarisation:

M2= 4.0 - Linear Polarisation

- beam deHvery system

- beam rocuslng system

- shielding gas system

:Oold coated reflective mirrors

: Zinc Selenide (ZoSe) 190 mm focal length lens

: 6 mm pipe feed to nozzle

Parent material sprdOcation: 1: cold rolled mild steel

2: cold rolled mild steel

- material thickness (mm): 1: 1.5 mm

2: I.5mm

Joint type: - sbeet or plate 11]
-cyHndrkal 0
- axial 0
- radial 0
-other 0
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Joint design Welding technique

Sample is placed injig and clamped in

place. Licom CAD/CAM program written

to produce 10 equally spaced laser welds on

each side of clamped sample using CNC

table. Program includes aU laser commands

to turn shroud gas, laser beam on/off, etc.,

so each weld is produced in the same time

frame. Finished sample removed from

clamps andjig.

Jigs, fixtures and tooling Yes [IJ NoD

!IlMechanically fixed : Clamps

II]Tack weld; process :On corners of complete sample

Back support: Yes [I] NoD

Preparation: Samples are cleaned, jigs are produced prior to welding

Procedure

Tacklng pass Wekllng pass Cosmetic: pass

Weldlng position

Weldlng technique - as before-

Beam power at wol1cplet:e
- oontinuous(W) 4000

Beam orientation angle
- Iongltudlnal 90 degrees
- transverse 90 degrees
- position 6 mm from the edges

Travd speed (m/mln) -
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Laser duration (sec) 1

Sbleldlnggas
- classification and type Helium
- Dow rate (L/mln) 30

Working distance (mm) 72

Sbleldlnggas nozzle
- location (mm) 10
- diameter (mm) 6
- orientation:

Name :Andy Snaylam

Date :March 2008
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Appendix B: NASTRAN input files

Appendix Bl:
NASTRAN input file (.bdf) for Normal Modes analysis
(SOL 103) of flat plates

$ Direct Text Input for Nastran System Cell Section
$ Direct Text Input for File Management Section

$ Normal Modes Analysis, Database
SOL 103

$ Direct Text Input for Executive Control
CEND
TITLE = FLAT PLATE
ECHO = NONE

$ Direct Text Input for Global Case Control Data

$ Direct Text Input for this Subcase

$ Direct Text Input for Bulk Data

Elements and Element Properties for region plate_prop
PSHELL 1 1 1.45 1 1

$ Pset: "plate_prop" will be imported as: "psheI1.1"
CQUAD4 1 1 1 2 13 12

CQUAD4 300 1 329 330 341 340
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$ Referenced Material Record3
$ Material Record : plate_mat

MATl 1 2.1+8 8.1+7 7.86-6

$ Node3 of the Entire Model
GRID 1 O. O. O.

GRID 341 110. 56'1. o.
ENDDATA
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Appendix B2:
Optimisation code for updating of flat plates

...DESIGN VARIABLE DEFINITION

Plate E
DESVAR 1 E 1. .88 1.05 .001

$ Plate G_
DESVAR 2 G 1. .99 1.04 .001

$ ••• DEFINITION OF DESIGN VARIABLE TO ANALYSIS MODEL PARAMETER RELATIONS

DVMRELl 1
1

DVMRELl 2

MATl
2.1+8

1 E

MATl 1 G

...STRUCTURAL RESPONSE IDENTIFICATION

2 8.1+7

DRESP1,l
DRESP1,2
DRESP1,3
DRESP1,4
DRESP1,5

DRESP2,60
DRESPl

DEQATN 70

,FREQ_l ,FREQ ,1
,FREQ_2 ,FREQ ,2
,FREQ_3 ,FREQ ,3
,FREQ_4 ,FREQ ,4
,FREQ_5 ,FREQ ,5

,SUU ,70
1 2 3 4 5

SUU(Fl,F2,F3,F4,F5)=
(Fl/24.12-1.)~~2+(F2/66.92-1.)~~2+
(F3/77.65-1.)*~2+(F4/131.97-1.)~~2+
(F5/158.80-1.)~~2

...OPTIMIZATION CONTROL
DOPTPRM DESMAX 50 FSDMAX 0 Pl 0 P2 1

METHOD 1 OPTCOD MSCADS CONVl .001 CONV2 1.-20
CONVDV .001 CONVPR .01 DELP .2 DELX .5
DPMIN .01 DXMIN .05 CT -.03 GMAX .005
CTMIN .003
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Appendix B3:
NASTRAN input file (.bdf) for Normal Modes analysis
(SOL 103) of hat-shaped shells

Direct Text Input for Nastran System Cell Section
Direct Text Input for File Management Section

Normal Modes Analysis, Database
SOL 103

$ Direct Text Input for Executive Control
CEND
TITLE = HAT
ECHO = NONE

Direct Text Input for Global Case Control Data

Direct Text Input for this Subcase

Direct Text Input for Bulk Data

Elements and Element Properties for region
PSHELL 1 1 1.45 1

fold
1

$ P:set: "fold" will be imported a:s:"p:shell.l"
CQUAD4 189 1 286 287 290 289

CQUAD4 1598 1 2276 2277 2280 2279

$ Element:s and Element Propertie:s for reQ~on : flat
PSHELL 2 1 1.45 1 1

$ Pset: "flat" will be imported as: "pshell.2"
CQUAD4 1 2 1 2 5 4

CQUAD4 3008 2 3883 2275 2278 3894
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$ Referenced Material Records
$ Material Record : MS

MATi 1 2.1+8

$ Nodes of the Entire Model
GRID 1 O.

GRID 3894 79.4

ENDDATA

0.3

564.
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Appendix B4:
Optimisation code for updating of hat-shaped shells

...DESIGN VARIABLE DEFINITION

folds thickness
DESVAR 1 fold t 1. 0.85 1.1 .001

$ flats thickness
DESVAR 2 flat t 1. 0.85 1.1 .001

$ E
DESVAR 3 E 1. 0.85 1.05 .001

$ ...DEFINITION OF DESIGN VARIABLE TO ANALYSIS MODEL PARAMETER RELATIONS

DVPREL1 1
1

DVPREL1 2

DVMREL1 3

PSHELL 1
1.'15

T

PSHELL 2 T
2 1.'15

MAT1 1 E

...STRUCTURAL RESPONSE IDENTIFICATION

3 2.1+8

DRESP1,1
DRESP1,2
DRESP1,3
DRESP1,'1
DRESP1,5

DRESP2,60
DRESP1

DEQA.TN 70

,FREQ_l ,FREQ ,1
,FREQ_2 ,FREQ ,2
,FREQ_3 ,FREQ ,3
,FREQ_'1 ,FREQ ,'I
,FREQ_5 ,FREQ ,5

,SUU ,70
1 2 3 'I 5

SUU(Fl,F2,F3,F'I,F5)=
(F1/70.11-1.)~~2+(F2/273.70-1.)~~2+
(F3/287.92-1.)~~2+(F'I/33'1.73-1.)~~2+
(F5/395.'13-1.) ~~2

...OPTIMIZA.TION CONTROL
DOPTPRM DESMAX 50 FSDMAX 0 P1 0

METHOD 1 OPTCOD MSCADS CONV1 .001
CONVDV .001 CONVPR .01 DELP .2
DPMIN .01 DXMIN .05 CT -.03
CTMIN .003

P2 1
CONV2 1.-20
DELX .5
GMAX .005

Referenced Coordinate Frames
ENDDATA
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Appendix B5:
NASTRAN input file (.bdf) for Normal Modes analysis
(SOL 103) of flat plates with refined mesh

$ Direct Text Input for Nastran System Cell Section
$ Direct Text Input for File Management Section

$ Normal Mode~ Analysi~, Databa~e
SOL 103

$ Direct Text Input tor Executive Control
CEND
TITLE a PLATE ~ITH REFINED MESH
ECHO = NONE

Direct Text Input tor Global Case Control Data

$ Direct Text Input for this Subcase

Direct Text Input for Bulk Data

$ Elements and Element Properties for region plate
PSHELL 1 1 1.45 1 1

$ P~et: "plate" will be imported as: "pshel1.1"
CQUAD4 1 1 1 2 25 24

CQUAD4 2068 1 2161 2162 2185 2184

Referenced Material Records
Material Record : MS

MAT! 1 2.0886+88.26+7 7.86-6

$ Node~ of the Entire Model
GRID 1 o. o. o.

GRID 2185 110. 564. o.
ENDDATA
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Appendix B6:
NASTRAN input file (.bdf) for Normal Modes analysis
(SOL 103) of welded structures with CBAR elements

$ Direct Text Input for Nastran System Cell Section
$ Direct Text Input for File Management Section

Normal Modes Analysis, Database
SOL 103

$ Direct Text Input for Executive Control
CEND
TITLE = WELDED STRUCTURES WITH CBAR ELEMENTS
ECHO = NONE

$ Direct Text Input for Global Case Control Data

$ Direct Text Input for this Subcase

Direct Text Input for Bulk Data

$ Elements and Element Properties for region fold
PSHELL 1 1 1.31 1 1

$ Pset:
CQUAD4

nfoldn will be imported as: npshell.1n
2257 1 2471 2472 2475 2474

CQUAD4 3666 1 4461 4462 4465 4464

$ Elements and Element Properties for region : flat
PSHELL 2 1 1.53 1 1

$ Pset: nflatn will be imported as: npshell.2 n
CQUAD4 2069 2 2186 2187 2190 2189

CQUAD4 5076 2 6068 4460 4463 6079

$ Elements and Element Properties for region : plate
PSHELL 3 2 1.45 2 2
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$ P~et: "plate" will be imported a~: "p~hell.3"
CQUAD4 1 3 1 2 25 24

CQUAD4 2068 3 2161 2162 2185 2184

$ Element~ and Element Propertie~ tor re~ion : weld
PBARL 4 3 ROD

2.5

$ P~et: "veld" will be imported a~: "pbar1.4"
CBAR 10001 4 3618 68 1. 1. O.
CBAR 10002 4 3648 298 1. 1. O.
CBAR 10003 4 3678 528 1. 1. O.
CBAR 10004 4 3708 758 1. 1. O.
CBAR 10005 4 3738 988 1. 1. O.
CBAR 10006 4 3768 1218 1. 1. O.
CBAR 10007 4 3798 1448 1. 1. O.
CBAR 10008 4 3828 1678 1. 1. O.
CBAR 10009 4 3858 1908 1. 1. O.
CBAR 10010 4 3888 2138 1. 1. O.
CBAR 10011 i 2193 48 1. 1. O.
CBAR 10012 4 2223 278 1. 1. O.
CBAR 10013 4 2253 508 1. 1. O.
CBAR 10014 4 2283 738 1. 1. O.
CBAR 10015 4 2313 968 1. 1. O.
CBAR 10016 4 2343 1198 1. 1. O.
CBAR 10017 4 2373 1428 1. 1. O.
CBAR 10018 4 2403 1658 1. 1. O.
CBAR 10019 4 2433 1888 1. 1. O.
CBAR 10020 4 2463 2118 1. 1. O.

$ Reterenced Baterial Record8
$ Haterial Record : plate

KATl 2 2.0886+88.26+7 7.86-6
$ Haterial Record : hat

HATl 1 2.1422+8 .3 7.86-6

$ Katerial Record : veld

HATl 3 2.1+8 .3 7.86-6

$ Node8 ot the Entire Kodel
GRID 1 O. O. O.

GRID 6079 79.4 564. 40.

ENDDATA
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Appendix B7:
NASTRAN input file (.bdf) for Normal Modes analysis
(SOL 103) of welded structures with CHEXA elements

Direct Text Input for Nastran System Cell Section
Direct Text Input for File Management Section

Normal Modes Analysis, Database
SOL 103

$ Direct Text Input for Executive Control
CEND
TITLE = WELDED STRUCTURES WITH CHEXA ELEMENTS
ECHO = NONE

Direct Text Input for Global Case Control Data

Direct Text Input for this Subcase

Direct Text Input for Bulk Data

Elements and Element Properties for region plate
PSHELL 1 1 1.'15 1 1

$ Pset: "plate" will be imported as: "pshell.1"
CQUAD'I 89'19 1 10736 10737 107'12 107'11

CQUAD'I 17972 1 20332 12616 12621 20373

$ Elements and Element Properties for region : fold
PSHELL 2 2 1.31 2 2

$ Pset: "fold" will be imported as: "pshell.2"
CQUAD'I 1053 2 1287 1288 1292 1291

CQUAD'I 5376 2 6762 6763 6767 6766

$ Elements and Element Properties for region : weld
PSOLID 3 3 0
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$ Pset: "weld" will be imported as: "psolid.3"
CHEXA 20001 3 363 364 359 358 10757 10758

10753 10752

CHEXA 20080 3 1269 1270 1265 1264 11663 11664
11659 11658

Elements and Element Properties for region flat
PSHELL 4 2 1.53 2 2

$ Pset: "flat" will be imported as: "pshell.4"
CQUAD4 301 4 342 343 348 347

CQUAD4 8948 4 10722 6760 6764 10735

Referenced Material Records
Material Record : plate

MATi 1 2.0886+88.26+7 7.86-6

$ Material Record : hat

MATl 2 2.1422+8 .3 7.86-6

$ Material Record : weld

MATi 3 2.1+8 .3 7.86-6
$ Nodes of the Entire Model
GRID 1 O. O. O.

GRID 6079 79.4 564. 40.

ENDDATA
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Appendix B8:
NASTRAN input file (.bdf) for Normal Modes analysis
(SOL 103) of welded structures using CWELD elements
with PARTPAT format

$ Direct Text Input for Nastran System Cell Section
$ Direct Text Input for File Management Section

Normal Modes Analysis, Database
SOL 103

$ Direct Text Input for Executive Control
CEND
TITLE = ~ELDED STRUCTURES ~ITH C~ELD ELEMENTS (PARTPAT FORMAT)
ECHO = NONE

Direct Text Input for Global Case Control Data

Direct Text Input for this Subcase

Direct Text Input for Bulk Data

Elements and Element Properties for region fold
PSHELL 1 1 1.305 1 1

$ Pset: "fold" will be imported as: "pshell.1"
CQUAD"I 2257 1 2"171 2"172 2"175 2"17"1

CQUAD"I 3666 1 4461 4462 4465 4464

s Elements and Element Properties for region : flat
PSHELL 2 1 1.53 1 1

$ Pset: "flat" will be imported as: "pshe Lf , 2"
CQUAD4 2069 2 2186 2187 2190 2189

CQUAD4 5076 2 6068 4460 4463 6079

$ Elements and Element Properties for region : plate
PSHELL 3 2 1.45 2 2
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$ Pset: "plate" will be imported as: "pshell.3"
CQUAD4 5077 3 6080 6081 6092 6091

CQUAD4 5376 3 6408 6409 6420 6419

$ Connector elements and properties for region weld
$ Pset: "weld" will be imported as: "pweld.4"
PlJELD 4 3 5. OFF SPOT

ClJELD 10001 4 3618 PARTPAT 3618 6421
2 3

ClJELD 10002 4 3648 PARTPAT 3648 6422
2 3

ClJELD 10003 4 3678 PARTPAT 3678 6423
2 3

ClJELD 10004 4 3708 PARTPAT 3708 6424
2 3

ClJELD 10005 4 3738 PARTPAT 3738 6425
2 3

ClJELD 10006 4 3768 PARTPAT 3768 6426
2 3

ClJELD 10007 4 3798 PARTPAT 3798 6427
2 3

ClJELD 10008 4 3828 PARTPAT 3828 6428
2 3

ClJELD 10009 4 3858 PARTPAT 3858 6429
2 3

ClJELD 10010 4 3888 PARTPAT 3888 6430
2 3

ClJELD 10011 4 2193 PARTPAT 2193 6431
2 3

ClJELD 10012 4 2223 PARTPAT 2223 6432
2 3

ClJELD 10013 4 2253 PARTPAT 2253 6433
2 3

ClJELD 10014 4 2283 PARTPAT 2283 6434
2 3

CTJELD 10015 4 2313 PARTPAT 2313 6435
2 3

ClJELD 10016 4 2343 PARTPAT 2343 6436
2 3

ClJELD 10017 4 2373 PARTPAT 2373 6437
2 3

ClJELD 10018 4 2403 PARTPAT 2403 6438
2 3

ClJELD 10019 4 2433 PARTPAT 2433 6439
2 3

ClJELD 10020 4 2463 PARTPAT 2463 6440
2 3
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Referenced Material Records
Material Record : plate

MATi 2.0886+88.26+72

$ Material Record : hat

MATi 1 2.1422+8

$ Material Record : weld

MATi 3 2.1+8

$ Nodes of the Entire Model
GRID 2186 O.

GRID 6440 S.

ENDDATA 862897al

.3

.3

O.

552.
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Appendix B9:
Optimisation code for updating of welded structures us-
ing CWELD elements with PARTPAT format

...DESIGN VARIABLE DEFINITION

diameter
DESVAR 1 D 1. 0.7

$ E weld
DESVAR 2 E weld 1. 0.9

1.1 .01

1.04 .01

$ ..• DEFINITION OF DESIGN VARIABLE TO ANALYSIS MODEL PARAMETER RELATIONS
DVPREL1 1 PWELD 4 D

1 5.

DVMREL1 2 MAT! 3 E
2 2.1+8

...STRUCTURAL RESPONSE IDENTIFICATION
DRESP1,1 ,FREQ_l ,FREQ ,1
DRESP1,2 ,FREQ_2 ,FREQ ,2
DRESP1,3 ,FREQ_3 ,FREQ ,3
DRESP1,4 ,FREQ_4 ,FREQ ,4
DRESP1,5 ,FREQ_5 ,FREQ ,5

DRESP2,60 ,SUU
DRESP1 1

,70
2 3 5

DEQATN 70 SUU(F1,F2,F3,F4,F5)a
(11/508.12-1.)**2+(F2/553.69-1.) **2+
(F3/575.39-1.)**2+(F4/627.45-1.)**2+
(15/643.66-1.)**2

...OPTIMIZATION CONTROL
DOPTPRM DESMAX 50 FSDMAX 0 P1 0 P2 1

METHOD 1 OPTCOD MSCADS CONV1 .001 CONV2 1.-20
CONVDV .001 CONVPR .01 DELP .2 DELX .5
DPMIN .01 DXMIN .05 CT -.03 GMAX .005
CTMIN .003
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Appendix BI0:
NASTRAN input file (.bdf) for Normal Modes analysis
(SOL 103) of welded structures using CWELD elements
with ALIGN format

Direct Text Input for Nastran System Cell Section
Direct Text Input for File Management Section

Normal Modes Analysis, Database
SOL 103

$ Direct Text Input for Executive Control
CEND
TITLE = ~ELDED STRUCTURES ~ITH C~ELD ELEMENTS (ALIGN FORMAT)
ECHO ~ NONE

Direct Text Input for Global Case Control Data

Direct Text Input for this Subcase

Direct Text Input for Bulk Data

Elements and Element Properties for region
PSHELL 1 1 1.305 1

fold
1

$ Pset: "fold" will be imported as: "pshell.1"
CQUAD"I 2257 1 2"171 2"172 2"175 2"17"1

CQUAD"I 3 666 1 "1"161 "1"162 "1"165 "1"16"1

$ Elements and Element Properties for region : flat
PSHELL 2 1 1.53 1 1

$ Pset: "flat" will be imported as: "pshell.2"
CQUAD"I 2069 2 2186 2187 2190 2189

CQUAD"I 5076 2 6068 "1"160 "1"163 6079

$ Elements and Element Properties for region : plate
PSHELL 3 2 1."15 2 2
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$ Pset: "plate" will be imported as: "pshell.3"
CQUAD4 1 3 1 2 25 24

CQUAD4 2068 3 2161 2162 2185 2184

$ Elements and Element Properties for region : patch
PSHELL 4 3 1.53 3 3

$ P3et: "patch" will be imported as: "pshell.4"
CQUAD4 23 4 24 25 48 47

CQUAD4 3288 4 3888 3889 3892 3891

$ Connector elements and properties for region weld
$ Pset: "w~ld" will be imported as: "pweld.5"
Pl.JELD 5 4 5.47 OFF SPOT

Cl.JELD 10001 5 ALIGN 68 3618
Cl.JELD 10002 5 ALIGN 298 3648
Cl.JELD 10003 5 ALIGN 528 3678
Cl.JELD 10004 5 ALIGN 758 3708
Cl.JELD 10005 5 ALIGN 988 3738
Cl.JELD 10006 5 ALIGN 1218 3768
Cl.JELD 10007 5 ALIGN 1448 3798
Cl.JELD 10008 5 ALIGN 1678 3828
Cl.JELD 10009 5 ALIGN 1908 3858
Cl.JELD 10010 5 ALIGN 2138 3888
Cl.JELD 10011 5 ALIGN 48 2193
Cl.JELD 10012 5 ALIGN 278 2223
Cl.JELD 10013 5 ALIGN 508 2253
Cl.JELD 10014 5 ALIGN 738 2283

Cl.JELD 10015 5 ALIGN 968 2313
Cl.JELD 10016 5 ALIGN 1198 2343
Cl.JELD 10017 5 ALIGN 1428 2373
Cl.JELD 10018 5 ALIGN 1658 2403
Cl.JELD 10019 5 ALIGN 1888 2433
Cl.JELD 10020 5 ALIGN 2118 2463
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Referenced Material Records
Material Record : plate

MATl 2 2.0886+88.26+7 7.86-6

$ Material Record : hat

MATl 1 2.1'122+8 .3 7.86-6

s Material Record : weld

MATl 4 2.1+8 .3 7.86-6

$ Material Record : patch

MATl 3 3.5+8 .3 7.86-6

$ Nodes of the Entire Model
GRID 1 o. o. o.

GRID 6079 79.4 564. 40.

ENDDATA
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Appendix B11:
Optimisation code for updating of welded structures us-
ing CWELD elements with ALIGN format

...DESIGN VARIABLE DEFINITION

diameter
DESVAR 1 D 1. 0.7 1.1 .01

s E weld
DESVAR 2 E weld 1. 0.9 1.04 .01

s E_patch
DESVAR 3 E_patch 1. 0.1 10. .01

$ ...DEF INITION OF DESIGN VARIABLE TO ANALYSIS MODEL PARAMETER RELATIONS
DVPREL1 1 PTJELD 5 D

1 5.

DVMREL1 2 MAT1 4 E
2 2.1+8

DVMREL1 3 MATl 3 E
3 3.5+8

...STRUCTURAL RESPONSE IDENTIF ICATION
DRESP1,1 ,FREQ_l ,FREQ ,1
DRESP1,2 ,FREQ_2 ,FREQ ,2
DRESP1,3 ,FREQ_3 ,FREQ ,3
DRESP1,4 ,FREQ_4 ,FREQ ,4
DRESP1,5 ,FREQ_5 ,FREQ ,5

DRESP2,60 ,SUU ,70
DRESP1 1 2 3 4 5

DEQATN 70 SUU(F1,F2,F3,F4,F5)=
(F1/508.12-1.)**2+(F2/553.69-1.)**2+
(F3/575.39-1.) **2+(F4/627.45-1.) **2+
(F5/643.66-1.)**2

...OPTIMIZATION CONTROL
DOPTPRM DESMAX SO FSDMAX 0 P1 0 P2 1

METHOD 1 OPTCOD MSCADS CONV1 .001 CONV2 1.-20
CONVDV .001 CONVPR .01 DELP .2 DELX .5
DPMIN .01 DXMIN .05 CT -.03 GMAX .005
CTMIN .003
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Appendix C: Example of calculation
for covariance matrix of parameters

The parameter covariance matrix equation (Eq. (6.19)) is given as follows.

The covariance matrix of measurement is given as,

0.0126 0.0275 0.0513 0.0451 0.0875
0.0275 0.0632 0.1053 0.1053 0.1889

CEE = cov(~m,~m) = 0.0513 0.1053 0.3248 0.1683 0.5434
0.0451 0.1053 0.1683 0.1796 0.3073
0.0875 0.1889 0.5434 0.3073 0.9490

and prior estimates of the other covariance matrices used in the equation are:

[

0.0001 0 0]
ce«, = cov(dB j,dB j) = 00 0.0001 0

o 0.0001

1.1843 21.9064 1.1843 T

22.4784 22.3718 22.4784
Cez, = COOj x S/ = Cooj x 4.6171 65.8456 4.6171

47.5645 37.5525 47.5645
69.4971 15.1519 69.4971

[0.0001 0.0022 0.0005 0.0048 00069]
= 0.0022 0.0022 0.0066 0.0038 0.0015

0.0001 0.0022 0.0005 0.0048 0.0069
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1.1843 21.9064 1.1843
22.4784 22.3718 22.4784

Cze· = Sj x Cee = 4.6171 65.8456 4.6171 x Cee.
} } }

47.5645 37.5525 47.5645
69.4971 15.1519 69.4971

0.0001 0.0022 0.0001
0.0022 0.0022 0.0022
0.0005 0.0066 0.0005
0.0048 0.0038 0.0048
0.0069 0.0015 0.0069

0.0483 0.0543 0.1453 0.0935 0.0497
0.0543 0.1511 0.1681 0.2978 0.3463

CZZj = Sj x Ceej x S/ = 0.1453 0.1681 0.4378 0.2912 0.1639
0.0935 0.2978 0.2912 0.5935 0.7180
0.0497 0.3463 0.1639 0.7180 0.9889

By taking appropriate values for weighting matrices Wee and Wee, the transformation

matrix T j is given as:

[

-0.0009 0.0009 -0.0027 0.0024 0.0054]
= 0.0041 0.0022 0.0123 0.0028 -0.0035

-0.0009 0.0009 -0.0027 0.0024 0.0054

By using the given input matrices, the new estimate of the parameter covariance matrix

can be computed as:

[

0.0007 0.0002 -0.0003]
Ceej+1 = 0.0002 0.0003 0.0002

-0.0003 0.0002 0.0007
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